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Abstract
Diblock copolymers are among the simplest amphiphilic molecules, and thus
provide a model platform for understanding self-assembly in soft matter. The research
presented in this work is broadly focused on the interplay between structure and dynamics
in particle-forming diblock copolymer melts, motivated by a recent rise in the number of
reports describing complex phase formation in these materials. Analogous complex, lowsymmetry structures have been observed in hard materials, such as metals and metal alloys,
pointing to the existence of underlying universalities within condensed matter physics. In
this work, thermal processing methods commonly employed on hard materials are applied
to short, compositionally asymmetric poly(1,4-isoprene)-block-poly(±-lactide) (IL)
diblock copolymers. Two disordered IL samples exhibiting characteristic spherical micelle
fluctuations above the order-disorder transition (ODT) were quenched in liquid nitrogen
and reheated to target temperatures. This processing method lead to the formation of
unconventional, low symmetry phases that were not otherwise formed by direct cooling
from the disordered state, bearing similarities to metallurgy. However, unlike metals, the
ordered states below the ODT imprinted particle densities onto the samples that persisted
in the disordered state. This remarkable feature is a manifestation of the fluctuating
disordered fluid in self-assembling soft materials.
A recent report showed that conformational asymmetry in diblock copolymers, or
the difference in space-filling capability between each block, is a key factor in complex
phase formation. However, the most important parameter in polymer physics is the length
of the polymer chain, which in a diblock copolymer may be represented by the invariant
iv

block degree of polymerization

. In this work, the role of chain length on complex phase

formation is investigated by probing the behavior of asymmetric poly(styrene)-blockpoly(1,4-butadiene) (SB;

≈ 80) diblock copolymers. This system was devoid of

complex phases, in contrast to previous results for short asymmetric poly(ethylethylene)block-poly(±-lactide) (EL;

≈ 800) diblock copolymers with approximately the same

conformational asymmetry. Differences in phase behavior associated with packing and
entanglement theory and resulted in calculation of a universal crossover parameter,
400. In the case of SB, where

>

≈

, asymmetry in space-filling capabilities are less

important and the system exhibits phase behavior analogous to mean-field predictions.
Conversely, the

<

regime places emphasis on conformational asymmetry and

presumably other molecular factors that stabilize complex structures.
In a diblock copolymer system, a dynamic constraint is imposed upon complex
phase formation as mass (chain) exchange between particles is required to accommodate
the multiple discrete particle shapes and sizes comprising these structures. In this work, the
dynamics associated with particles below the ODT is investigated using dynamic
mechanical spectroscopy (DMS) and X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy (XPCS). In
the supercooled liquid prior to ordering, DMS and XPCS measurements conducted on a
BCC-forming SB diblock copolymer revealed that particle dynamics are dependent on the
ergodicity temperature, above which particle rearrangements are mediated by ergodic chain
dynamics and below which non-ergodic ‘frozen’ particle motion becomes dominant.
Additionally, a new analytical framework was developed to investigate the time evolution
of particle dynamics via XPCS, which uncovered a wealth of dynamic features including
time-resolved relaxation time and speed distributions associated with particles in grains.
v
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Chapter 1
Principles of Block Copolymer Self-Assembly

1

1.1 Introduction
Amphiphilic block polymers are unique soft materials that self-assemble to form a
plethora of ordered structures at the nanoscale.1,2 In general, a linear block polymer
comprises any number of covalently linked homopolymers, at least two of which are
chemically distinct. Nanoscale self-assembly is a consequence of unfavorable enthalpic
interactions between the blocks combined with the inability to macrophase separate. Over
the past several decades a wealth of studies have been performed on block polymers to
elucidate the critical parameters which govern how these materials generate ordered
structures.1–6 AB diblock copolymers, the simplest class of block polymers, are composed
of just two distinct A and B type blocks and are the most ubiquitous materials investigated
among these studies. A cartoon of an AB diblock copolymer is provided in Figure 1.1. In
general, equilibrium aggregation of chains into supramolecular structures hinges on a welldefined set of thermodynamic parameters, as discussed in Section 1.2. However, the ability
of a diblock copolymer system to achieve the lowest free energy state is also controlled by
a range of underlying dynamic phenomena, as discussed in Section 1.3. The interplay
between thermodynamics and dynamics sets the foundation for the observed states in
diblock copolymer systems that ultimately dictate final material properties.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of a diblock copolymer.
An A block (poly(styrene)) and B block (poly(1,4-butadiene)) are linked by a covalent
bond (black circle). In general, the chemistries of the blocks may be tailored to satisfy
the requirements of a specific study or application.

1.2 Thermodynamics of Diblock Copolymers
The thermodynamics of diblock copolymers dates back to the 1940’s with the work
of Flory and Huggins who established the parameter space of polymer mixtures. 7,8 A
succinct review of the history of diblock copolymer research following contributions to
polymer physics theory from Flory and Huggins is presented elsewhere.9 Briefly, several
studies emerged between the 1960s and 1990s that developed and implemented selfconsistent mean-field theory (SCFT) as a predictive tool for diblock copolymer phase
behavior,3,4,10–15 solidifying SCFT as the workhorse theoretical method for understanding
these intriguing materials. As organic synthesis procedures and physical characterization
techniques advanced, a burst of experimental studies of diblock copolymers erupted in the
late 1980s and early 1990s.16–20 Interplay between theory and experiments propelled the
3

field and resulted in the discovery of numerous ordered morphologies 21–23 and elucidated
the parameters which dictate the formation of these morphologies. 24
Arguably the most important parameter in polymer physics is the number average
molecular weight of the chain
chain with molecular weight
,

+

,

where

,

=

, where

is the number of repeat units in the

. This holds for AB diblock copolymers, for which

=

is the molecular weight of block . Given the choice of block

chemistry in these materials, it is more convenient to define a degree of polymerization for
each block

=

,

, where

block , respectively, and

and

are the density and reference volume of

is Avogadro’s number. Likewise, the total degree of

polymerization for an AB diblock copolymer is defined as
Flory-Huggins theory,

=

+

. According to

dominates the configurational energy of the chain, with the

entropic contribution to the free energy of a polymer scaling as 1⁄ .
The enthalpic interaction between the blocks in an AB diblock copolymer is
characterized by the interaction parameter

. From Flory-Huggins theory, this parameter

is defined as the energy required to exchange a monomer of type A with a monomer of
type B between two reservoirs of each kind, scaled by the thermal energy
~

. Thus,

describes the energetic gain or penalty incurred from mixing blocks A and B.

For systems with

> 0, the interaction between A and B is unfavorable promoting

microphase separation. A relevant combined free energy parameter (
segregation strength, balances entropy ( ) against enthalpy (
copolymers are the focus of this thesis,
is important to note that

is henceforth referred to as

), termed the
). Since diblock
for simplicity. It

experimentally contains some entropic information and an

implicit composition dependence, which is not accounted for in Flory-Huggins theory.25
4

The phase behavior of a diblock copolymer also depends on the relative
composition of the constituent blocks. Owing to the space-filling requirements of ordered
structures at constant density, the volume fraction of block
germane phase space parameter, where

+

=

arises as the

= 1. From the segregation strength and the

volume fraction of an AB diblock copolymer, a phase portrait may be theoretically
determined by mean-field calculations. An example of one such diagram26 is provided in
Figure 1.2 for a monodisperse diblock copolymer, with illustrations of each morphology 27
surrounding the diagram. There are several key aspects of this calculated diagram. First, a
critical point occurs at the coordinates

= 0.5, (

)

= 10.495. Here, SCFT predicts

a second-order phase transition from a lamellar structure to disorder as

is decreased

(increasing ). At all other order-disorder transitions (ODTs) away from the critical point,
a first-order phase transition is predicted. Second, reducing the composition in either block
from the symmetric

= 0.5 case induces interfacial curvature between the blocks leading

to a change in morphology as a function of curvature. Third, this calculated diagram is
symmetric about the

= 0.5 axis. This symmetry is mainly a consequence of

conformational symmetry, another key phase space parameter.
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Figure 1.2: Self-consistent mean-field diagram for a diblock copolymer.
A disordered state is present for χN < 10.495 and ƒi << 0.5, where i = A or B. Increasing
segregation strength (decreasing temperature) induces formation of compositiondependent ordered phases ranging from body-centered cubic (BCC) particles,
hexagonally packed cylinders (HEX), a bicontinuous gyroid (GYR) network, and
lamellar sheets (LAM). Narrow windows of close-packed spheres (not portrayed) are
predicted at elevated segregation strength between the BCC and DIS states. The phase
portrait and morphology cartoons were modified from Refs. [26] and [27], respectively,
with permission.

Conformational asymmetry in an AB diblock copolymer describes the disparity in
space-filling between blocks A and B as dictated by the block chemistry.4,25,28 The extent
to which a chain fills space is commonly characterized by the radius of gyration

,a

statistical parameter calculated based on the center-of-mass of the polymer coil. For a
three-dimensional coil executing a random walk with Gaussian statistics, the radius of
6

gyration is defined as

=

, where

is the statistical segment length of a monomer.

Candidate homopolymer blocks each have a unique statistical segment length that is
weakly dependent on temperature; a spectrum of examples is provided in Figure 1.3 at 140
ºC.29,30 Since

is intrinsically linked to the space-filling characteristics of the chain, the

conformational asymmetry of an AB diblock copolymer may be defined as
≥ 1, where

=

is the statistical segment length of block . Choosing a constant

reference volume for each block (in this thesis,

=118 Å3) reduces this expression to

=

. As conformational asymmetry is increased, concave interfacial curvature is
amplified towards the block with larger statistical segment length (nominally block B) due
to disparity in the space-filling quality of each block. The consequence of enhanced
curvature is a horizontal shift in the phase portrait, as predicted by the mean-field results28
in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.3: Statistical segment lengths of various polymers at 140 ºC.
These values were determined using a reference volume

=118 Å3. 29,30
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Figure 1.4: Effect of conformational asymmetry on calculated phase portraits.
Increasing conformational asymmetry horizontally shifts the ordered SCFT phase
boundaries towards the block with higher statistical segment length. Reproduced with
permission from Ref. [28].

In addition to this shift in the diagram, in 2014 conformational asymmetry in
diblock copolymers was theoretically shown by Xie et al. to promote the formation of
complex structures.31 These mean-field calculations were motivated by the experimental
finding of the Frank-Kasper σ phase in a poly(1,4-isoprene)-block-poly(±-lactide) (IL)
diblock copolymer system by Lee et al. in 2010.22 Figure 1.5 shows the mean-field phase
diagram for a conformationally asymmetric ( = 4) diblock copolymer,31 as well as a
detailed schematic of the Frank-Kasper σ phase.32 SCFT anticipates this complicated
structure will appear between the BCC and HEX structures in the phase diagram (Figure
1.5A). We note that disparity in the SCFT results using the same conformational
asymmetry (Figure 1.4 and Figure 1.5) stems from limitations of the method, which
requires an a priori guess for the final structure.
The σ phase contains 30 particles per unit cell with 5 distinct particle shapes and
volumes (Figure 1.5B). The regular polyhedra outline the Wigner-Seitz cell of each
particle, defined as the intersection of planes midway between all nearest neighbors of a
given particle. Translation of these cells in three dimensions according to the specified
8

symmetry of each Wyckoff position completely fills space with no voids, satisfying
constant bulk density requirements. Several reports have connected σ phase formation to
packing arguments based (in part) on maximizing the “sphericity” of the constituent
Wigner-Seitz cells, calculated as the average isoperimetric quotient IQ = 36πV2/S3, where
S and V are the surface area and volume of the polyhedra, respectively. 6,33,34 For a sphere
IQ = 1, and lower average IQ corresponds to less spherical geometric objects. To reduce
enthalpic interactions between blocks A and B, the interfacial area defined by the shape of
the particle cores is minimized and the structure with higher sphericity is preferred. Simple
calculations for the structures in Figure 1.5A show that IQFCC < IQBCC < IQσ, supporting
the appearance of the σ phase at elevated segregation strengths. However, the requirement
of different particle volumes in the σ phase necessitates mass exchange when formed from
either the disordered melt or another ordered state (e.g., BCC), imposing a dynamic
constraint on the system. The role of mass exchange on complex phase formation will be
discussed further in Chapter 2.

9

Figure 1.5: SCFT prediction and schematic of the Frank-Kasper σ phase.
(A) Mean-field calculations predict a large stability window for the σ phase at elevated
conformational asymmetry. (B) Unit cell illustration of the σ phase with colored
polyhedra corresponding to five particle Wigner-Seitz cells of distinct shape and volume.
The phase portrait (A) and unit cell schematic (B) were reproduced from Refs. [31] and
[32], respectively, with permission.

In 2017, Schulze et al. experimentally validated the mean-field predictions captured
in Figure 1.5.35 This study focused on a series of poly(hydrocarbon)-block-poly(±-lactide)
diblock copolymers, in which variation in the choice of hydrocarbon block enabled a
systematic change in

with minor alterations in . The main results of this report are

summarized in Figure 1.6, which contains experimental phase portraits of the three short
(

< 100), compositionally asymmetric (0.12 <

similar

< 0.37) diblock copolymers with

and increasing . In the limiting case of conformational symmetry ( = 1), only

BCC and HEX structures were observed in agreement with mean-field theory (Figure 1.5).
As

was increased, the σ phase emerged and became prevalent to the point of making

direct contact with the disordered state when

= 1.68. Despite the general agreement

between the phase portraits in Figure 1.6 and the mean-field diagrams in Figure 1.4 and
Figure 1.5, there are several qualitative discrepancies which must explained. First, the
10

conformational asymmetry necessary to access the σ phase is substantially lower in
experiments ( = 1.32) relative to theoretical predictions ( =2.25). This difference stems
mainly from inaccuracy in the experimental determination of ( ), and will be discussed
at length later in this thesis. Second, mean-field theory fails to predict the direct σ ↔ DIS
and HEX ↔ DIS transitions observed experimentally. The apparent truncation of the
diagrams in Figure 1.4 and Figure 1.5 is a manifestation of the fluctuating disordered state,
another key thermodynamic aspect of diblock copolymer melts.

Figure 1.6: Experimental validation of conformational asymmetry effects.
Increasing packing asymmetry between the blocks leads to complex phase formation.
Reproduced from Ref. [35] with permission.
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In the disordered state mean-field theory predicts an isotropic, homogeneous melt
of chains. As a symmetric diblock copolymer is cooled (increasing

), the system will

proceed through a second-order phase transition to attain the final ordered lamellar
structure, as schematically illustrated in Figure 1.7A.3 This physical picture applies in the
limit

→ ∞. However, composition fluctuations in the disordered state arise for

leading to a weakly first-order phase transition at an elevated (

)

< ∞,

.13,36–38 In 1987

Frederickson and Helfand expanded mean-field theory to accommodate the effect of
fluctuations in the disordered state.13 This theory implemented a new parameter, termed
the invariant degree of polymerization

=

, as a measure of the extent of overlap

between chains in the melt. Physically,

is inversely proportional to the pervaded volume

of a chain within a volume dictated by the radius of gyration. As

decreases, the extent

of overlap between chains decreases and the effects of fluctuations become amplified. 39
These fluctuations manifest as segregated domains with a strong correlation length but
without long range order, as depicted in Figure 1.7B. Composition fluctuations increase
the apparent (

)

required for ordering by stabilizing the disordered state. In the case

of symmetric diblock copolymers, simulations and renormalized one-loop theory have
characterized the increase in segregation strength necessary for ordering according to the
relationship (

)

=10.495 + 41.0

of a series expansion of (

)

-1/3

+ 123.0

-0.56 40,41

.

This equation takes the form

in , with claimed accuracy for

compositionally asymmetric diblock copolymers (

≳ 102. In the limit of

≪ 0.5), the fluctuating disordered

state comprises liquid-like, disordered particles, as depicted in Figure 1.7C. At low
molecular weights (

≈ 102), these particles are stable with a well-defined correlation

12

length below a critical micelle dissociation temperature TMDT.42–44 For T > TMDT, the
composition profile of the disordered liquid recovers mean-field homogeneity.

Figure 1.7: Schematic of order and disorder in symmetric and asymmetric diblock
copolymers.
(A) On cooling, the mean-field symmetric (ƒA = 0.5) diblock copolymer with → ∞
proceeds from a homogenous state through a second-order phase transition at the ODT
to lamellae. (B) At finite , composition fluctuations set in prior to a weakly first order
phase transition at TODT. (C) For a finite length asymmetric (ƒA ≪ 0.5) diblock
copolymer, fluctuating micelles form as the system crosses TMDT before packing onto an
ordered lattice at the ODT.

Fluctuations have been observed experimentally in numerous reports and through
multiple methods.36–39,45–47 Perhaps the most ubiquitous method utilized is dynamic
mechanical spectroscopy (DMS), in which small amplitude oscillatory shear is applied to
a diblock copolymer between two parallel plates. Measuring the dynamic elastic (G') and
viscous (G'') moduli of the sample while varying the frequency of oscillation enables
dynamic characterization, as will be discussed later in detail. Fluctuations manifest as
13

increased elasticity above the order-disorder transition temperature TODT below a critical
frequency

, as shown in Figure 1.8A.46 Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) may also

be used to observe the extent of fluctuations by measuring the inverse intensity at the
primary peak position (1/I*) as a function of inverse temperature. The inverse intensity of
the principal peak is proportional to the second derivative of the system free energy with
respect to composition, and thus the order of the transition (defined by the order of the free
energy derivative which is discontinuous) is elucidated by this technique. Figure 1.8B
contains data from one of many studies showing the weakly first-order nature of the ODT
from SAXS for a compositionally symmetric diblock copolymer. 46 In contrast, very few
studies48–50 have been performed on the fluctuating disordered state of compositionally
asymmetric diblock copolymers. Chapter 2 describes the critical role of the fluctuating
disordered state on the phase behavior of particle-forming diblock copolymers.
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Figure 1.8: Experimental observation of the fluctuating disordered state in a symmetric
diblock copolymer.
(A) Increased elasticity (G') at low frequencies from DMS above TODT = 193 ± 1 ºC
indicates the presence of composition fluctuations. (B) The inverse primary peak
intensity from SAXS above the ODT is elevated in the fluctuating regime. Both
representative graphs were reproduced from Ref. [46] with permission.

1.3 Dynamics in Diblock Copolymers
Below the ODT, diblock copolymer ordered phase formation requires coordination
of dynamic features spanning length scales ranging from interactions between monomers
to those between aggregates of chains and the associated ordered morphologies. Traditional
techniques for investigating block polymer dynamics include forced Rayleigh
scattering,19,51 forward recoil spectroscopy,52 pulse field gradient nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy,53 depolarized light scattering,54,55 time-resolved SAXS,56,57
dynamic mechanical spectroscopy (DMS),33,58,59 and various photon correlation
spectroscopies.60,61 Each of these techniques probes one or multiple dynamic processes
associated with characteristic length scales. Dynamic features such as intrachain modes
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and chain diffusion occur at length scales below the critical size associated with ordered
structures and are common across all diblock copolymer systems and compositions. As the
length scale increases, the dynamic processes that govern ordering kinetics become
intimately tied to the dimensionality of the phase.
For particle-forming diblock copolymers, three-dimensional organization affords a
wealth of dynamic features. Time-resolved SAXS studies from the early 1990s were among
the first to elucidate the dynamics associated with three-dimensional ordering by measuring
the characteristic growth time of BCC-forming solutions of poly(styrene)-block-poly(1,4butadiene) (SB) in n-tetradecane.56,57 Figure 1.9A displays ordering time constants as a
function of quench depth below the ODT for four SB solutions.57 In general, the time
constant for growth increases concomitantly with the concentration of polymer, and growth
appears fastest at intermediate quench depths. Recently, our group connected the trend in
fastest growth time to classical nucleation and diffusion limited growth regimes for
materials undergoing crystallization in three-dimensions.23,33,62 This connection is
exemplified by performing time-temperature transformation (TTT) of growth times, as
depicted in Figure 1.9B for a particle-forming IL diblock copolymer.23 These time
constants were determined by rapidly quenching the sample from the fluctuating disordered
state to T < TODT and monitoring ordering via DMS and SAXS. Immediately following all
quenches, a supercooled liquid was present bearing similarity to the fluctuating disordered
state illustrated in Figure 1.7C. For shallow quenches, nucleation limitations produce long
induction periods prior to growth of BCC structure. Analogous to the solution studies in
Figure 1.9A, intermediate quench depths resulted in faster ordering kinetics. However, this
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sample exhibited drastically slowed dynamics for deep quenches, ultimately leading to a
range of complex metastable and stable structures.

Figure 1.9: Ordering characteristics of diblock copolymers.
(A) The time constants for growth of BCC structure in a series of SB solutions in ntetradecane were elucidated using time-resolved SAXS as a function of quench depth
below the ODT. (B) A time-temperature transformation (TTT) diagram constructed from
DMS and SAXS data for an IL diblock copolymer following rapid quenches below the
ODT. Solution (A) and melt (B) figures were reproduced from Refs. [57] and [23],
respectively, with permission.

The red dashed line in Figure 1.9B indicates an approximate temperature profile
for deeply quenched samples. Rapid cooling prevents nucleation at the fastest growth
temperature (~ 65 ºC) and traps the fluctuating disordered state in a liquid-like packing
(LLP) of particles resembling a jammed soft glass. 23,33 The transition to this LLP state is
associated with the ergodicity temperature Terg ≈ TODT – 25 ºC, the temperature at which
chain exchange extinguishes due to elevated segregation strength between the blocks.
However, formation of the equilibrium σ phase requires mass exchange to generate the 5
unique particle volumes associated with the Wyckoff positions shown in Figure 1.5B.
Consequently, relatively long ordering times are observed as the system transitions from
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LLP through a metastable dodecagonal quasicrystal (DDQC) to the stable σ phase.
Although DMS and SAXS provide a broad overview of the system dynamics, additional
techniques are required to further probe the features that govern formation of these complex
phases.
Figure 1.10 shows a schematic of soft material characterization techniques with
wavevector/length scale and frequency/energy as the ordinate and abscissa, respectively. 63
X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy (XPCS) emerges as a candidate analytical method
to probe the dynamics of diblock copolymers. XPCS in the small angle scattering geometry
has become an established technique over the past two decades for studying the dynamics
of liquid interfaces,64 as well as many soft materials including colloids, 65,66 polymer thin
films,67 and polymer melts.68–70 Several studies have used XPCS to study diblock
copolymer melt dynamics in both the ordered and disordered states, 61,68,70,71 with
comparisons to other dynamic techniques such as time-resolved SAXS and DMS.
However, the dynamics of compositionally asymmetric, particle-forming diblock
copolymers below the ODT temperature have not been interrogated with this technique.
This regime is a prime target for XPCS experiments due to the appearance of complex
structures that strongly depend on the system dynamics,22,23,32,72 and therefore a significant
portion of this thesis (Chapters 4 – 6) pertains to these measurements.
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Figure 1.10: Dynamic characterization methods.
The length scale and frequency associated with block copolymers places them in the
XPCS regime, as indicated by the black circle. Several other methods are portrayed,
including inelastic neutron scattering (INS), inelastic X-ray scattering (IXS), nuclear
forward scattering (NFS), and photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS). Reproduced from
Ref. [63] with permission.

1.4 Overview
This thesis is split into chapters that each target specific facets of particle-forming
diblock copolymer structure and dynamics. Chapter 2 describes the unique properties of
the fluctuating disordered state in the context of symmetry breaking and condensed matter
physics. In Chapter 3, the role of molecular weight on complex phase formation is
elucidated. Chapters 4 – 6 are concerned with the dynamics of a model BCC-forming SB
diblock copolymer. A comparison of DMS and XPCS results for supercooled samples
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below TODT in Chapter 4 provides information about the soft glass state associated with
Terg. Chapter 5 outlines a new analytical framework for interpretation of XPCS data from
samples with polycrystalline scattering. This analysis is implemented in Chapter 6 on
XPCS measurements of the model SB system during ordering to uncover a plethora of
dynamic features that govern the formation of three-dimensional grains of structure.
Chapter 7 summarizes the thesis and contains recommendations for future research
directions.
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Chapter 2
Complex Phase Formation in Short, Asymmetric
Diblock Copolymer Melts*

*This chapter contains a summary of the research presented in:
(1) Kim, K.; Schulze, M. W.; Arora, A.; Lewis III, R. M.; Hillmyer, M. A.; Dorfman, K.
D.; Bates, F. S. Thermal Processing of Diblock Copolymer Melts Mimics Metallurgy.
Science, 2017, 356, 520-523.
(2) Kim, K.; Arora, A.; Lewis III, R. M.; Liu, M.; Li, W.; Shi, A.-C.; Dorfman, K. D.;
Bates, F. S. Origins of Low-symmetry Phases in Asymmetric Diblock Copolymer Melts.
PNAS, 2018, 115, 847-854.
Kyungtae Kim and Morgan Schulze led the experimental aspects of the work described in
these publications, and Akash Arora performed the theoretical calculations, in
collaboration with the author of this thesis.
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2.1 Introduction
The packing and spatial arrangement of atoms and molecules determines many of
the associated physical properties of condensed matter. Superficially, hard materials such
as metals are deceptively simple to understand based on classical concepts modeling atoms
as hard spheres that interact through pairwise attractive and repulsive forces. Cooling
metals below the melting temperature leads to symmetry breaking and the formation of
crystalline states; most elemental metals form densely packed configurations with BCC,
FCC, and HCP symmetry. However, when cooled to low temperatures, certain elemental
metals, notably manganese73,74 and plutonium,75 adopt a number of remarkably complex,
low symmetry crystal structures containing large unit cells with many atoms. Metal alloys
offer much greater structural diversity,76 including aperiodic order, known as quasicrystals,
characterized by rotational but not translational symmetry. 77 A distinguishing feature of
such low symmetry crystals is the tetrahedral grouping of atoms resulting in four types of
clusters with 12-, 14-, 15- and 16-fold coordination, as articulated by Frank and Kasper 60
years ago.78,79 Understanding the fundamental origins of symmetry selection in metals and
alloys under equilibrium and non-equilibrium conditions, including the role of electronic
structure, remains a central challenge in materials science and engineering.80
Self-assembling soft materials – including surfactants and lipids,81 supramolecular
assemblies,82–84 and block polymers1,2 – are governed by seemingly very different
molecular packing phenomena. Undiluted diblock copolymers are perhaps the simplest
archetypal case. When particle-forming diblock copolymers pack together the “soft”
micelles are forced to assume polyhedral shapes such that space is filled without voids
while maintaining uniform density dictated by the short-range liquid-like packing of chain
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segments.33 Until recently, theory3 and experiments85 supported the notion that the
universal equilibrium state is a BCC arrangement of such particles. Recent experiments
with low molar mass (i.e., N ≈ 20 – 100) poly(1,4-isoprene)-block-poly((±)-lactide) IL
diblock copolymers revealed the formation of the Frank-Kasper  phase and the closely
related dodecagonal quasicrystalline (DDQC) state when samples were cooled well below
the TODT.22,23,33 These observations, supported (in part) by SCFT,31 suggest enticing
analogies between the underlying mechanisms responsible for symmetry breaking in hard
and soft matter. Accordingly, we have explored how thermal processing influences the
nucleation and growth of order in asymmetric diblock copolymer melts based on the wellestablished impact of time and temperature on the formation of innumerable phases and
microstructures in metal alloys.

2.2 Frank-Kasper Phases
Motivated by the appearance of Frank-Kasper phases in recent soft material reports
and the serendipitous discovery of the C14 phase with a short poly(ethylethylene)-blockpoly(±-lactide) (EL) diblock copolymer (Figure 2.1), we utilized SCFT to establish the
relative free energies between a host of complex structures (i.e., σ, C14, C15, A15, and Z)
and other documented morphologies (i.e., FCC, BCC, and HEX) for an asymmetric diblock
copolymer. Figure 2.2 contains the free energy per chain F from SCFT calculations
(performed by Akash Arora) of a conformationally asymmetric (ε = 4) diblock copolymer
melt with χN = 40 for multiple phases relative to the BCC phase. Chapter 3 contains
additional details regarding the procedures associated with these mean-field calculations.
As composition increases, the stable structure with lowest relative free energy transitions
from (FCC →) BCC → σ → HEX in general agreement with recent experimental results.35
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Strikingly, the difference in free energy per chain for all Frank-Kasper phases is extremely
small, O(10−3 kBT), suggesting that the formation of these structures is highly susceptible
to experimental conditions.

Figure 2.1: First evidence of the C14 phase in a block polymer.
SAXS patterned was obtained from a short (Mn = 3170 g/mol) asymmetric EL diblock
copolymer (ƒL = 0.15), where TODT = 41 ºC. The sample was disordered by heating to T
> 41 ºC then quenched in liquid nitrogen and reheated to room temperature (20 ºC) for
16 days. Vertical lines associated with the observed (solid) and absent (dashed) Bragg
reflections of the C14 structure are overlaid. Results obtained by Morgan Schulze and
reproduced from the Supporting Information of Ref. [32] with permission.
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Figure 2.2: Self-consistent field theory calculations for various diblock copolymer
structures.
The free energy per chain for each phase relative to BCC was calculated as a function of
composition for a diblock copolymer with χN = 40 and ε = 4. Small differences in free
energy between Frank-Kasper phases suggest that experimentally observed structures
may be dependent on experimental conditions. Calculations performed by Akash Arora
and reproduced from Ref. [32] with permission.

Small calculated differences in free energy between a range of Frank-Kasper phases
stem from an intrinsic similarity in organization of the entities comprising the structures.
Frank-Kasper phases are associated with three-dimensional space groups based on
tetrahedral coordination and are constructed via combinations of four distinct polyhedra,
as shown in the planar graphs in Figure 2.3A. These geometric objects consist of regular
pentagonal faces and either zero (Z12), two (Z14), three (Z15), or four (Z16) isolated regular
hexagonal faces. Figure 2.3B contains unit cells of the BCC, σ, C14, and C15 phases with
associated polyhedra illustrated and colored corresponding to the classes in Figure 2.3A.
Note that the BCC structure fills space with truncated octahedrons and is not classified as
a Frank-Kasper phase. The σ phase contains 30 particles per unit cell with 5 different
Wyckoff positions and 3 types of polyhedra (Z12, Z14, and Z15). The C14 and C15 phases,
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or Laves phases,76 are commonly found in metal alloys and consist of 12 and 24 particles
per unit cell, respectively, with combinations of Z12 and Z16 type polyhedra. Notably, the
polyhedra at each Wyckoff position in the σ, C14, and C15 phases have different volumes.
Therefore, formation of these phases with diblock copolymer particles (aggregates of
chains) from the disordered liquid or other ordered states requires mass exchange between
particles, a central focus of Chapters 4 and 6 in this thesis.

Figure 2.3: Structural components of Frank-Kasper phases.
(A) Planar graphs of four polyhedra that combine to make Frank-Kasper phases. (B) Unit
cells of the BCC, σ, C14, and C15 structures. Colored polyhedra correlate to the graphs
in (A), with different hues corresponding to different particle shapes and volumes.
Reproduced from Ref. [32] with permission.
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2.3 Results
To probe the factors governing complex phase formation, two poly(1,4-isoprene)block-poly(±-lactide) (IL) diblock copolymers were synthesized following wellestablished, two-step controlled polymerization methods.86 Samples IL-58-15 (Mn = 5010
g/mol, Ð = 1.08, and ƒL = 0.15) and IL-52-20 (Mn = 4830 g/mol, Ð = 1.07, and ƒL = 0.20)
were freeze-dried and hermetically sealed in aluminum pans, then heated to a temperature
several degrees above TODT = 99 ºC for IL-58-15 and TODT = 132 ºC for IL-52-20. Here,
the notation IL-XX-YY is utilized, where XX is the number average degree of
polymerization of the poly(1,4-isoprene) block and YY is the volume percent of the poly(±lactide) block. Both block polymers were either: (i) cooled directly to T < TODT at a rate of
approximately 2 ºC/s, or (ii) immediately submerged into liquid nitrogen (T = −196 ºC)
then reheated to T < TODT and held at the target temperature for up to 20 days. Structural
features were monitored using SAXS measured at beamline 5-ID-D of the Advanced
Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory. In these experiments, the scattered
intensity was determined as a function of the wavevector magnitude q (q = | ⃑| =
4πsin(θ/2)/λ, where θ is the scattering angle and λ = 0.7293 Å is the wavelength of the
incident beam).
Figure 2.4 contains SAXS patterns recorded at various stages during the thermal
treatments applied to sample IL-58-15. At 105 ºC, a broad peak is evident owing to form
factor scattering and the range of correlation lengths between particles in the fluctuating
disordered state. Direct cooling to 70 ºC or 55 ºC generates a BCC or σ phase, respectively
(Figure 2.4A), in agreement with previous studies on IL diblock copolymers. 22,23,33
However, samples that were quenched in liquid nitrogen and reheated to T < TODT produced
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a different array of structures (Figure 2.4B). At 25 ºC, the final scattering pattern exhibits
a broad peak similar in form to the disordered pattern at 105 ºC with additional features at
high q. We associate this pattern with the disordered liquid-like packing (LLP) of
kinetically arrested particles below the ergodicity temperature Terg.23 At this temperature
elevated segregation strength between the core and corona blocks hampers mass exchange
between particles, inhibiting the formation of long range ordered structures on
experimentally tractable timescales. Increasing the target temperature to 35 ºC results in
the formation of a DDQC after several days of annealing, and heating to 85 ºC produces a
diffraction pattern consistent with the C14 phase (Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.4: Scattering patterns for IL-58-15 following different thermal treatments.
(A) Direct cooling from the disordered state through TODT = 99 ºC leads to the formation
of conventional phases. (B) Immersing the disordered state in liquid nitrogen and
reheating produces an array of different structures. Reproduced from Ref. [32] with
permission.
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Figure 2.5: Indexed C14 pattern from sample IL-58-15 at 85 ºC.
Values above each vertical line correspond to the miller planes associated with C14
Bragg reflections at each peak position. Reproduced from Ref. [32] with permission.

Performing similar treatments with the IL-52-20 sample resulted in a unique
complement of different ordered phases, as shown in Figure 2.6. Here, direct cooling leads
to a conventional HEX phase. Supported by results presented in Chapter 3, we speculate
that on cooling the disordered particles undergo facile fusion54,87 to generate cylinders with
long range over relatively short annealing times. Conversely, Figure 2.6B shows that
plunging the sample into liquid nitrogen and reheating to 25 ºC generates a LLP of
particles, indicating that nucleation (and growth) of cylinders was diverted by this rapid
quenching procedure. Heating to 85 ºC produces a well-ordered σ phase, and at 100 ºC a
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pattern consistent with the C15 phase emerges after several days (Figure 2.7). These results
are summarized in the schematic illustration shown in Figure 2.8, which identifies the
structure of compositionally asymmetric diblock copolymer melts above and below the
TODT.

Figure 2.6: Scattering patterns for IL-52-20 following different thermal treatments.
(A) Direct cooling from the disordered state through TODT = 132 ºC leads to the formation
of HEX. (B) Immersing the disordered state in liquid nitrogen and reheating produces
an array of different particle-based structures. Reproduced from Ref. [32] with
permission.
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Figure 2.7: Indexed C15 pattern from sample IL-52-20 at 100 ºC.
Values above each vertical line correspond to the miller planes associated with C15
Bragg reflections at each peak position. The asymmetry of the lowest q peak is likely
due to stacking faults in the structure, analogous to those commonly found in FCC/HCP
close-packed systems.76 Reproduced from Ref. [32] with permission.
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of ordered and disordered regimes in diblock copolymer melts in
the idealized equilibrium limit.
Colored spheres denote particle cores formed by minority blocks, and the blue
background represents the corona matrix consisting of the majority blocks. Above the
micelle dissociation temperature (TMDT), the disordered polymer is spatially
homogeneous as accounted for by SCFT, whereas locally segregated micelles dominate
the disordered state structure near the TODT. SCFT anticipates the experimentally
observed phase behavior illustrated at T < TODT. Reproduced from Ref. [72] with
permission.
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To probe the reversibility of these thermal treatments, both the BCC and C14
structures were heated above their respective ODTs (TODT,BCC = 95-99 ºC, TODT,C14 = 105110 ºC) as shown in Figure 2.9. Upon disordering of both structures, broad peaks were
obtained associated with fluctuating particles in the disordered state. However, these
patterns are characterized by a significant difference in the primary peak position, q*, with
disordering of BCC structure leading to q* = 0.0633 Å−1 and C14 to q* = 0.0538 Å−1. This
15 % variation far exceeds the small change in q* (ca. 1-2 %) associated with the
differences in temperature. Similarly, Figure 2.10 shows that disordering of sample IL-5220 from HEX structure results in q* = 0.0657 Å−1, whereas the disordered state from C15
yields q* = 0.0506 Å−1. We note that these differences in q* indicate corresponding
differences in average particle density in the disordered state, indicative of multiple
metastable states, despite the fact that these dense micellar systems are nearly pourable
liquids (viscosity < 10 Pa·s) with fast particle relaxation time (< 1 s) as measured
rheologically.
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Figure 2.9: Scattering patterns for unique structures from sample IL-58-15.
(A) The disordered, fluctuating liquid was directly cooled to generate a BCC structure
at 85 ºC < TODT. (B) Immersion of the sample in liquid nitrogen and reheating to 95 ºC
produced a well-ordered C14 structure, as described in Figure 2.4. In both panels the
samples were reversibly heated and cooled through their respective ODTs to
reproducibly attain disordered ordered states. Small bars above peaks are associated with
Bragg reflections for the corresponding structures. Data are shifted vertically for clarity.
Reproduced from Ref. [72] with permission.
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Figure 2.10: Scattering patterns for unique structures from sample IL-52-20.
(A) The disordered, fluctuating liquid was directly cooled to generate a HEX structure
at 100 ºC < TODT. (B) Immersion of the sample in liquid nitrogen and reheating to 100
ºC produced a well-ordered C15 structure, as described in Figure 2.6. In both panels the
samples were reversibly heated and cooled through their respective ODTs to
reproducibly attain disordered ordered states. Small bars above peaks are associated with
Bragg reflections for the corresponding structures. Data are shifted vertically for clarity.
Reproduced from Ref. [72] with permission.

Remarkably, cooling all four of the disordered liquids through their respective
ODTs returns the samples to the original ordered state. The distinct disordered states and
structural reversibility attributes of the samples remained despite annealing the sample at
TODT + 30 ºC for up to 5 minutes and multiple repeated ordering and disordering cycles.
Thus, the disordered samples retain a memory of the ordered state from which they came.
We posit that the stability of this memory is a consequence of dynamic factors discussed
in Section 2.5 (vide infra).
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2.4 Formation of Complex Phases
As described in Chapter 1, a key ingredient for the formation of complex phases in
single component diblock copolymers is conformational asymmetry, which imposes a
space-filling bias on the system. Differences in block conformations drives the system to
adopt complex structures with higher average sphericity than the BCC phase and therefore
reduced enthalpic penalties. Additionally, the results of Chapter 3 suggest that molecular
weight plays a crucial role in the formation of complex phases. We find that above a critical
molecular weight threshold, the effects of conformational asymmetry are dampened and
complex phases must be formed by other means (such as blending or architectural
adjustments).
The results of this Chapter indicate that complex phase formation can be influenced
by sample thermal history. Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.6 show that whereas directly cooling
the sample leads to a series of conventional structures (i.e., BCC and HEX), unexpected
complex phase behavior is observed through quenching of the disordered sample and
reheating to T < TODT. In both cases the sample begins as a disordered liquid (obtained by
freeze drying the polymer from benzene) consisting of fluctuating particles with
characteristic diameter 〈 〉. At equilibrium, decreasing temperature leads to an increase in
the particle diameter according to 〈 〉 ~

/

/

assuming χ ~ T−1.2 Adjustments in

particle size are facile during a relatively slow direct cooling process as mass exchange
between particles occurs concurrently with the change in temperature. Conversely,
immersion in liquid nitrogen forces the sample far out of equilibrium as particles are
trapped at a thermodynamically unfavorable size. We speculate that reheating the quenched
sample enables rectification of the particle volume distribution through fission/fusion
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events once the material is heated above Tg but below the ergodicity temperature Terg.
Further heating to Terg < T < TODT leads to mass (chain) exchange. We believe that
formation of low symmetry complex phases is a consequence of these mechanisms driving
the system into a local free energy minimum, i.e., the free energy barriers for transitioning
to a more thermodynamically favorable phase (another local minimum of lower free
energy) trap the system in a non-equilibrium state.
The diffraction patterns in Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10 provide a direct method for
calculating the number of particles per unit cell volume n/V of each ordered phase (Table
2.1). For HEX, n/A is identified with n as the number of hexagonal faces within a rhombic
unit cell of area A. The disparity in particle densities associated with the ordered phases
from each sample supports the notion of fusion and fission events during reheating of the
quenched state. Mass exchange alone cannot reconfigure the particle density of a system.
The spontaneous fission and fusion of particles upon reheating from the quenched state
likely result in the formation of complex phases via maximizing the sphericity of the
polyhedra associated with each particle.
Table 2.1: Particle densities of IL-58-15 and IL-52-20 ordered structures
Structure
BCC
C14
HEX
C15

Particle density (nm−3)a
7.3 × 10−4
4.4 × 10−4
8.9 × 10−3 b
3.5 × 10−4

a

Calculated at the temperatures associated with each structure in Figures 2.9 and 2.10. bNumber of hexagonal
faces per area of rhombic unit cell.
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2.5 Disordered State Memory
The results presented in Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10 suggest that the disordered state
retains a memory of the ordered state from which it came. This effect is evidenced by the
q* positions of the disordered fluids. Significantly, the ratio of average particle spacing in
the ordered states of IL-58-15, [(n/V)BCC/(n/V)C14]1/3 = 1.18, is similar to the trend found in
the corresponding disordered fluids, q*(BCC,DIS)/q*(C14,DIS) = 1.21. Similarly, for sample IL52-20 we determine that [(n/A)HEX]1/2/[(n/V)C15]1/3 = 1.34, which is close to
q*(HEX,DIS)/q*(C15,DIS) = 1.30. Based on these findings, we anticipate that the distribution of
particle sizes behaves according to the schematic in Figure 2.11 for sample IL-58-15 near
the ODT. Below TODT, particle volume distributions are narrow and fixed as evidenced by
the SAXS data in Figure 2.9. Upon heating through the ODT, facile chain exchange
redistributes the polymer molecules to accommodate a monomodal average particle
volume and satisfy the thermodynamic density requirements.
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Figure 2.11: Schematic of ordered and disordered particle size distributions for IL-5815.
A single particle size and shape is associated with the BCC phase, which has 1 particle
per lattice site. Heating results in a distribution of particle sizes through chain exchange
with an average volume 〈 〉BCC dictated by the particle density established in the ordered
state. Cooling returns the material to a BCC crystal. The C14 phase is characterized by
12 particles per unit cell, distributed between three discrete types of particle sizes and
shapes, with an average volume of 〈 〉C14. Heating above TODT leads to a redistribution
of mass resulting in a monomodal distribution of particle sizes while maintaining the
particle density formed during initial formation of the C14 phase. The Laves phase
returns when the material is cooled below TODT. Reproduced from Ref. [72] with
permission.

For T ≈ TODT, well-established principles88,89 show that there is a severe
thermodynamic penalty associated with particle fission and fusion (Figure 2.12); thus, the
disordered state particle densities are slave to chain exchange alone and remain constant.
This energetic barrier becomes increasingly severe as the diblock copolymer molar mass
is reduced (while simultaneously increasing the magnitude of χ so as to maintain an
experimentally tractable TODT). Absence of particle fusion/fission near the ODT traps the
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particle density of the disordered fluid, providing an explanation for the apparent memory
of these materials. We speculate that refreeze-drying samples that have already formed
ordered structures will reset the particle density imposed by thermal treatments and enable
access to previously forbidden free energy minima.

Figure 2.12: Mechanism explaining the trapped disordered state particle density.
Fusion or fission of pairs of micelles, which requires chain stretching and compression,
respectively, away from the preferred configurations, are kinetically constrained by large
barriers in free energy F. Facile and rapid chain exchange provides for a continuous
redistribution of molecules when T > Terg, which accommodates the small variations in
particle volume, ΔV = ±ϵVi, required to fill space at constant density in the disordered
state. Fluctuations in the average particle volume are indicated by the dashed circles at
the ratio of initial to final number of particles per unit volume ni/nf = 1. Reproduced from
Ref. [72] with permission.
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2.6 Conclusions and Outlook
Two main conclusions arise from the results presented in this Chapter: (i) the phase
behavior of low molecular weight asymmetric diblock copolymers can be dependent on
thermal processing conditions, and (ii) fluctuating particles in disordered asymmetric
diblock copolymers can be imprinted with a particle density established below the TODT.
The first conclusion bears striking similarity to metallurgy, where the thermal treatment of
metals and metal alloys generates an array of ordered structures. However, unlike metals,
asymmetric diblock copolymers in the disordered melt possess a hidden symmetry, bearing
semblance to other hidden symmetries commonly found in the context of spontaneous
symmetry breaking,90 including those occurring in elementary particles 91 and spin
glasses.92 This hidden symmetry is a manifestation of the ordered state below the TODT that
persists in the fluctuating disordered state and consequently challenges the determination
of the true equilibrium states of asymmetric diblock copolymers. Reducing the effects of
fluctuations in the disordered state by increasing chain length may lead to equilibrated
disordered states as the thermal range of fluctuations ΔT = TMDT – TODT ~ N−γ diminishes.
This affords enticing opportunities to assess the roles of molar mass and fluctuation effects
on complex phase formation, themes of the subsequent Chapter in this thesis.
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Chapter 3
Role of Chain Length in the Formation of FrankKasper Phases in Diblock Copolymers*

*This chapter summarizes the research presented in:
Lewis III, R. M.; Arora, A.; Beech, H. K.; Lee, B.; Lindsay, A. P.; Lodge, T. P.; Dorfman,
K. D.; Bates, F. S. Role of Chain Length in the Formation of Frank-Kasper Phases in
Diblock Copolymers. Submitted to Phys. Rev. Lett, 2018.
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3.1 Introduction
Recent discoveries involving mesoscopic particles formed by self-assembled
dendrimers,93–96 surfactants,97–99 and block polymers22,23,32 have revealed a variety of lowsymmetry periodic and aperiodic states of order with particle dimensions ranging from
several to tens of nanometers. These tetrahedrally coordinated Frank-Kasper78,79 and
quasicrystalline phases are strikingly similar to those found in many types of metals 73,100
and alloys,101 offering enticing opportunities to establish the universal principles that
govern the organization of dense arrays of particles in condensed matter.33 Block polymers
are especially interesting owing to molecular simplicity and remarkable consistency
between experiments and SCFT, the most powerful predictive tool in the theoretical arsenal
directed at the phase behavior of block polymers. Occurrence of the Frank-Kasper σ phase
in AB diblock copolymers has been associated with differences in the way each polymer
block pervades space, referred to as conformational asymmetry.31,35 However, the σ phase
has been reported only in low molecular weight diblock copolymers, and at significantly
smaller conformational asymmetry than is anticipated by SCFT. 31,35 Here we show that the
emergence of Frank-Kasper phases in block polymers is also influenced by chain length,
expressed through the invariant degree of polymerization of a block N b = Nb6/v2, where N
is the number of repeat units with statistical segment length b and volume v.
Establishing the universal principles that relate physical properties to N is a central
goal of polymer physics. The degree of polymerization plays a dominant role in many
thermodynamic and dynamic phenomena including the phase behavior of polymer blends,
order and disorder in block polymers, and viscoelasticity in polymer melts and solutions.
Undiluted polymer melts execute a random walk leading to a radius of gyration Rg =
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b(N/6)1/2. As N increases, the number of contacts between a given polymer chain and other
chains in the melt increases and, concomitantly, the self-concentration φs = Voccupied/Vpervaded
~ N −0.5 decreases. A particularly noteworthy manifestation of this change in selfconcentration with N is the dependence of polymer viscosity on chain length, η ~ N3.4,
which is associated with molecular entanglements in reptation theory.102 As N is reduced,
increasing polymer self-concentration squeezes out entanglements leading to a crossover
to the Rouse regime η ~ N near an entanglement molecular weight Me = NeρNavv, where
Ne, ρ, and Nav are the entanglement degree of polymerization, polymer density, and
Avogadro’s number, respectively.103 Simple molecular packing arguments lead to Ne =
Av2b–6, where A is a universal constant.29
Self-concentration also impacts diblock copolymers, resulting in a fluctuationinduced first-order ODT between the lamellar (LAM) and disordered (DIS) states. Recent
advances in modeling composition fluctuations in compositionally symmetric diblocks (fA
= NA/N = ½) have extended the fluctuation-corrected RPA theory of Fredrickson and
Helfand yielding (χN)ODT = 10.495 + 41.0 N –1/3 + 123.0 N –0.56, where N = NA + NB and 
is the Flory-Huggins segment-segment interaction parameter.40,41 Series expansions of this
type are predicated on perturbations away from the mean-field case of infinite overlap (

N  ∞), and should break down when the self-concentration becomes too high.41 We
anticipate that this relationship will fail at block molecular weights N b < N x , where N x ≈
Neb6/v2 = A by analogy with the crossover from Rouse to reptation dynamics, which is
governed by the same self-concentration effects that interfere with the assumptions implicit
in the fluctuation theory.104,105 Based on literature data for the entanglement molecular
weight, density, and b values for over two dozen polymer melts, A = 370  87 (95 %
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confidence interval, see Table 3.1); N x ≈ 400 is consistent with the point at which the
renormalized one-loop (ROL) theory fails to account for molecular simulation
results.41,106,107
Table 3.1: Molecular characteristics of polymers used to calculate

.

Polymer

M e (g/mol)

ρ (g/cm3)

b (Å)a

Neb

c

polyethylene
poly(ethylene-co-butene)–2d
poly(ethylene-co-butene)–4.6d
poly(ethylene oxide)
poly(ethylene-co-butene)–7.1d
poly(ethylene-co-butene)–9.5d
poly(ethylene-co-butene)–10.6d
poly(1,4-butadiene)
poly(ethylene-co-butene)–11.7d
poly(ethylene-alt-propylene)
poly(ethylene-co-butene)–17.6d
poly(ethylene-co-butene)–24.6d
poly(ethylene-alt-butene)
head-to-head polypropylene
atactic polypropylene
poly(ethylene-co-butene)–32d
poly(1,4-isoprene)
polyisobutylene
poly(methyl methacrylate)
poly(ethylene-co-butene)–39.3d
poly(ethylene-co-butene)–40.9d
poly(isopropylethylene)
polystyrene
poly(dimethylsiloxane)
poly(ethylethylene)
poly(vinylcyclohexane)

830
980
1100
1600
1400
1600
1700
1800
1800
2300
2400
3300
4200
4300
4600
5100
5400
7300
10000
7400
7700
10000
13000
12000
11000
39000

0.784
0.785
0.788
1.06
0.789
0.791
0.792
0.826
0.793
0.790
0.797
0.799
0.800
0.810
0.791
0.802
0.830
0.849
1.13
0.805
0.805
0.810
0.969
0.895
0.807
0.920

8.3
8.2
8.0
7.8
7.7
7.7
7.7
7.2
7.3
6.8
7.2
6.7
6.3
6.3
6.1
6.3
6.1
5.9
5.8
6.1
5.9
5.5
5.5
5.4
5.4
4.6

14.9
17.5
20.3
21.5
24.9
27.6
29.7
30.9
32.2
40.7
43.0
57.7
74.3
74.3
82.2
89.9
92.0
121
125
129
134
176
193
193
193
596

360
390
390
350
370
410
450
300
360
300
430
390
330
340
320
390
330
350
360
470
400
360
370
340
340
400

a

Calculated using a reference volume of 118 Å from reported polymer mean-squared end-to-end distances at
140 ºC.29 bEntanglement degree of polymerization calculated using reported densities and a reference volume
of 118 Å. cInvariant entanglement degree of polymerization,
= Neb6/ν2 = A. dPoly(ethylene-co-butene)–x
where x is the number of ethyl branches per backbone carbon.

Compositional asymmetry, fA  ½, introduces interfacial curvature into the free
energy competition that determines the equilibrium morphology in ordered diblock
copolymers, leading to bicontinuous (double gyroid and Fddd), cylindrical, and spherical
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domain geometries. Differences in repeat unit chemistry result in differences in the volume
pervaded by each block per unit contour length, which is captured by the conformational
asymmetry parameter  = (bB/bA)2 (defined such that   1).28 SCFT predicts that
conformational asymmetry,  > 1, skews the theoretical mean-field phase portrait, fA versus

N (Figure 1.4), and opens a window of Frank-Kasper phases at fA < ½ when  > 2.25 in
the limit N >> (N)ODT.31 Recently we showed that increasing  indeed leads to the
development of the σ phase in model low molecular weight diblock copolymers (Figure
1.6).35 However, this complex, low symmetry ordered structure appears at significantly
smaller values of  than predicted by SCFT as illustrated in Figure 3.1, which compares
the calculated and experimental phase behavior for poly(ethylethylene)-block-poly(±lactide) (EL), where  = 1.7. The goal of this chapter is to establish the origins of this
discrepancy between SCFT predictions and the experimentally observed phase behavior.
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Figure 3.1: Phase maps based on SCFT calculations and experiments for the EL system
where ε = 1.7.

N b refers to an average of the invariant degree of polymerization of the blocks. (A)
SCFT predicts conventional phases, whereas the Frank-Kasper σ phase appears
experimentally (B) between the BCC and HEX phases as illustrated in (C). The
experimental results of Schulze et al. were recast with adjusted χ(T) values.35

The experimental data from Schulze et al.35 in Figure 3.1B have been rescaled by
calculating (T) using published data and the recent simulation-based predictions for
compositionally symmetric AB copolymers. Conventionally, χ(T) is estimated in the
following way: a series of symmetric diblock copolymers of different lengths (N) are
synthesized. For each sample, χODT is estimated by dividing the mean-field relation (χN)ODT
= 10.5 by N, and the TODT is determined by either SAXS or DMTA measurements. The
recovered χODT and TODT values are fit to the equation χ(T) = α/T + β, and α and β are
determined by regression. However, the mean-field approximation of (χN)ODT = 10.5 for
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symmetric diblock copolymers fails at finite N due to fluctuation effects. As mentioned,
fluctuations are more accurately accounted for by adjusting this equation according to
(χN)ODT = 10.495 + 41.0 N –1/3 + 123.0 N –0.56.40,41 Therefore, this functional form was used
with previously reported data for symmetric samples from Schulze et al.35 for EL and
Papdakis et al.108 and Gehlsen and Bates109 for SB to more accurately estimate χODT. A list
of samples utilized is provided in Table 3.2. A similar regression was performed to
determine the

and

parameters for the systems in this study: χ(T)SB = 52.1/T (K) − 0.063

and χ(T)EL = 556/T (K) − 0.76. All parameters are based on a reference volume of 118 Å3.
Accounting for fluctuation effects increases both α and β by a factor of 2 – 3. Figure 3.2
shows the linear regression to the re-calculated χ(T) data.
Table 3.2: Molecular characteristics utilized to re-calculate χ(T)
System
SB

EL

ƒB or ƒL
0.54
0.54
0.50
0.51
0.52
0.54
0.49

Na
1000
1300
1000
1500
200
220
230

TODT (ºC)
71
130
98
167
165
169
195

Source
Papadakis et al.108
Gehlsen and
Bates109
Schulze et al.35

a

Calculated using a reference volume of 118 Å3 and reported statistical segment lengths of 7.2 Å, 5.5 Å, 7.0
Å, and 5.4 Å for PS, PB, PLA, and PEE, respectively.29,30
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Figure 3.2: Re-calculated χ(T) regressions.
Samples are previously reported from Schulze et al.35 for the EL system and Papadakis
et al.108 and Gehlsen and Bates109 for the SB system.

Significantly, N b ≈ 80 in the EL system, which is much smaller than the value of

N x estimated based on polymer melt dynamics. Two important features are revealed by
Figure 3.1. First, the small N elevates (N)ODT for EL, as anticipated by fluctuation theory.
Second, whereas the mean-field theory predicts only BCC and HEX phases for
monodisperse diblocks with  = 1.7, the experimental map contains a wide composition
window of the σ phase (0.18 < fPLA < 0.25) between these morphologies. We note that
increasing the dispersity of the polymer blocks also opens a window of Frank-Kasper
phases in the SCFT phase portrait for values of  < 2.25.110 Surprisingly, there were no
reports of the σ phase for diblock copolymers prior to 2010, notwithstanding more than
four decades of intensive research on numerous diblock copolymer systems, including
detailed investigations into the role of composition fluctuations near the TODT in
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compositionally

asymmetric,

BCC-forming

poly(styrene)-block-poly(1,4-isoprene)

(SI).20,39,50

3.2 Materials and Methods
To elucidate the role of chain length on complex phase formation, we prepared two
narrow dispersity Ð = Mw/Mn poly(styrene)-block-poly(1,4-butadiene) (SB; Figure 1.1 and
Figure 3.10A) diblock copolymers (SB-20: Mn = 26.7 kDa, Ð = 1.06, fPB = 0.198; SB-25:
Mn = 31.3 kDa, Ð = 1.06, fPB = 0.249) via well-established anionic polymerization
procedures which are described elsewhere.111 Briefly, sec-butyllithium (Sigma-Aldrich)
was injected into dry cyclohexane at 40 ºC, after which both purified styrene (SigmaAldrich) and 1,3-butadiene (Sigma-Aldrich) monomers were sequentially added to
generate polymers with desired volume fractions and molecular weights. The styrene
addition ran to almost full completion after 4 hours, at which point the 1,3-butadiene was
added and left to react overnight (12 – 16 hours) followed by termination with dry
methanol. Samples were then precipitated in methanol twice and dried en vacuo overnight.
These precursors were blended to intermediate compositions to probe the HEX ↔ BCC
order-order transition line. Blending was performed by co-dissolution of the precursor
diblocks in benzene, followed by freeze-drying and subsequent drying en vacuo at room
temperature overnight. All measured samples were mixed with < 1 wt% butylated
hydroxytoluene (BHT) to prevent oxidation of the butadiene block. This amount of BHT
is not anticipated to have any effect on the phase behavior of the samples. 112
The molecular characteristics of the diblocks and blends were determined by size
exclusion chromatography (SEC), proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy ( 1H
NMR), and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). SEC measurements were performed
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on a Waters 515/2410 equipped with a TSP AS1000 auto-sampler and an RI detector. THF
was utilized as the mobile phase at room temperature and at a flow rate of 1 mL/min. The
refractive index was monitored as a function of elution time, and Mark-Houwink
parameters for poly(styrene) were utilized to calculate molecular weight.113 Example SEC
traces for SB-20, blend-0.5, and SB-25 are provided in Figure 3.3. Molecular weights were
also determined using end-group analysis from 1H NMR spectra. These measurements
were conducted on a Bruker Avance HD 500 spectrometer with CDCl 3 as a solvent at room
temperature with 15 s relaxation delays between pulses. 1H NMR spectra for SB-20 and
SB-25 are shown in Figure 3.4. The glass transition temperatures Tg of the blocks were
determined using DSC (TA Q1000) during the second heating cycle at a rate of 10 °C/min.
All Tgs for the PS blocks were between 89 and 94 ºC, and Tgs for the PB blocks were
between –98 and –94 ºC. DSC traces on heating are shown in Figure 3.5 for all samples in
this study. Finally, the conformational asymmetry of the SB system was determined using
statistical segment lengths (7.2 Å and 5.5 Å for PB and PS, respectively) reported from
SANS studies at 140 ºC using a reference volume of 118 Å3.29 Table 3.3 contains the
molecular parameters for all polymers utilized in this study. Blends are characterized by
the molecular parameters of the precursors, as well as the parameters γ and φ1, where γ =
N2/N1 > 1 is the ratio of the degrees of polymerization of the two blended polymers, and φ1
is the volume fraction of polymer 1 in the mixture. For this study, γ = 1.18.
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Figure 3.3: SEC traces for samples SB-20, blend-0.5, and SB-25.
In blend-0.5 (as well as all other blends), the instrument is unable to resolve the bimodal
molecular weight distribution.

Figure 3.4: 1H NMR spectra for the two neat diblock copolymers, SB-20 and SB-25.
Protons in the chemical structure and their associated chemical shift regions are labelled
by corresponding colors and letters.
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Figure 3.5: DSC traces on second heating at a rate of 10 °C/min for all SB samples.
Data are shifted vertically for clarity (exotherm up). The shaded regions indicate the
range of glass transitions for both the PS and PB blocks determined as the point of
inflection in the heat trace.
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Table 3.3: Molecular characteristics of samples utilized in this study

N,
< N >f

Ðg

φ1h

TODT
(ºC)i

740

1100

1.06

-

153

610

790

1150

-

0.83

160

390

620

850

1210

-

0.67

171

0.224

410

630

910

1260

-

0.50

183

-

0.232

420

640

970

1320

-

0.33

192

blend-0.2

-

0.241

430

640

1000

1370

-

0.17

208

SB-25

31.3/31.1

0.249

440

650

1100

1420

1.06

-

226

corona,

Sample
IDa

Mn (kg/mol)
(1H NMR/SEC)b

ƒ B,
<ƒB>c

N,
<N>d

SB-20

26.7/28.8

0.198

370

540

blend-0.8

-

0.206

380

blend-0.7

-

0.215

blend-0.5

-

blend-0.3

a

<

corona

>e

core,

<

core

>e

b

Sample SB-20 is referred to as precursor 1 in this table. Number average molecular weight measured by
end-group analysis from 1H NMR (excluding the butyllithium initiator) and from SEC in THF; values are ±
0.2 kg/mol. cVolume fraction (or average volume fraction for blends) as measured by 1H NMR; values are ±
0.01. dDegree of polymerization calculated using reported densities (1.04 g/cm3 and 0.895 g/cm3 for PS and
PB, respectively) and a reference volume of 118 Å3.29 Average degree of polymerization calculated as <N>
= φ1N1 + (1−φ1)N2. eBlock invariant degree of polymerization calculated as i = Nƒibi6/v2 where bi is the
statistical segment length of block i (5.5 Å and 7.2 Å for PS and PB, respectively, at 140 °C). 29 Average
invariant degree of polymerization calculated as < i> = <N><ƒi>bi6/v2.fInvariant degree of polymerization
calculated as N = N(ƒBbB2+ ƒSbS2)3/v2. Average invariant degree of polymerization calculated as < N > = φ1
N 1 + (1−φ1) N 2 gMolar mass dispersity from SEC in THF. hVolume fraction of SB-20 in the blends
calculated from the weight percent and reported densities. iOrder-disorder transition temperatures measured
using DMTA on heating at a rate of 1 °C/min.

Physical characterization of samples was performed utilizing a combination of
DMTA, SAXS, and TEM. DMTA measurements were conducted on an ARES-G2 (TA
instruments) rheometer. Samples were loaded between 25 mm parallel plates and nitrogen
was flowed through the sample environment to create an inert atmosphere. Oscillatory
measurements were performed in the linear viscoelastic regime (γ ≤ 3 %) at a frequency of
1 rad/s. For each sample, the order-disorder transition temperature TODT was indicated by
a precipitous drop in the elastic modulus G' on heating at a rate of 1 ºC/min. Table 3.3
contains the TODTs determined in this manner. SAXS measurements were performed at
Sector 5-ID-D of the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratories in
Lemont, IL. Scattering patterns show intensity versus wavevector q, where q = 4πsin(θ/2)/λ
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and λ = 0.7293 Å. Samples were loaded into aluminum pans and measured on a Linkam
stage, which provided accurate and fast temperature control. In a typical experiment, a
sample was disordered well above its TODT (T ≥ TODT + 20 ºC) and rapidly quenched to a
target temperature. Some annealing was required at this temperature to produce wellformed ordered structures. The sample was then heated to disorder in 10 ºC increments,
then subsequently cooled in 10 ºC increments to probe structural reversibility. Bright pixels
on the detector were considered noise and were removed prior to analysis; an example is
provided in Figure 3.6. In some cases, form factor scattering from either cylinders or
particles caused extinction of a Bragg peak, as shown in Figure 3.7. The cylindrical form
factor, which is calculated using dimensions from the scattering pattern and the volume
fraction ƒB, has an extinction at the (q/q*)2 = 4 reflection. This form factor analysis was
performed on scattering patterns that had missing expected Bragg peaks in order to further
confirm our structural assignments. For TEM imaging (performed by Bongjoon Lee),
samples were microsectioned at −120 ºC with a LEICA UC6 microtome and stained with
OsO4 for 10 – 30 minutes at 50 ºC. TEM images were acquired using a FEI Tecnai G2
Spirit BioTWIN microscope with a LaB6 gun and an accelerating voltage of 120 keV in
bright-field mode. Images shown here are accurate representations of the bulk sample, as
evidenced by corroboration with DMTA and SAXS data.
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Figure 3.6: Example of bright pixel removal.
Bright pixels on the 2D CCD detector such as those indicated here in red were removed
prior to analysis.

Figure 3.7: SAXS data for the HEX-forming SB-25 sample.
An overlay of the cylinder form factor scattering shows extinction of the q/q* = 2 Bragg
peak.
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We used SCFT to study the phase behavior of SB diblock copolymers within the
experimentally relevant parameter space. SCFT is a mean-field theory in which the
configurations of the chains are modeled using the standard Gaussian approach, while the
monomer-monomer interactions are accounted by the Flory-Huggins parameter

.14,114

Within this description, the SCFT formalism reduces to a set of highly non-linear equations
that must be solved numerically. In this work, we used the open-source package Polymer
Self-Consistent Field (PSCF) to perform all of the required SCFT calculations.115 PSCF is
based on the unit-cell form of SCFT calculations in which the governing equations are
solved within one periodic unit cell of the ordered phase. The solution of the SCFT
equations yields the free energy and the concentration profiles of the different monomer
types within the unit cell of the structure. In order to construct a phase diagram, free
energies of different phases are compared throughout the parameter space. Accordingly, a
list of all the plausible ordered structures is required a priori to determine the stable and
metastable phases, and thereby construct the phase diagram. In this study, we consider four
candidate ordered structures: BCC, HEX, and the Frank-Kasper A15 and σ phases. Figure
3.8 contains sample calculations (performed by Akash Arora) for the free energies of these
structures as a function of composition for various segregation strengths χN.
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Figure 3.8: SCFT calculations for the free energy of anticipated phases at the indicated
segregation strengths as a function of the volume fraction of SB-25 in the blend ϕ2.
Free energy ordinates are with respect to the free energy of BCC. The stable structures
are those with lowest free energy. All diagrams are for ε = 1.7.

We also considered binary blends of two precursor diblock copolymers, denoted as
SB-20 and SB-25. In the SCFT calculations, both diblocks are assumed to be monodisperse
and have conformational asymmetry ε = 1.7. We utilized SCFT to investigate whether the
blending of SB-20 and SB-25 produces Frank-Kasper phases in the phase portrait, as
shown previously for the binary blends of model AB diblock copolymers by Liu et al.110
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The SCFT parameter space for the blend system consists of five variables: ϕ1, χ<N>, ƒ20,
ƒ25, and γ = N2/N1. Here, ϕ1 = n1N1/(n1N1 + n2N2) is the volume fraction of SB-20 in the
blend, where n1 and n2 are the number of chains of SB-20 and SB-25, respectively, and N1
and N2 are the degree of polymerizations for SB-20 and SB-25, respectively. The average
degree of polymerization is calculated as <N> = ϕ1N1 + (1-ϕ1)N2, and the parameters ƒ20,
ƒ25, and γ are set based on the properties of SB-20 and SB-25. Hence, we examine the phase
behavior only in the χ<N> – ƒB plane. Furthermore, we use both canonical (NVT) and
grand-canonical (μVT) SCFT calculations in order to efficiently locate the phasecoexistence regions in the phase portrait of blend system. Specifically, we first perform the
SCFT calculations in the canonical ensemble to determine the order-disorder and orderorder transitions between all the different phases by equating the free energies of the
competing phases. We then perform grand-canonical ensemble calculations to find the
compositions or the boundaries of the two-phase regions by equating the chemical
potentials of the structures, which yielded shared transition lines in the canonical-ensemble
calculations. The narrow two-phase regions from these calculations are shown in Figure
3.9.
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Figure 3.9: SCFT calculations of blends reveal narrow two-phase windows between
each phase.
The dashed lines indicate the compositions of the SB-20 and SB-25 precursors.

3.3 Results and Discussion
The model SB polymers in this study are characterized by ε = 1.7, which within
experimental error matches that of the EL system shown in Figure 3.1B. By selecting
polymer blocks with a smaller  parameter than that associated with EL, we were able to
increase the invariant degree of polymerization of each block by approximately an order
of magnitude ( N b ≈ 800), while maintaining TODT at experimentally accessible values.
Order-disorder transition temperatures were determined through DMTA; a discontinuous
drop in elasticity indicates the TODT as shown in Figure 3.10, where TODT,SB-20 = 153  1 ºC
and TODT,SB-25 = 226  1 ºC. The two diblock copolymer compositions were chosen to
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access the predicted spherical BCC and cylindrical HEX phases, which were confirmed
using TEM and SAXS experiments. TEM images of the polymers following annealing at
temperatures below TODT reveal well-ordered particles and hexagonally arranged
cylindrical domains for SB-20 and SB-25, as shown in Figure 3.10B and Figure 3.10C,
respectively. SAXS powder patterns confirm BCC order in SB-20 (Figure 3.11A) and HEX
symmetry in SB-25 (Figure 3.11C), as well as TODTs that are consistent with the DMTA
results.
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Figure 3.10: Characteristics of the SB system in this study.
(A) The chemical structure of poly(styrene)-block-poly(1,4-butadiene) (SB). (B,C) TEM
images reveal the particle (BCC) and cylindrical (HEX) morphologies of samples SB20 and SB-25, respectively. (D) DMTA data (shifted for clarity by indicated values)
showing the ODTs for three samples, indicated by solid black arrows. An order-order
transition is evident in blend-0.5, and is indicated by the dashed arrow. These isochronal
experiments (1 rad/s) were performed in the linear regime (≤ 3 % strain) at heating and
cooling rates of 1 ºC/min.

Heating and cooling sample SB-20 at 1 ºC/min through TODT while recording G(1
rad/s) reveals hysteresis in the first-order transition between the BCC and DIS phases,
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likely a consequence of chain exchange mediated nucleation and growth of the particlebased cubic phase. Conversely, the HEX  DIS transition with SB-25 exhibits virtually
no hysteresis, which we associate with a diffusion-free transition mechanism involving
fusion of fluctuating particles during cooling and fission of cylinders upon heating through
TODT.54,87 This hypothesis regarding different phase transition mechanisms is supported by
the observation that HEX order fully develops in less than 2 minutes when sample SB-25
is rapidly cooled (ca. 100 ºC/min) from 230 ºC to 160 ºC, whereas ordering in SB-20 after
quenching to 125 ºC from disorder takes several hours (Figure 3.11). This dramatic
difference in nucleation rate is especially noteworthy given the much greater extent of
supercooling with SB-25.

Figure 3.11: Representative SAXS profiles.
Samples SB-20 (A), blend-0.5 (B), and SB-25 (C) were held at each temperature for 2
minutes unless otherwise specified. Black arrows indicate BCC ((q/q*)2 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8) or HEX ((q/q*)2 = 1, 3, 4, 7, 9) reflections. In panel (B), the red and blue arrows
indicate heating and cooling, respectively, at a rate of 100 ºC/min. Curves have been
shifted vertically for clarity.

In order to establish the phase behavior of the SB system at intermediate
compositions between the BCC and HEX phases, we blended SB-20 and SB-25 at various
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ratios and characterized the states of order and disorder by monitoring G and performing
SAXS experiments as a function of temperature. Blending asymmetric diblock copolymers
can lead to the formation of a variety of Frank-Kasper phases as recently demonstrated by
SCFT calculations110 and experiments by Schulze et al.35 However, the relatively small
differences in the degrees of polymerization (γ = NSB-25/NSB-20 = 1.18) and compositions
associated with SB-20 and SB-25 places these blends below the SCFT predicted thresholds
for inducing such structures, as shown in Figure 3.12A. Additionally, regions of phase
coexistence in the blend diagram (mandated for binary mixtures by the Gibbs phase rule)
are anticipated to be very narrow; TBCC-HEX and TODT are both predicted to be less than
1 ºC over the range of N covered by the experiments (see Figure 3.9). Hence, this blending
technique should provide an efficient way to precisely locate ODT and order-order
transition (OOT) phase boundaries as a function of fA and temperature, enabling us to
establish whether the σ phase exists at compositions between the BCC and HEX
morphologies. Five blends, denoted blend-, where  represents the volume fraction of SB20, were prepared by dissolution of measured amounts of each component in benzene
followed by freeze-drying.
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Figure 3.12: Phase maps obtained from binary blends of SB-20 and SB-25.
The mean field (A) and experimental (B) results show general agreement. Dashed lines
in (A) represent the compositions of the pure diblock copolymers. Very narrow twophase windows, represented by the solid curves in panel (A), have been omitted for
simplicity but are shown in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.10 shows G(1 rad/s) obtained while heating and cooling blend-0.5
between 140 ºC and 185 ºC at 1 ºC/min. A reversible OOT is evidenced by the sharp
increase in the elastic modulus at 160 ºC during heating and recovery of the lower elasticity
at about 150 ºC while cooling. SAXS results shown in Figure 3.11B reveal HEX and BCC
symmetry at the lower and higher temperatures, respectively. Hysteresis associated with
the ODT and OOT during heating and cooling is consistent with the first-order nature of
these phase transitions. Figure 3.12B illustrates the phase diagram for all five binary blends
as well as the neat precursors, where <N> = NSB-20 + (1 – )NSB-25. These results
conclusively demonstrate that the SB system is devoid of the σ phase in the vicinity of the
BCC-HEX phase boundary for fPB < ½ and near (N)ODT, in sharp contrast with the
behavior of EL (Figure 3.1B), notwithstanding equivalent conformational asymmetries of
ε = 1.7.
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A finite N has a predictable effect on the phase behavior of symmetric diblock
copolymers in the vicinity of the LAM  DIS transition.39–41 Much less is known about
the consequences of molecular weight in the asymmetric composition limit. Comparison
of Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.12 demonstrates that increasing N b from about 80 to 800
dramatically alters the phase behavior, where the SB system is remarkably consistent with
the mean-field predictions. We interpret termination of the experimental BCC-HEX phase
boundary at the ODT as a result of composition fluctuations, which truncate the bottom of
mean-field phase diagram. Quantitative differences between Figure 3.12A and Figure
3.12B, most notably (N)ODT at the lowest values of fPB, are within the uncertainties
associated with our estimate of (T) based on independent data obtained from fPB = ½
diblock copolymers; a modest composition dependence could account for the differences.
The most striking feature is extinction of the σ phase. This implies that the universal
features captured by SCFT in the limit N  ∞ become distorted when N b < N x ,
presumably due to amplification of the effects of conformational asymmetry when chains
are forced to fill space with a substantial self-concentration. We note that block dispersity
may play an important role in the formation of complex phases, particularly in the EL
system which exhibits a wide σ phase window. Due to the low molecular weight of the
PLA block and the large molar mass of the lactide monomer, the theoretical dispersity for
this block in an ideal polymerization is calculated to be ~1.13, in contrast to ~1.02 for the
PEE block.116 This PLA block dispersity is likely amplified further by the use of a
triethylaluminum catalyst, as previously described.117 However, we believe that the
anticipated PLA block dispersities in the EL system are insufficient to explain the
dramatically different phase behavior observed in the SB and EL systems.
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3.4 Conclusions
The conclusions of this work are consistent with the recent increase in the number
of reports describing Frank-Kasper phases in surfactant systems,97–99 which conform to the

N b < N x limit. These findings also explain why tetrahedral packing has not been
encountered in diblock copolymers until recently. The most studied system, SI (and SIS
triblock copolymers), has N comparable to SB near the ODT and a smaller ε = 1.25.29
Moreover, most detailed investigations have focused on PS spheres, which place the
smaller statistical segment length in the core of the domains, a configuration that does not
support the formation of Frank-Kasper phases as shown by SCFT.31 The results of this
study place an empirical bound on the predictions of self-consistent field theory and
motivate additional theoretical work in the N b < N x limit.
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Chapter 4
Dynamics of a Supercooled Disordered Sphereforming Diblock Copolymer as Determined by XPCS
and DMS*

*This chapter contains a summary of the research presented in:
Lewis III, R. M.; Beech, H. K.; Jackson, G. L.; Maher, M. J.; Kim, K.; Narayanan, S.;
Lodge, T. P.; Mahanthappa, M. K.; Bates, F. S. Dynamics of a Supercooled Disordered
Sphere-forming Diblock Copolymer as Determined by XPCS and DMS. In preparation.
2018.
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4.1 Introduction
The dynamics of compositionally asymmetric diblock copolymers are of particular
interest in light of the recent discoveries of multiple particle (micelle) based complex
phases, formation of which is mediated by mass exchange.22,23,32,72 Of critical importance
is the supercooled disordered state, from which various ordered phases nucleate and grow.
The dynamic processes that control particle rearrangements in this state are likely tied to
both the final ordered structure and the timescale associated with nucleation and growth.
We believe that XPCS in tandem with well-established DMS experiments offer a unique
vantage point for exploring and quantifying these dynamic features. To this end, the
purpose of this chapter is to establish the connection between the dynamics probed by
XPCS and DMS for a supercooled particle-forming diblock copolymer.

4.2 System Properties
The sample utilized in this study is the BCC-forming poly(styrene)-block-poly(1,4butadiene) diblock copolymer SB-20 described in Chapter 3. Briefly, the sample had total
number average molecular weight Mn = 28.6 kDa, dispersity Ð = 1.03, and PB volume
fraction ƒPB = 0.20. Rheological measurements conducted while heating the ordered
material revealed an order-disorder transition temperature TODT = 153 ± 1 ºC (Figure 3.10).
A body-centered cubic (BCC) morphology formed after cooling the disordered melt to T <
TODT as identified by small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements (Figure 3.11A).
The DMS and XPCS experiments in this chapter were conducted immediately following
rapid quenches from the disordered state at TDIS = 170 ºC to a series of temperatures below
the TODT prior to ordered structure formation.
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4.3 Results
To elucidate the dynamics of structure formation in supercooled specimens, the
elastic modulus G' was monitored as function of time using DMS (ARES G2, TA
Instruments) at each quench temperature (Figure 4.1). More specifically, polymer samples
were loaded between 25 mm parallel plates and isochronal (ω = 1 rad/s) small amplitude
oscillatory shear experiments were conducted in the linear viscoelastic regime (|γ| ≤ 1 %).
An induction period precedes nucleation and growth of the polycrystalline BCC state. As
shown in other studies of block copolymer melts and solutions, 23,33,118 G' measured at low
frequency (here 1 rad/s) increases monotonically and eventually reaches a plateau at long
times as randomly oriented grains of the BCC structure develop throughout the sample.
From the measurements shown in Figure 4.1, we constructed a time-temperature
transformation (TTT) diagram where the fractional conversion to the ordered state X(t) =
[G'(t) − G'(200 s)] / [G'(t→∞) − G'(200 s)] is shown in Figure 4.2 as a function of time t
for X(t) = 25 %, 50 %, and 75 %.
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Figure 4.1: Elastic modulus growth profiles following rapid quenches to the indicated
temperatures from the disordered state.
These isochronal (
regime (|γ| ≤ 1 %).

= 1 rad/s) experiments were performed in the linear viscoelastic

Figure 4.2: Time-temperature transformation (TTT) diagram for sample SB-20.
This diagram was constructed based on the DMS experiments in Figure 4.1. XPCS and
additional DMS experiments in this report were conducted following rapid cooling from
170 ºC at times prior to ordered structure formation (blue region).
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DMS was also employed to probe the disordered state dynamics above and below
TODT. The induction period for nucleation of BCC order (> 3000 s, see Figure 4.2) affords
ample time to acquire isothermal frequency scans between ω = 0.1 – 100 rad/s following
the relatively short time (ca. 120 s) required to reach target temperatures T < TODT.
Frequency spectra were shifted onto a master curve using time-temperature superposition
(TTS) of G'(ω) and G''(ω) as shown in Figure 4.3. We note that the large difference in the
glass transition temperature between the blocks in our system (Tg,PS >> Tg,PB) validates the
use of TTS at high frequencies, where the PS block chain dynamics dominate.45 The failure
of TTS at low frequencies following a rapid quench supports the picture of a strongly
fluctuating system of structured micelles in the disordered phase at and below TODT.45–47

Figure 4.3: Time-temperature superposed DMS measurements obtained from the
disordered state above and below TODT = 153 ºC.
Experiments at T < TODT were conducted within the shaded blue region in Figure 4.2.
Horizontal shifting with respect to a reference temperature Tref = 130 ºC yielded the shift
= 2π/τ is demarcated based
factors shown in Figure 4.10. The critical frequency
on the relaxation time at T = 130 ºC obtained from XPCS measurements.
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Prior studies of particle-forming diblock copolymer melts in our group identified a
unique dynamic regime for deep thermal quenches in which the micelles jam into a nonergodic state analogous to a soft glass.23,33 Motivated by these results, we performed XPCS
experiments at various quench temperatures to probe the particle dynamics in the
supercooled state. XPCS measurements were performed at beamline 8-ID-I of the
Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory. The fundamental basis of this
technique and instrument specifications have been detailed elsewhere. 119 The samples were
loaded into a 3 mm thick fluid cell with polyimide (Kapton®) windows and heated to 170
ºC. Different temperature quench procedures were followed during two separate data
acquisition sessions. For the first protocol, samples were disordered at 170 ºC and were
transferred through ambient temperature (T = 23 ºC) for approximately 45 s prior to placing
them onto the sample stage set at the target quench temperature. During the transfer period
the temperature was subject to fall uncontrollably, possibly below the glass transition
temperature of the continuous PS matrix. Although this should not cause the sample to
nucleate an ordered phase (see Figure 4.2), we recognize that the structure of the
supercooled disordered state can be influenced by temperature transients deeply below
TODT,32 which may influence the particle dynamics. For the second acquisition protocol,
the transfer time was reduced to ~ 2 s. Coherent X-rays were impinged upon the sample
and scattered photons (< 0.02 % of the incident beam) were collected on an area detector.
Time series analysis of the SAXS intensity from pixels near the primary peak

∗

± 0.001

Å-1 provided the intensity-intensity autocorrelation function,
( ∗,

)=

〈 ( ∗, ) ( ∗,
〈 ( ∗ , )〉

)〉

,

(4.1)
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where

is the time,

is the time delay, and

is the scattering wavevector (

=

4πsin(θ/2)/λ, with λ = 1.14 Å). This autocorrelation function is related to the intermediate
scattering function

(

) through the Siegert relation,
(

)−1= |

(

)| ,

(4.2)

where c is an optical contrast parameter. A characteristic single relaxation process is
evident in specimens quenched to temperatures between 147 ºC and 100 ºC, warranting use
of a Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts (KWW) stretched exponential function for the
intermediate scattering function,
(

In this equation,

.

) = exp −

is the relaxation time and

(4.3)

is a stretching/compressing exponent.

Combining Equations 4.2 and 4.3 yields,
(

where

)

= exp −2

,

(4.4)

is a fitting variable. Different procedures were utilized during each of the XPCS

sessions associated with protocols 1 and 2 to obtain the autocorrelation functions shown in
Figure 4.4. For protocol 1 (Figure 4.4A) two-dimensional SAXS patterns were recorded at
a rate of 100 frame/s for 100 s and a correlation function was determined using a multitau
method at q*.120,121 This process was repeated 10 times and the resulting correlation
functions were averaged to improve measurement statistics. The experiments conducted
with protocol 1 at 130 ºC and 140 ºC produced relatively wide ranges of relaxation times,
which evolved during data acquisition (Figure 4.5). As mentioned, this variability may
reflect the uncontrolled temperature variation as the sample was transferred to the
beamline; the supercooled disordered state has been shown to be susceptible to temperature
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transients deeply below TODT.32 A second set of XPCS measurements, performed using
protocol 2, resulted in correlation functions with significantly less variation in relaxation
time (Figure 4.4B). For these measurements, two-dimensional SAXS patterns were
recorded for 1000 s at a rate of 1 frame/s, and the intensities of pixels at q* were linearly
correlated. Note that the total measurement times from protocols 1 (10 × 100 s = 1000 s)
and 2 are identical. Relatively broad peaks in the azimuthally-averaged SAXS profiles at
each temperature (Figure 4.6) indicated the absence of any ordered BCC structure during
the measurements, in agreement with the TTT diagram in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.4: Normalized intensity-intensity autocorrelation functions (
measurements.

) from XPCS

Correlations were calculated after quenching to various quench temperatures following
(A) protocol 1 and (B) protocol 2 (see main text). In (A) the correlation function at 130
ºC is shown after 2000 s of annealing to account for significant evolution in the relaxation
time (see Figure 4.5). The solid lines are fits according to Equation 4.4. Error bars on the
first increment time in (A) are maximum errors for all other increment times. Error bars
in (B) are smaller than the individual data points.
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Figure 4.5: Time-sensitivity of XPCS measurements following protocol 1.
(A) XPCS autocorrelation functions and fits according to Equation 4.4 as a function of
time at 130 ºC. The correlation function at t = 2000 s was utilized to determine the
relaxation time at 130 ºC in Figure 4.10 (see also Figure 4.4A). (B) Fitted relaxation
times (black circle symbols) from each time point as a function of time. The
monotonically increasing relaxation times are likely due to uncontrolled temperature
variation as the disordered sample was exposed to ambient conditions (T ≈ 23 ºC) for
roughly 45 s during transfer to the beamline sample holder. We note that the relaxation
time after 2000 s appears to approach the result following protocol 2.
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Figure 4.6: Azimuthally, time-averaged 1D-SAXS intensity profiles after quenching
from the disordered state.
Each measurement was performed approximately 4 minutes after quenching from TDIS
= 170 ºC to the indicated temperatures. Curves are shifted vertically for clarity.

Several measures were taken to ensure that degradation from X-ray exposure and
extended heating did not occur during these lengthy measurements. As mentioned in
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Chapter 3, BHT was added in small amounts (< 1 wt %) to prevent PB block oxidation.
Second, the total scattered intensity was monitored throughout the experiment (Figure
4.7A). In the representative dataset depicted in Figure 4.7A at 135 ºC, we observe no
significant changes in the scattered intensity which would potentially signal sample
degradation. Third, the TODT for the sample as measured by SAXS was within 1 ºC before
and after XPCS measurements. Fourth and finally, the primary scattering peak maintained
roughly the same intensity and position, as shown in Figure 4.7B. The combination of these
separate experimental indicators provides strong evidence that the sample remained stable
during the XPCS experiments. Notably, measurements conducted with improper beam
attenuation in different samples resulted in multiple indications of degradation, namely (1)
large changes in scattered intensity, (2) changes in the ODT, and (3) systematic shifts in
the primary scattering peak position. Thus, it is important to monitor these metrics of
degradation in all XPCS measurements and to make the proper experimental adjustments
(such as beam attenuation) to ensure sample stability.
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Figure 4.7: Representative XPCS stability measurements at 135 ºC.
(A) The stability of the total scattered intensity throughout the course of the XPCS
experiment indicates that the sample was not degrading as a consequence of X-ray
exposure. (B) Static SAXS data at different times over the course of the XPCS
measurement. Minimal change in the primary scattering peak position indicates sample
stability. Averaging these three profiles recovers the data acquired at 135 ºC that is
presented in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.4 shows that as the temperature of the supercooled liquid increases, the
relaxation process generally becomes faster and therefore

decays at lower values of

.

We note that the XPCS relaxation time at 147 ºC in Figure 4.4B is outside the frame rate
resolution and thus a statistically significant value of τ could not be extracted. However,
we believe that τ(147 ºC) ≤ 1 s given the absence of longer decays in the correlation
function (Figure 4.8). For all fits from both XPCS protocols, the KWW exponent

≳1

within error (Figure 4.9). Such exponential compression is often associated with
concentrated particle systems undergoing “hyperdiffusive” dynamics supporting the
picture of a densely packed array of disordered particles below the ODT.66,122 This behavior
mirrors what has been reported by Srivastava et al. for concentrated solutions of
nanoparticles with permanently grafted polymer chains. 66 However, due to the low signal
for q ≠ q* (see Figure 3.11A), we were not able to determine

( ,

) over a sufficiently
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wide range of q values to confirm the characteristic scaling signature of hyperdiffusive
relaxation τ ~ q−1 as demonstrated by Srivastava et al.

Figure 4.8: Full intensity-intensity autocorrelation function (

) at 147 ºC.

The lack of significant decay over the entire measurement suggests that (147 ºC) ≤ 1 s.

Figure 4.9: KWW exponents from fits to both the principle and preliminary XPCS
data according to Equation 4.4.
Error bars are 95 % confidence intervals based on fitting. The relatively large error bars
for the red dataset are a manifestation of fewer fitted data points (see Figure 4.4).
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To account for the temperature dependence of the DMS spectra, horizontal shift
factors

(T) associated with the TTS in Figure 4.3 were fit to the Williams-Landel-Ferry

(WLF) relation,

as shown in Figure 4.10, where

∙

,

(4.5)

= 8.13 ± 1.2 (s.e.) and

= 114 ± 17 ºC (s.e.) and the

log (

)=

reference temperature Tref = 130 ºC.123 Also shown in Figure 4.10 are the temperaturedependent relaxation times τ from XPCS, scaled to coincide with

(130 ºC) determined

with protocol 2. This comparison shows that for T ≥ 125 ºC, the XPCS relaxation time data
follow the same temperature dependence as the DMS data, within experimental
uncertainty. This indicates that the dynamics probed by the X-ray experiment between 125
ºC and 140 ºC are related to the relaxation modes of individual chains. Moreover, the
frequency associated with the XPCS measurement using protocol 2 at 130 ºC,

=

2π/τ, coincides with the onset of the plateau associated with fluctuating particle dynamics
as shown in Figure 4.3, which suggests that both techniques are probing the relaxations of
the fluctuating particles. This conclusion is further supported by previous studies on
diblock copolymer melts that compared XPCS and DMS in the fluctuating disordered state
(T > TODT).61,69 Additionally, previous reports from our group have linked particle
dynamics in the supercooled liquid to single chain exchange events, which we expect to be
governed by the same relative temperature dependence captured by TTS shift factors. 23,33
We note that the XPCS relaxation times for temperatures 100 ºC ≤ T ≤ 140 ºC are much
shorter than the nucleation and growth times shown in Figure 4.2, consistent with our
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assertion that the dynamics measured by XPCS correspond to local particle
rearrangements.

Figure 4.10: Relaxation times ( ) from XPCS and time-temperature shift factors based
on DMS plotted as a function of temperature.
Error bars for the protocol 2 data (red circle symbols) represent the 95 % confidence
intervals based on XPCS fitting. Error bars for the protocol 1 data (blue circle symbols)
are systematic error estimates based on the evolution of the relaxation time, as indicated
by the arrow at 130 ºC (see Figure 4.5). The solid curve was fit using Equation 4.5, with
= 8.13 ± 1.2 (s.e.),
= 114 ± 17 ºC (s.e.), and Tref = 130 ºC. The
axis has been
shifted to bring the DMS data into coincidence with the XPCS result using protocol 2 at
130 ºC. The inset displays the elastic modulus measured at 1 rad/s after 2000 s had
elapsed following a rapid quench from 170 ºC (see Figure 4.1). The jump in G' at 120
ºC coincides with a drop in τ.
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4.4 Discussion
Reducing the temperature from 125 ºC to T ≤ 120 ºC leads to a striking reduction
in τ relative to the rescaled

(T) values over this temperature range (Figure 4.10). The

XPCS study by Srivastava et al. found similar anomalous behavior at the onset of the
jamming transition for nanoparticles modified with grafted polymer chains in which
particle rearrangements become ‘hyperdiffusive’.65 Similar dynamic behavior also has
been identified in simulations of particles with core-softened repulsive potentials,124,125 not
unlike the fluctuating particles investigated herein. We believe the abrupt change in the
relaxation time τ between 125 ºC and 120 ºC evident in the XCPS measurements (protocol
2) is related to the complete suppression of chain exchange at sufficiently deep
supercooling. This faster relaxation mode also extends to the deeper quenches at 100 ºC
and 110 ºC. Recent work with diblock copolymers that form complex Frank-Kasper phases
and a dodecagonal quasicrystal has shown that there is a transition from ergodic to nonergodic behavior at a temperature denoted Terg, hypothesized to derive from the extinction
of mass exchange between particles.23 For poly(1,4-isoprene)-block-poly(±-lactide) (IL)
diblocks, TODT – Terg ≈ 30 ºC, similar to the quench depth where the SB material departs
from the WLF time-temperature relation. In addition, the ergodicity transition in IL was
accompanied by an abrupt jump in the elastic modulus when the disordered material was
quenched below Terg.23 A similar jump in G'(T, 1 rad/s) occurs when the disordered SB is
quenched to 120 ºC as shown in Figure 4.1 and summarized in the inset of Figure 4.10.

4.5 Conclusions
Based on these results, we postulate that as the quench temperature decreases, the
hyperdiffusive mode of particle dynamics associated with the dense packing of micelles
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switches from one governed by the exchange of diblock copolymer chains between
fluctuating and dynamic micelles to ‘frozen’ particle motion, resembling a soft glassy state.
DMS measurements reflect the convolution of multiple dynamic processes occurring at
many length scales, making it impossible to isolate individual modes of particle motion.
Conversely, the dynamics measured by XPCS target a specific length scale through the
choice of

exposing the associated relaxation modes; here, the individual particle

dynamics occur at the average particle-particle separation in the supercooled state d =
2π/q*. XPCS reveals dynamic information pertinent to a specific type of relaxation and
provides a new means of exploring time-resolved structure development and evolution in
particle-based soft materials.
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Chapter 5
A New Framework for XPCS Analysis from
Polycrystalline Materials*

*This chapter contains a summary of the research presented in:
Lewis III, R. M.; Jackson, G. L.; Maher, M. J.; Kim, K.; Lodge, T. P.; Mahanthappa, M.
K.; Narayanan, S.; Bates, F. S. A New Framework for X-ray Photon Correlation
Spectroscopy Analysis from Polycrystalline Materials. Submitted. 2018.
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5.1 Introduction
This chapter outlines a new analytical framework for interpreting data from XPCS
measurements on polycrystalline materials characterized by strong scattering intensity
variations at fixed wavevector magnitude (i.e., anisotropic scattering). The original
implementation of XPCS used a point detector,126 which enabled dynamic measurements
at a specific scattering vector ⃑ (| ⃑| =
incident beam and

=

sin

, where λ is the wavelength of the

is the scattering angle). However, advances in detector technology

and data processing methods have enabled two-dimensional (2D) data acquisition over a
wide range of ⃑.127,128 Thus far, small angle XPCS studies with a 2D detector have been
focused on samples which produce powder-like, isotropic scattering patterns (i.e., the
scattered intensity is invariant as a function of the azimuthal angle

at fixed , see Figure

5.1). Other modes of XPCS involving flow or shearing of a material have also been
explored; however, these studies have been restricted to amorphous materials. 129,130 We are
not aware of any analytical methods for XPCS data analysis for materials that produce
anisotropic scattering patterns (i.e., -dependent scattering). The lack of such tools limits
the application of XPCS to studies involving the dynamics of various classes of
nanostructured materials.
In a conventional XPCS measurement, the 2D scattered X-ray intensity from a
disordered or amorphous material is measured as a function of time. As detailed in Section
5.3 (vide infra), an intensity-intensity autocorrelation function may be calculated from the
scattering of each pixel on the detector. Assuming that the sample dynamics are
independent of

, the time correlations from individual pixels are azimuthally averaged

over a group of pixels with nominally the same magnitude of , to yield a correlation
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function for that . Fitting these correlation functions yields characteristic relaxation times
( ) as a function of . Furthermore, an apparent diffusion coefficient70 (or in some cases,
an average velocity66) may then be extracted by regression analyses. Critically, this
analysis relies on the isotropic nature of the scattering from the material under investigation
and the assumption of -independent sample dynamics.
Scattering from ordered, nanostructured materials presents additional challenges in
the analysis of XPCS data. Variations in observed azimuthal intensity of a 2D SAXS
pattern may be associated with multiple dynamic processes that cannot simply be averaged
together. For example, SAXS analyses of a block polymer sample exhibiting coexisting
ordered (crystalline) grains and partially disordered (“liquid-like”) regions reveal a
superposition of Bragg peaks on top of weaker inter-micelle correlation length scattering
at essentially the same principal wavevector magnitude

∗

. While the XPCS signal from a

single dynamic process may dominate, simple averaging of the data will convolve dynamic
features from both crystalline grains and disordered liquid-like regions in the sample and
lead to unreliable conclusions. However, it is computationally expensive and statistically
unfavorable to consider the ~800,000 pixels (and associated correlation functions) per
measurement individually. To this end, the purpose of this report is to address these
challenges by establishing a reliable method for analysis of XPCS data from polycrystalline
materials. A compositionally asymmetric diblock copolymer, which forms a micellar BCC
morphology below the ODT, is used as a model system for this purpose. A series of XPCS
studies have been performed on diblock copolymers in the disordered 61,70 and ordered68,69
states. However, the BCC morphology has yet to be investigated. Scattering from a finite
number of relatively large BCC grains with distinct orientations within the illuminated
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sample volume offers an ideal platform for developing the XPCS analysis from
polycrystalline samples. The methodology described here yields dynamic information that
could not have been otherwise extracted using traditional analytical approaches.

5.2 Sample and Experimental Setup
The BCC-forming SB sample utilized in Chapters 3 and 4 was employed as a model
material for this study. This sample had number-average molecular weight Mn = 29 kDa,
dispersity Ð = Mw/Mn = 1.06, and a PB volume fraction of ƒB = 0.20. At T < TODT = 153 ±
1 ºC (Figure 3.10), a BCC phase with a unit cell parameter a = 26 nm (q* = 0.34 nm−1) was
evident from SAXS measurements (Figure 3.11A). All scattering measurements were
performed at the 8-ID-I beamline of the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National
Laboratory. A schematic of the experimental setup is provided in Figure 5.1; detailed
descriptions of the beamline configuration and its modes of operation are provided
elsewhere.119 A monochromatic, coherent incident beam with λ = 1.14 Å was utilized in
this study. The polymer sample was loaded into a cylindrical fluid cell holder which was 3
mm in diameter, 3 mm thick, and had stainless steel walls and polyimide (Kapton ®)
windows on each end. Prior to sealing the fluid cell, the SB sample was annealed in the
disordered state at T = 170 ºC for 2 minutes to equilibrate the material and remove air
bubbles, which could give rise to artifacts. The beam size was trimmed and collimated to
20 μm × 20 μm and therefore the total illuminated sample volume was roughly 1.2x106
μm3, which is sufficiently large to capture scattering from many distinct grains in the
ordered state. The fluid cell was placed onto a copper block equipped with a Peltier cooler
and a resistive heater for precise temperature control (± 0.1 ºC). A relatively small fraction
of the incident beam intensity (< 0.02 %) was scattered by the sample and collected on a
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LAMBDA 750K 2D pixel array detector,131 with a sample-to-detector distance of 4 m. The
total collection time was 1000 s with a detector capture rate of 1 frame/s. Sample stability
was assessed throughout the course of the measurement by monitoring the primary peak
position and total scattered intensity as a function of time. We did not observe any
significant variations in these metrics, consistent with sample stability during the
experiment.

Figure 5.1: Experimental setup for XPCS measurements.
The incident beam passes through the sample, which is held on a copper block with
resistive heating and Peltier cooling capability. Scattered photons were collected at a rate
of 1 frame/s for a total of 1000 s to enable calculation of the intensity-intensity autocorrelation function ( , ).

5.3 Theory and Fitting Models
The normalized intensity-intensity autocorrelation function

( ,

) is defined as,
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( ,
where

is the time and

)=

〈 ( , ) ( , +
〈 ( , )〉

)〉

,

(5.1)

is the time increment. Assuming that the scattered field is a

Gaussian random variable, the intensity autocorrelation function is related to the
intermediate scattering function

) according to the Siegert relation for homodyne

( ,

scattering,
( ,
where

)−1= |

( ,

)| ,

(5.2)

is a sample-independent instrumental optical coherence parameter. In the case of

conventional homodyne XPCS, the intermediate scattering function is characterized by a
stretched exponential through the Kohlraush – Williams – Watts (KWW) equation,
( ,
where

is the relaxation time and

) = exp −

,

(5.3)

is a stretching exponent. Ideally, the

parameter

accounts for a distribution of relaxations and its magnitude enables discrimination between
diffusive or non-diffusive behavior.66,132 If the dynamics of the material are governed by a
single relaxation process, then

= 1 and the correlation function decays exponentially.

Combining Equations 5.2 and 5.3 yields the relationship,
( ,

wherein

)−

= exp −2

.

(5.4)

is a baseline value included for fitting purposes.

While the above analysis is typically appropriate for conventional XPCS analysis,
we have observed a unique heterodyne scattering133,134 phenomenon with the block
polymer BCC morphology, as described in Section 5.4. The effect of heterodyne scattering
on the intermediate scattering function, which is described at length elsewhere, 67,135 is
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briefly summarized as follows. If at least one component in the system within the
coherently illuminated volume is in motion with velocity ⃑, then

) is no longer

( ⃑,

described by Equation 5.3. Rather, for a material undergoing uniform motion with a single
relaxation process the intermediate scattering function may be generally described by,
( ⃑,

) = exp

( ⃑ ∙ ⃑)

−

.

(5.5)

Note that insertion of this relationship into Equation 5.2 recovers the simple homodyne
case (Equation 5.4) since all phase information is lost. However, if two separate scattering
events occur, each with an independent relaxation time and velocity, the intensity-intensity
autocorrelation function now becomes,
( ⃑,

)−1

=

,

( ⃑,

) + (1 − )

2 (1 − )

,

( ⃑,

)∙

,
∗
,

( ⃑,
( ⃑,

) +
)

(5.6)

where A and B correspond to the two uniquely scattering populations and

quantifies the

scattering intensity contribution from process A relative to the total scattered intensity,
=

+

.

(5.7)

Considering two separate processes, implementing the expression of

( ⃑,

) given by

Equation 5.5 into Equation 5.6 leads to the symmetric heterodyne relationship,

( ⃑,

)−

=

exp −2

+2 (1 − ) exp −

+ (1 − ) exp −2

−

+

cos ( ⃑ ∙ ⃑ ) − ( ⃑ ∙ ⃑ )

. (5.8)
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The dot product of the wavevector and the velocity may be reduced to,
⃑ ∙ ⃑ = | ⃑ | cos( ) =
where

is an apparent speed and

=

2

,

(5.9)

is an apparent frequency of process i = A or B.

Substitution of Equation 5.9 into Equation 5.8 yields,
(

)−

=

+ (1 − ) exp −2

exp −2

2 (1 − ) exp −
where

=

−

again, the parameter

−

cos

+

2

,

(5.10)

is the difference in frequency between the dynamic processes; here
has been included for fitting purposes. An important limiting case

emerges from the heterodyne relationship described by Equation 5.10. If the relaxation
times ( ) for the dynamic processes tend to infinity, the relationship simplifies to,
(
where

)−

= cos

2

(

−

) ,

(5.11)

is a fitting parameter that captures the arbitrary phase shift in the correlation

function. These equations are utilized in the following section to classify the correlation
functions measured with the SB diblock copolymer in this study.

5.4 Experimental Results and Analysis
Nucleation and growth of the micellar BCC phase in this SB diblock polymer
sample was characterized in detail using DMS in Chapter 4 following procedures outlined
elsewhere.23,33 In order to target a polycrystalline or ‘grainy’ sample for XPCS analysis,
the sample was cooled rapidly over ~ 2 minutes from the disordered state at 170 ºC to 140
ºC and annealed for approximately 7.5 h; TTT analysis based on DMS experiments
revealed 100 % conversion to the BCC phase in less than 3 h following this protocol (Figure
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4.2). Subsequently, 2D SAXS patterns were recorded for 1000 s at a rate of 1 frame/s.
Figure 5.2A shows the final time-averaged 2D SAXS pattern, which is characterized by a
narrow ring of highly anisotropic scattering intensity as a function of azimuthal angle
∗

at

(evident in the inset to Figure 5.2A). This non-uniform scattering intensity arises from

the finite number of grains probed within the illuminated sample volume. Discrete higherorder diffraction spots, clearly evident at √2 ∗ , reinforce the morphological assignment.
The 2D SAXS pattern was azimuthally averaged to generate the one-dimensional result
shown in Figure 5.2B, with arrows corresponding to the Bragg reflections associated with
a BCC morphology. For the purpose of demonstrating the new analytical method, only
dynamic processes in the vicinity of
data, each pixel at

∗

∗

were considered in this study. From the raw 2D

= 0.034 ± 0.001 Å−1 was linearly correlated through time to generate

the intensity-intensity autocorrelation function

( ∗,

). For simple systems exhibiting a

single type of relaxation, a multi-tau120,121 method may be more suitable for determining
( ⃑,

). However, here we employ a linear correlation method, which is justified based

on the heterodyne phenomenon reported later in this study. Although the experiment was
performed for 1000 s, only the first 800 s of the correlation functions were utilized for
analysis due to poor long delay statistics from the linear correlation method.
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Figure 5.2: Time-averaged scattering from the SB diblock copolymer after annealing at
140 ºC for 7.5 h.
(A) The 2D SAXS pattern reveals pronounced polycrystallinity as evidenced by the
highly anisotropic intensities at the Bragg conditions, which are highlighted in the inset.
The 2D pattern in (A) was azimuthally averaged to produce the SAXS intensity profile
shown in (B). The Bragg conditions are indicated by arrows and correspond to BCC
reflections (( / ∗ )2 = 1, 2, 3, 4, …).

It is evident that simply averaging all correlation functions near

∗

could lead to the

convolution of many dynamic processes resulting in improper analysis. On the other hand,
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with ~16,000 correlation functions (pixels near
consider each pixel individually. Therefore, a new

∗

) per measurement, it is impractical to
mapping procedure was developed to

balance resolution against statistics for scattering from the polydomain sample (Figure 5.3).
First, the

∗

region was split into 150 bins of roughly 100 pixels each, such that each bin

center was offset by approximately 1.2º and spanned ∆ = 0.001 Å−1. While this number
of bins provided the appropriate balance of statistics and resolution for this material, these
parameters may be easily tailored for different experimental systems. As previously
mentioned, the intensity of each pixel in the vicinity of

∗

was linearly correlated through

time. Within each of the newly created bins, the ~100 correlation functions were averaged
to generate one correlation function per bin. The map was then rotated by ∆ = 0.2º, and
the correlation functions of each pixel were averaged again within the new bins. This
process was repeated 5 times, such that the sixth rotated mapping of bins was identical to
the first. As shown in Figure 5.3, superposition of the 5 rotated maps of bins onto the 2D
image in Figure 5.2A yielded 750 total correlation functions at

∗

. This mapping procedure

enables high resolution and meaningful statistics without significant computational effort.
We emphasize again that this process may be generalized to accommodate any
polycrystalline sample by simply altering ∆ , ∆ , and the number of bins (or the angle
between bins).
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Figure 5.3: Azimuthal mapping procedure developed for polycrystalline scattering.
This procedure offers a balance between resolution and statistics. In this study, 5 rotated
maps of 150 bins each were superposed and each bin was individually analyzed. The
superposed bins were applied to the 2D images in the ∗ region for analysis. This method
can be generalized to accommodate any polycrystalline system by altering ∆ , ∆ , and
the number of bins.

After generating all 750 correlation functions, a rigorous and semi-automated
procedure was developed to classify and, in some cases, fit each correlation. This procedure
is outlined as a flow diagram in Figure 5.4A, while Figure 5.4B provides representative
correlation functions for the final categories outlined in Figure 5.4A. Note that the fitting
procedure described here is specific to the data from this experiment; nevertheless this
fitting process may be adapted or generalized to analyze other systems. First, a single-sided
fast Fourier transform (FFT) was performed on each correlation function. In order to
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quickly categorize the bins, a linear regression (with fixed intercept at 0) of the integrated
FFTs was utilized to quantify the level of noise in the data via the fitted R2 value. The
integrated FFT of a correlation function comprising random fluctuations about a mean
value is a straight line with intercept at the origin. Therefore, bins with R2 ≥ 0.9 had a low
signal-to-noise ratio and were considered to contain only very weak intensity pixels that
did not satisfy the Bragg condition, which we refer to as off-grain. A bin with 0.5 < R2 <
0.9 was classified as either the result of a weakly scattering grain or an artifact of averaging
pixels which contained Bragg and non-Bragg scattering. Bins with R2 ≤ 0.5 had a high
signal-to-noise ratio, and qualified for fitting. If the FFT had a dominant peak that was not
at the lowest frequency position ( > 2π/(800 s) = 0.00785 s−1), an apparent frequency was
present and the correlation function was fit with Equation 5.10. If this fit was successful
based on the fit residuals and visual inspection, the correlation function was classified as a
clean heterodyne and a frequency was extracted. Failure to fit to Equation 5.10 implied that
the heterodyne scattering had a more complex origin, likely owing to the interference of
more than two independent scatterers. For these complex heterodyne cases, speeds were
estimated based on the dominant frequencies obtained from the FFT analysis.
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Figure 5.4: Classification and fitting scheme for each XPCS data bin in this study.
The flow diagram in (A) categorizes the bins based on the single-sided FFT and fits of
the correlation functions. Solid arrows indicate steps that were automated, and dashed
arrows indicated steps that required manual user input. Representative datasets for each
of the final bins are provided in (B), with data fits overlaid where appropriate.

If the FFT of a correlation function did not contain a dominant peak, it was fit using
both Equations 5.4 and 5.11 and assigned to either Equation 5.4 (single relaxation),
Equation 5.11 (low frequency heterodyne), both, or neither based on the residuals to the
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fit. In this study, fits were considered successful if the sum of squared residuals for the
scaled fit was < 2; this fitting criterion was chosen based on visual examination of the fits.
In the rare case when neither Equation 5.4 nor Equation 5.11 fit the correlation function
well (< 1 % of bins), the bin was classified as a complex heterodyne and was visually
inspected to confirm this classification. The semi-automated nature of this fitting algorithm
provides accuracy while minimizing the time required for analysis. Where applicable,
examples of the described fits are displayed along with the datasets in Figure 5.4B. The
clean heterodyne data and fit have been enlarged in Figure 5.5 for clarity.

Figure 5.5: Representative clean heterodyne data and fit according to Equation 5.10.
Despite fluctuations in the oscillation amplitude, a frequency can be extracted and
converted into an apparent speed via Equation 5.9.

Relevant information from bins that were successfully fit according to the
procedure outlined in Figure 5.4A was extracted for subsequent analysis. Figure 5.6
displays relaxation time and speed distributions from various oriented grains in this
measurement. The relaxation time distribution in Figure 5.6A tends towards larger values
of , likely due to the long relaxation times associated with particles within grains. For
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almost all fits,

> 1, indicating a compressed exponential form associated with ballistic or

“hyperdiffusive” motion.66,132 Additionally, several heterodynes emerged to produce the
speed distribution in Figure 5.6B. We postulate that the speeds observed in this experiment
are due to the motion of individual grains. Indeed, the range of speeds recovered from this
measurement (0.0093 Å/s ≤

≤ 0.93 Å/s) agrees well with the growth velocities reported

for diblock copolymer grains from time-resolved depolarized light scattering
experiments.54,136 However, we cannot exclude the possibility that these speeds stem from
other dynamic features, including dislocation movement, grain rotation, or a combination
of several processes. A more in-depth analysis and interpretation of both the relaxation
times and the speeds is the subject of Chapter 6.

Figure 5.6: Normalized histogram plots reveal the complex dynamics of the ordered SB
system after annealing at 140 ºC for approximately 7.5 h.
The distribution of relaxation times in (A) was determined from Equations 5.4 and 5.10.
Because the correlations were analyzed for dt < 800 s, we cannot definitively categorize
τ > 104 s and thus placed these data in the longest time bin. The distribution of speeds in
(B) was determined from fits to Equations 5.10 and 5.11, and the dominant frequencies
from FFT analysis. Note that the fitted parameters from bins which were categorized as
either a single relaxation or a low frequency heterodyne (purple bins in Figure 5.4) are
not included in either of these histograms.
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Although this analytical method works well for the system studied here, there are
some cases where it may not apply. For example, this analysis is unable to differentiate
among multiple relaxation processes with nearly identical characteristic timescales.
Additionally, there are limitations based on the grain size relative to the pixel size on the
detector. Extremely large grains with strong Bragg peaks may saturate the detector and
bleed into nearby pixels, complicating analysis. Conversely, the presence of many
overlapping small grains on a single pixel may lead to analytical complexity through
convolution of multiple distinct timescales. Nevertheless, this high resolution mapping
method and associated classification scheme represents a significant improvement over
current averaging techniques and may prove useful for a variety of polycrystalline
materials.

5.5 Conclusions
In this report a new analytical method is outlined for analysis of XPCS data from
polycrystalline materials. This method was employed to investigate the dynamics of a
BCC-forming diblock copolymer. A rotational mapping scheme was developed to balance
high resolution with meaningful statistics for fitting. For the specific SB diblock copolymer
sample studied here, relevant theoretical equations were briefly described and a scheme
was developed to implement these equations to fit the correlation functions from an
exemplary set of XPCS data. The fitting procedure yielded relaxation time and speed
distributions from distinct grains of micellar BCC structure within the bulk diblock
copolymer sample. The relevant information uncovered by this method validate its
execution and use and demonstrate that one XPCS measurement may yield a plethora of
dynamic data with the proper analytical tools.
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Chapter 6
Dynamic Evolution of a Particle-forming Diblock
Copolymer via XPCS
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6.1 Introduction
The analytical methods established in the previous chapter enable investigation of
the dynamic evolution of samples that nucleate and grow ordered phases using XPCS. The
single measurement performed in Chapter 5 produced a wealth of dynamic information,
suggesting that XPCS combined with DMS may assist in uncovering the dynamic
intricacies associated with ordering in diblock copolymers. The results presented in this
chapter are from additional ‘time-resolved’ measurements using XPCS and are an
extension of the data following protocol 2 in Chapter 4. As discussed in Section 6.7 (vide
infra), the dynamic characteristics revealed in this chapter in combination with the results
in Chapter 4 and the schematic in Figure 2.872 provide a comprehensive vantage point for
understanding ordering and disordering in compositionally asymmetric diblock
copolymers.

6.2 Experimental Conditions
The sample loading conditions, quenching procedures, and XPCS acquisition
parameters used herein are identical to the conditions in Chapter 4 for protocol 2. Briefly,
the sample (Mn = 29 kDa, Ð = 1.06, ƒB = 0.20) was loaded into a cylindrical stainless steel
fluid cell measuring 3 mm in diameter and 3 mm thick, and sealed on each end with
polyimide (Kapton®) windows. After disordering the specimen for approximately 2
minutes at 170 ºC, the sample holder was affixed to the beamline stage already set to a
target quench temperature (± 0.1 ºC). Figure 6.1 contains a schematic for collecting
dynamic evolution data with XPCS. Beginning at time t = 0 s, the incident X-ray beam was
impinged on a relatively small sample volume (~ 1.2×106 μm) for 1000 s, and 2D SAXS
patterns were recorded at a rate of 1 frame/s. To avoid sample degradation from long X103

ray exposures, the incident beam position was moved to a new location and a new XPCS
measurement was conducted. Depending on the quench temperature either 45 or 90
measurements were sequentially performed to fully capture the nucleation and growth
process as dictated by the TTT diagram in Figure 4.2. When choosing a new location
between measurements, a virtual grid was overlaid on the sample to ensure that no location
was probed twice. The sample was entirely replaced between full experiments at each
quench temperature to minimize thermal degradation of the block polymer. Additionally,
the degradation metrics described in Chapter 4 were utilized in these studies to confirm
sample stability. Appendix A contains detailed instructions for carrying out the analysis
presented in this chapter, as well as the requisite MATLAB functions and scripts.

Figure 6.1: Schematic of dynamic evolution XPCS experiments.
The disordered sample is rapidly quenched (~ 120 s) to a target temperature and XPCS
measurements commence on a relatively small illuminated volume. After 1000 s, the
incident beam is moved to a new location to avoid sample degradation from long X-ray
exposures. Each of the 1000 s time intervals are considered separately for correlation
and analysis. The cartoon sample views are not to scale.

6.3 Dynamic Evolution at 140 ºC
The first experiment was conducted at a quench temperature of Tfast = 140 ºC, where
nucleation and growth of BCC structure is fastest according to the TTT diagram in Figure
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4.2. Each of the 1000 s measurements was processed according to the methods outlined in
Chapter 4. The resulting 750 correlation functions from each measurement calculated in
the vicinity of q* (q* ± 0.001 Å) were categorized using the flowchart in Figure 5.4. The
number of correlation functions in each category is conveniently represented by a stacked
histogram, as shown in Figure 6.2 for the XPCS measurement performed at 140 ºC after
annealing for approximately 7.5 h. In the case of this micellar BCC-forming SB sample,
seven distinct categories are able to capture all of the observed types of correlation
functions. Off-grain correlations had a low signal-to-noise ratio and generally comprised a
majority of the population of correlation functions. Many correlations appeared to have
slightly higher signal-to-noise ratios, but did not qualify for fitting. These correlations were
classified as weak intensity grains, although this category also included correlations which
were the result of improperly averaging correlation functions from pixels located at Bragg
and non-Bragg conditions as described in Chapter 5. The five remaining categories for
correlations with high signal-to-noise ratios were considered on-grain; these correlation
functions contained dynamic information about particles within one or multiple grains.
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Figure 6.2: Representative stacked histogram.
The analytical methods in Chapter 5 enable classification of the 750 correlation functions
into seven categories. This representative histogram is the result of classification of the
XPCS measurement at 140 ºC after annealing for roughly 7.5 h. Relatively sparsely
populated categories are enlarged in the inset for clarity.

The classification methods used to generate the stacked histogram in Figure 6.2
were implemented on 45 distinct measurements at 140 ºC (Figure 6.3). As described in
Chapter 4, quenching the sample to T < TODT produces a supercooled, “liquid-like” state of
fluctuating particles. Indeed, during the first 1000 s after the quench all correlation
functions were assigned as off-grain suggesting an induction period was present during
which no BCC nucleation events occurred. This induction period was followed by
nucleation of multiple BCC grains from approximately 2000 s ≤ t ≤ 14,000 s as the total
number of on-grain correlations increased. After 14,000 s the number of correlations in
each category remained roughly constant, implying that the total number of grains was
established and not appreciably changing over the total experimental time. We anticipate
that the ripening time for grains of BCC structure far exceeds the experimental timescales
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in this study.54 Small variations in the numbers in each category through time stem from
different numbers of grains within the illuminated sample volume as each measurement
was conducted at a new location on the sample. The growth profile captured by the numbers
of on- and off-grain correlations agrees with the DMS data at 140 ºC in Figure 4.1,
validating the experimental procedure and analytical framework.

Figure 6.3: Representative dynamic evolution of XPCS data at 140 ºC.
BCC structure development is evident by an increase in on-grain correlation functions
until approximately 14,000 s, at which point the numbers of correlations in each category
remain roughly constant.

6.4 Dynamic Evolution for Various Quench Depths
Successful data acquisition and analysis at 140 ºC prompted additional experiments
to quench temperatures spanning 120 ºC ≤ T ≤ 145 ºC. Figure 6.4 contains stacked
histograms for these experiments with off-grain categories removed for clarity.
Remarkably, the occurrence of on-grain correlation functions generally follows the
nucleation and growth trends laid out in the TTT diagram in Figure 4.2. The data at 120 ºC
are an exception to this as no significant grains appear over the course of the XPCS
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experiment. Based on the results at this temperature as described in Chapter 4, we
anticipate that the sample loses ergodicity and becomes a jammed soft glass upon
quenching to T < Terg ≈ 125 ºC.23,33 As the hyperdiffusive mode of particle motion
transitions from ergodic chain dynamics to non-ergodic, ‘frozen’ rearrangements, we
speculate that the nucleation and growth mechanism undergoes a concomitant transition.
Rather than generate relatively large grains with sharply defined Bragg scattering peaks,
particles locally aggregate to form many small, randomly oriented particle clusters. This
mechanistic transition is further supported by Figure 6.5, which contains azimuthally
averaged pixel intensities at q* for each quench temperature as functions of time. The error
bar on each data point is the standard deviation from the average pixel intensity and is
therefore a direct measure of the strength of Bragg scattering from the sample. Large
standard deviations at high temperatures (T ≥ Tfast = 140 ºC) associated with the nucleation
limited regime of the TTT diagram are due to strong Bragg scattering from large grains.
Conversely, at T ≤ 125 ºC the distribution of pixel intensities at q* narrows suggesting the
emergence of many particle clusters. This temperature threshold associated with the
narrowing pixel intensity distribution at q* (T ≈ TODT – 28 ºC) is approximately coincident
with the temperature at which the sample becomes non-ergodic, Terg, as described in
Chapter 4 and other diblock copolymer studies.23,33
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Figure 6.4: Temperature dependent time-resolved XPCS measurements obtained as a
function of time following temperature quenches from 170 ºC.
The off-grain bins have been removed for clarity. The times at which grains begin to
form at each temperature qualitatively agree with the nucleation and growth times in the
TTT diagram in Figure 4.2. At 120 ºC, the sample becomes non-ergodic and no largedomain BCC growth is observed during the XPCS measurement.
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Figure 6.5: Average pixel intensity at q* for all quench temperatures.
The original data (not shown) were logarithmically time-averaged to improve statistics.
The error bars are standard deviations of the mean pixel intensities. Large standard
deviations for shallow quenches (T ≥ 140 ºC) indicate the presence of long-range
domains of BCC order. Conversely, deep quenches (T ≤ 125 ºC) produce narrow pixel
intensity distributions associated with many small clusters of particles. Data are shifted
vertically for clarity.

Note that there appear to be on-grain correlations immediately after quenching to
145 ºC from the XPCS data in Figure 6.4. Indeed, the 2D SAXS pattern in Figure 6.6
contains strong Bragg peaks at q* (indicated by arrows) from BCC grains in the illuminated
sample volume after annealing for 1000 s. However, the nucleation and growth timescales
at 145 ºC from the TTT diagram in Figure 4.2 suggest that grain formation requires an
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order of magnitude longer annealing time (~ 10,000 s). This anomalous behavior is due to
improperly disordering the sample prior to quenching. Upon quenching, we suspect that
the remnants of former BCC structure in the partially disordered sample served as
nucleation sites, thus overcoming nucleation limitations at this temperature. Early time
dynamics for this specimen are likely unreliable as a consequence of this partially
disordered state. However, we believe speeding up nucleation of the final structure should
not affect the dynamics in the ordered state, and therefore late time dynamic information
should not be affected by this anomaly.

Figure 6.6: Time-averaged 2D SAXS pattern at 145 ºC.
The sample was quenched to the target temperature and held for 1000 s, well within the
induction time interval preceding nucleation and growth of BCC structure at this
temperature (see Figure 4.2). The anomalous grains indicated by arrows are remnants of
prior BCC structure as the sample was not fully disordered before quenching (sample
was likely removed from the reservoir at TDIS = 170 ºC too quickly). Consequently, the
early time particle dynamics of this sample are unreliable. However, we believe the late
time dynamics of the sample at this temperature to be unaffected by the facilitated
nucleation of these grains.

6.5 Off-grain Analysis
With experiments performed over a range of temperatures and correlations
successfully classified, analysis was conducted to extract dynamic information from the
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correlation functions. As previously mentioned, on-grain correlations had high signal-tonoise ratios and therefore extraction of dynamic information was straightforward as
described in Chapter 5. Conversely, off-grain correlations, such as the one shown in Figure
6.7A, had low signal-to-noise ratios and individually no apparent dynamic information.
Off-grain correlations probe the dynamics of particles with a correlation length defined by
q* that either have not been incorporated into grains (disordered particles) or are within
small particle clusters. Assuming that disordered or weakly ordered particle dynamics were
-independent, the hundreds of off-grain correlations per measurement were averaged to
improve statistics. We believe this assumption to be valid since this averaging technique is
commonly employed in conventional soft material XPCS measurements. Averaging in this
manner produced a correlation function with a characteristic decay and was fit using a
KWW exponential function (Equation 5.4), as shown by the representative dataset in
Figure 6.7B at 125 ºC after annealing for roughly 11 h.
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Figure 6.7: Off-grain correlation functions.
(A) A representative off-grain correlation function with no apparent dynamic
information. Averaging hundreds of these off-grain correlations (green categories in
Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3) produced a correlation function with a decay as shown
representative data in (B) after annealing the sample for approximately 11 h at 125 ºC.
The decay is fit using Equation 5.4 to obtain off-grain relaxation times; here, τoff = 69 ±
3 s.

Relaxation times were determined in this manner at each quench temperature
through time (Figure 6.8A). Note that for temperatures in the nucleation limited regime of
the TTT diagram (T ≥ Tfast) the off-grain relaxation times (τoff) cease prior to the end of the
experiment. This is not due to a dearth of off-grain correlations; rather, off-grain pixel
intensities diminish at late times as disordered particles are quickly consumed by grains,
supporting the notion of nucleation limited growth in this temperature regime. The rapid
truncation of off-grain relaxation times at 145 ºC is likely due to partially disordering the
sample as described previously in this chapter.
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Figure 6.8: Off-grain dynamic information.
(A) Evolution of off-grain relaxation times (τoff) for each quench temperature. The
original relaxation times were logarithmically time-averaged within the horizontal error
bars to improve statistics. Vertical error bars are 95 % confidence intervals for the
averaged relaxation times. Arrows indicate τinc, the time at which the off-grain relaxation
times dramatically increase. (B) The temperature dependence of τinc resembles the
nucleation trends from the TTT diagram in Figure 4.2. Therefore, we postulate that the
increase in relaxation time is associated with the formation of small BCC crystallites
(nuclei). Data at 145 ºC have been excluded due to improper sample disordering prior to
quenching (see Figure 6.4). (C) The off-grain relaxation times in (A) are recast onto a
single plot and span values 2 s ≤ τoff ≤ 200 s. Initial off-grain relaxations are connected
by a solid line and contain the same information as the data in Figure 4.10 following
protocol 2. The final off-grain relaxation times at each temperature are connected by a
dashed line to guide the eye.
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An increase in τoff is apparent at all temperatures and is demarcated by arrows in
Figure 6.8A. The timescale for this increase in relaxation time (τinc) is plotted as a function
of temperature in Figure 6.8B and bears similarity to the characteristic nucleation and
growth trends from the TTT in Figure 4.2. We associate the increase in relaxation time
with the formation of small BCC crystallites (nuclei), and thus τinc is a measure of the
nucleation time of the ordered phase. At 120 ºC, on-grain correlations are absent at all times
(see Figure 6.4) and therefore the sample is fully comprised of small particle clusters that
are the source of both elasticity in DMS (Figure 4.10 inset) and narrow pixel intensity
distributions at q* (Figure 6.5). Figure 6.8C contains the same information as Figure 6.8A
simply recast for convenience. The off-grain relaxation times span a range of 2 s ≤ τoff ≤
200 s over the times and temperatures probed in these experiments. The solid line in Figure
6.8C connects initial off-grain relaxation times; these data points contain the same
information as the relaxation times in Figure 4.10 following protocol 2. Additionally, a
dashed line connects the final off-grain relaxation times, which are likely related to the
tolerances utilized to differentiate between on- and off-grain correlation functions (see
Appendix A). Based on the results presented here and in Chapter 4, off-grain correlation
functions from XPCS provide detailed information regarding both the supercooled particle
dynamics and sample nucleation characteristics.

6.6 On-grain Analysis
On-grain correlations at quench temperatures T ≥ 125 ºC were handled according
to the procedures outlined in Chapter 5. First, on-grain particle relaxation times (τ) were
extracted from correlation functions in the blue and orange categories of Figure 6.2 by
fitting to Equations 5.4 and 5.10, respectively. Simply averaging all relaxation times at
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each time point was deemed erroneous as individual grains were likely associated with
unique particle relaxation times. Therefore, cumulative distributions of relaxation times
were determined through time at quench temperatures T ≥ 125 ºC. After a statistically
significant distribution of relaxation times emerged, Gaussian fits were performed to
determine the evolution of the moments of the relaxation time distributions. The final
cumulative distributions and Gaussian fits are displayed in Figure 6.9A, and Figure 6.9B
contains the time dependent mean particle relaxation times ( ̅(t)) and standard deviations
(

(t)) from the fits. We note that the right-most relaxation time bin at all temperatures

in Figure 6.9A includes τ ≥ 104 s. We also note that relaxation times from correlations that
were successfully fit by both Equations 5.4 and 5.11 (purple category in Figure 6.2) were
not included in this analysis. The mean particle relaxation times in Figure 6.9B generally
increase with time, indicative of enhanced particle stability during grain growth. The final
relaxation times (connected by a dashed line in Figure 6.9B) are weakly dependent on
temperature, approaching values of order 103 s. Due to differences in total experiment times
and growth periods at each temperature we do not anticipate gleaning additional detailed
information from these final mean particle relaxation times. The standard deviations in
Figure 6.9B generally decrease with increasing temperature, suggesting that the
distribution of particle relaxation times is broader for deeper quenches. We postulate that
the breadth of the particle relaxation time distribution is a consequence of non-ergodicity
as particle rearrangements become localized and non-uniform across the sample.
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Figure 6.9: Particle relaxation times from on-grain fitting analysis.
(A) Final cumulative relaxation time distributions as a function of temperature. The
right-most bin at log ( ⁄(1 s)) = 3.75 contains all cases of τ ≥ 104 s. The solid lines
are Gaussian fits to the distributions. (B) The evolution of mean particle relaxation times
and standard deviations from the fits in (A). Final values are connected by dashed lines
to guide the eye. In (B), increasing mean particle relaxation times through time
corresponds to the growth of grains. Large standard deviations about the mean particle
relaxation time for deep quenches suggests non-ergodicity as particle motion becomes
localized and non-uniform.
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The second stage of on-grain analysis involves extraction of apparent speeds (u) by
FFT analysis and fits to Equations 5.10 and 5.11 for the black, orange, and red categories
in Figure 6.3, respectively. Analogous to particle relaxation times, cumulative speed
distributions were determined and Gaussian fitting was performed to elucidate the
evolution of the moments of the particle speed distributions. The final cumulative particle
speed distributions are provided in Figure 6.10A, and Figure 6.10B contains the time
evolution of the mean particle speeds ( (t)) and standard deviations (

(t)). The narrow

distribution at 125 ºC is captured by the Gaussian fit, with a nearly constant mean particle
speed ( ≈ 0.1 Å/s) over the entire experiment. The distribution ostensibly splits for T ≥
135 ºC as a slower speed ( ≈ 0.01 Å/s) mode emerges. For the highest quench temperature
of 145 ºC, several relatively fast heterodynes appear as a small population of speeds at
approximately 15 Å/s. The limited number of degrees of freedom in these histograms (9 or
10 columns) prohibits obtaining statistically relevant parameters by linear combination of
multiple Gaussian functions. However, arrows in Figure 6.10B for the mean particle speeds
at 135 ºC and 140 ºC reveal that initially the slower speed ( ≈ 0.01 Å/s) mode dominates
and is eventually overcome by the same

≈ 0.1 Å/s mode apparent at 125 ºC. Additionally,

the speed distribution at 130 ºC appears to be an intermediate between these two modes.
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Figure 6.10: Particle speeds from on-grain fitting analysis.
(A) Final cumulative speed distributions as a function of temperature. The solid lines are
Gaussian fits to the distributions. At higher temperatures, additional modes are apparent
in the distribution. However, limited degrees of freedom prohibit superposition of
additional Gaussian functions. (B) The evolution of mean particle speed and standard
deviations from the fits in (A). Final values are connected by dashed lines to guide the
eye.

We postulate that the slow speed mode at early times for T ≥ 135 ºC is associated
with entire grain motion (rotation and/or translation). Figure 6.11A displays a
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representative correlation function for this low frequency mode. Particles moving
cohesively within a grain at this slow speed,

grain

≈ 0.01 Å/s, are not evident for quenches

to T ≤ Terg ≈ 125 ºC where particle clusters are relatively small owing to non-ergodicity and
jamming (see Figure 6.5). We speculate that the intermediate speed mode present at all
temperatures is associated with trapped or caged particle hops within grains or clusters of
locally ordered structure. Note that this intermediate hopping speed mode,

hop ≈

0.1 Å/s,

is only apparent at late times for quenches to T > 130 ºC when grains have developed within
the sample. Figure 6.11B contains an exemplary correlation function with a frequency
corresponding to particle hopping. Finally, a relatively fast particle speed ( ≥ 15 Å/s) is
evident at 145 ºC as shown in the representative correlation function in Figure 6.11C. The
apparent frequency is resolution limited, justifying the use of a ‘≥’ equality to
accommodate for potential aliasing. The appearance and consistency of this fast heterodyne
over the 1000 s measurement implies that these particles moved at a nearly constant rate
for at least 1.5 μm. At this shallow quench temperature, nucleation limitations likely
produce grains that approach microns in size. Therefore, we surmise that this relatively fast
speed mode,

coop

≈ 10 Å/s, is related to long-range cooperative particle rearrangements,

such as in the case of string-like movements137–139 or avalanches140–142 at grain boundaries
in ordered materials. Additional XPCS experiments must be performed to validate these
speculations.
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Figure 6.11: Representative heterodyne correlation functions.
(A) A low frequency heterodyne with ω = 0.00065 s−1 (u = 0.020 Å/s) after annealing
the sample at 130 ºC for approximately 9 h. This is a representative correlation function
for the collective motion of entire grains of particles corresponding to grain. (B) A clean
heterodyne with ω = 0.010 s-1 (u = 0.31 Å/s) after annealing the sample at 130 ºC for
approximately 8.3 h. This correlation function corresponds to the hopping speed mode
of particles within grains, hop (C) A complex, resolution limited heterodyne with ω =
0.5 s-1 (u = 15 Å/s) after annealing the sample at 145 ºC for approximately 8 h. This
relative fast speed mode, coop, is likely associated with long-range cooperative particle
movements.
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6.7 Dynamic Summary
The XPCS and DMS measurements performed in Chapters 4 – 6 enable detailed
temperature dependent mapping of particle dynamics and the formation and equilibration
of the ordered BCC structure. First, Chapter 4 demonstrated that particle dynamics at T >
Terg are ergodic and controlled by the modes of individual chains. Quenching to T < Terg
causes a transition to local, ‘frozen’ dynamics governed by particle hopping or shifting
mechanisms. The findings of this chapter add to this picture via studies of the evolution of
dynamic features during ordering. We surmise that the overall dynamics of the sample are
dictated by the positions of TODT, Tfast, Terg, and the highest glass transition temperature
(here the PS block; Tg = 93 ºC) as shown in Figure 6.12. These temperatures bound five
distinct dynamic regions:
i)

T ≥ TODT. Fluctuating particles are rapidly exchanging chains and diffusing in a
structured yet liquid-like state.

ii)

TODT > T ≥ Tfast. Particle diffusion mediated by chain dynamics is facile but
nucleation limitations lead to long induction periods. Once a stable nucleus is
formed, a large grain grows over a relatively short time. In this regime, we postulate
that particle motion is present in nominally three modes: collective grain
movements associated with
associated with
coop

iii)

hop

grain

≈ 0.01 Å/s, local hopping rearrangements

≈ 0.1 Å/s, and cooperative long-range shifts associated with

≈ 10 Å/s.

Tfast > T ≥ Terg. Chain dynamics are diminishing but still define the dominant clock
time for particle rearrangements. The formation of stable nuclei is facile but particle
diffusion limitations lead to long growth times and smaller grains relative to the
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nucleation limited regime. Consequently, the long-range cooperative particle speed
mode
iv)

coop

evident in (ii) is absent here.

Terg > T > Tg. Particle rearrangements depend on the collective motion of entire
supramolecular aggregates of chains (particles) rather than the modes of individual
chains. Surprisingly, the results of Chapter 4 and a previous study on nanoparticles
grafted with polymer chains indicate that these local particle movements lead to
faster relaxation times relative to particle movement that is mediated by individual
chains. The ordered state consists of relatively small particle clusters (Figure 6.5)
with a broad range of relaxation times (Figure 6.9) owing to non-ergodic relaxations
via local particle hopping. Indeed, only a single speed mode is present, which we
associate with this hopping or shifting mechanism.

v)

Tg ≥ T. The sample is a vitrified glass and the timescale for any form of motion far
exceeds experimental times.
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Figure 6.12: Complete dynamic map of the SB-20 sample.
Four intrinsic temperatures segregate the structured sample into five distinct regions that
are dependent on both the nucleation or diffusion limited growth characteristics and the
dominant mode of particle dynamics.

6.8 Outlook
The XPCS experiments in this thesis are critical for unveiling the multiple dynamic
features and regimes of sphere-forming diblock copolymers undergoing nucleation and
growth. We believe that experiments similar to those described in Chapters 4 – 6 will be
especially important for understanding the formation and dynamics of complex FrankKasper and quasicrystalline phases, which are greatly dependent on particle dynamics and
mass transfer between particles. Additionally, the plethora of strong intensity Bragg peaks
in the vicinity of q* associated with these complex structures is an enticing opportunity for
XPCS experiments. These peaks correspond to reflections from different planes of particles
(see Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.7), thus the particle dynamics uncovered by XPCS analysis
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from individual peaks (multiple q’s) may correspond to these specific planes enabling
detailed investigation of the dynamic mechanisms surrounding complex phases.
Additional experiments must be conducted to verify many of the speculative
conclusions presented in Chapters 4 and 6. As demonstrated in Chapter 3, TEM capability
is an empowering feature of the SB system. We believe that many of the conjectures from
our XPCS studies may be clarified by time-resolved TEM experiments following quenches
to T < TODT. In particular, micrographs at T < Terg will help elucidate the structure of the
deeply supercooled soft glassy state, previously referred to as liquid-like packing (LLP),
and the associated mechanisms of particle rearrangements. Furthermore, we suggest that
additional diblock copolymer systems with varying Tg and TODT may be designed and
synthesized to target specific dynamic regions in Figure 6.12. The tunable molecular
parameters of these systems, such as block chemistry and molecular weight, make diblock
copolymers an ideal platform for understanding the structure and dynamics of ordering in
soft materials.
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Chapter 7
Summary and Outlook
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The conclusions from the studies described in this thesis assist in understanding the
features of asymmetric, particle-forming diblock copolymer phase behavior. A brief
summary of each chapter is presented below, along with suggestions for additional research
directions.
Chapter 2 contains results pertaining to the thermal path-dependent behavior of low
molecular weight poly(1,4-isoprene)-block-poly(±-lactide) (IL) diblock copolymers. We
found that (i) complex phases were formed upon quenching the disordered IL melt in liquid
nitrogen and reheating to a target temperature, in contrast to a direct cooling procedure to
the same temperature, which produced conventional phases, and (ii) the ordered state
below the TODT imprints a particle density on the IL system that persists in the fluctuating
disordered state. Central to the implications of these results is the concept of mass (chain)
exchange, which is eliminated below the ergodicity temperature Terg. Deep quenches in
liquid nitrogen force the system out of equilibrium, and upon reheating we speculate that
the particles undergo fission/fusion events prior to mass exchange leading to the formation
of observed complex phases and distinct particle densities. Furthermore, we postulate that
near and above the TODT fission/fusion is thermodynamically unfavorable and thus particle
density is fixed (mass exchange alone cannot alter particle density). In the future, new
asymmetric diblock copolymer systems with different TODTs and Tergs may be designed to
further understand the competition between fission/fusion and chain exchange mechanisms
as thermal treatments are applied. Additionally, the role of molecular weight on the
persistence of particle volume distributions in the fluctuating disordered state is a direct
extension of this work.
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In a similar vein, Chapter 3 details the effect of increasing molecular weight on the
formation of complex phases. Despite σ phase formation within a wide composition
window in short asymmetric poly(ethylethlyene)-block-poly(±-lactide) (EL) diblock
copolymers, our results indicate that no complex phases exist in the poly(styrene)-blockpoly(1,4-butadiene) (SB) system which is associated with a 10-fold relative increase in
average invariant degree of block polymerization
= 1.7. A universal crossover parameter,

at fixed conformational asymmetry ε

≈ 400, is defined based on chain entanglement

theory, connecting the thermodynamic behavior of diblock copolymers to chain dynamics
through self-concentration. For

>

, as in the SB system, the observed phase behavior

matches that anticipated by mean-field calculations, which apply in the limit
Conversely, when

<

→ ∞.

, the effects of conformational asymmetry (and presumably

other factors) become amplified leading to unconventional, non-mean-field phase
behavior. Consequently, we believe the

<

is a prime regime for future experiments

involving complex phases. Additional research must be performed for
elucidate the nature of

, where

≈

to further

can be varied among the micelle core and corona

blocks.
Chapter 4 came with a slight shift in research theme as project goals transitioned
from primarily thermodynamically driven ideas to those associated with the dynamics of
densely packed particles. Specifically, the contents of Chapter 4 were focused on
comparing the relaxation phenomena observed via DMS and XPCS in the supercooled state
prior to ordering. A series of experiments were performed in which a compositionally
asymmetric SB diblock copolymer was rapidly quenched from the disordered state (TDIS =
170 ºC) to target temperatures T < TODT. DMS and XPCS measurements were conducted
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immediately following quenches to probe the dynamics of the supercooled state.
Relaxation times associated with the dynamic modes of individual chains from WLF fitting
to time-temperature superposed (TTS) DMS data coincided with relaxation times from
XPCS for T > 125 ºC. However, particle dynamics measured by XPCS slowed relative to
the fitted WLF trend for T < 125 ºC. We associated this change in particle dynamics at the
ergodicity temperature Terg ≈ 125 ºC with a transition in the hyperdiffusive particle
rearrangement mechanism as facile chain exchange for T > Terg is eliminated when T < Terg.
Additional XPCS measurements on SB and other diblock copolymer systems above and
below Terg may serve to validate these claims. Furthermore, in-situ time-resolved TEM
experiments may be utilized to understand the mechanistic behavior of supercooled diblock
copolymer fluids.
With a new perspective of supercooled disordered state dynamics in hand,
understanding BCC structure evolution was the subject of the XPCS studies in Chapters 5
and 6. Chapter 5 describes a new analytical framework for interpreting XPCS data from
polycrystalline samples, a prerequisite for conducting detailed measurements on a
polydomain BCC sample. This analysis proceeded by averaging and subsequently
categorizing correlation functions within statistically and computationally favorable bins
in the vicinity of q*. Application of the methods developed in Chapter 5 on a single XPCS
measurement of a SB sample containing polycrystalline BCC domains revealed a plethora
of dynamic information, including speed and relaxation time distributions, warranting
additional implementation on time-resolved XPCS experiments.
In Chapter 6, results from these time-resolved XPCS measurements at various
quench temperatures T < TODT are presented. Classification of correlations into on- and off131

grain categories agreed with the nucleation and diffusion limited growth regimes revealed
by time-temperature transformation (TTT) results in Chapter 4. For the measurement
conducted at T = 120 ºC < Terg, no on-grain correlations were observed during the
measurement, which we associate with the transition to non-ergodicity as detailed in
Chapter 4. Additionally, we postulated that off-grain dynamics prior to ordering were
associated with BCC structure nucleation times. On-grain dynamics were analyzed through
time to reveal relaxation time distributions and multiple characteristic particle speeds. We
found that the dynamics of the SB system under investigation could be split into five
regimes defined by growth limitations (nucleation/diffusion) and mediating mechanisms
of particle rearrangement (chain/particle). The results of this chapter suggest that XPCS
may be utilized to obtain a comprehensive dynamic map of diblock copolymer systems
that are compatible with the technique.
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Appendix A
XPCS Data Processing Instructions and Code
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A.1 Brief Overview
The purpose of this appendix is to outline the steps necessary for on-grain XPCS
analysis and to provide the MATLAB source code that was written for the studies in
Chapters 4 – 6 of this thesis. By both following the steps outlined in Section A.2 and
understanding the subsequent code in Section A.3, the reader will be equipped with the
necessary tools to perform analysis on any sample with anisotropic, polycrystalline
scattering. Note that the code used in these studies was written and utilized with MATLAB
versions 2013b and 2014b. Use of this code in other versions may cause errors due to
limitations or additional functionalities of the software. All code provided in Section A.3
is available for download from the Bates Group drive or from sector 8-ID-I at the Advanced
Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory. Prior to use of the code contained herein, all
users of beamline 8-ID-I should first attain the standard users MATLAB functions and
scripts from the beamline scientist (XPCSGUI, XPCS_revxx, etc.). Some of the code in
Section A.3 depends on these established scripts and functions.

A.2 Step-by-step Methodology
1) Raw Data Preparation
a. In some cases, the initial work-up by the cluster at Argonne may have
corrupted the hdf5 metadata. Make sure all of the files intended for analysis
are not corrupt by loading the hdf5 metadata using the “selectresult.m”
script from sector 8-ID-I. If this script can access the metadata of a file, that
file is cleared for the analysis described herein.
b. Use the “generateHeterodyneCorrelations.m” function to generate the
reduced data structure. The “reduced” structure is a critical data structure
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that contains all of the relevant raw data. The number of increments of bins,
the q value to be probed, and the number of maps are inputs to the
generateHeterodyneCorrelations function, enabling versatile use for a
variety of samples and conditions. After the data have been reduced
appropriately for a given sample, save the reduced structure in a familiar
and recoverable location for future use.
2) Data Analysis
a. To begin data analysis, run the script “onGrainFittingScriptFFTONLY.m”.
This script uses a fast-Fourier transform (FFT) analysis to perform a first
pass of bin classification, as described in detail in Chapter 5. Bins with
correlations that are classified as either single relaxations or low frequency
heterodynes (see Figure 5.4) are fit within this script using Equations 5.4
and 5.11. The final onGrainAnalysis structure contains all of the fit
information to these single relaxations and low frequency heterodynes
which were considered successful based on the relative errors of the
relaxation times and frequencies, respectively. The onGrainAnalysis
structure should be saved in a familiar and recoverable location for
additional post-analysis. At this stage, it is recommended to check several
random bins for quality control to ensure that both the FFT classification
scheme is working correctly and the relative error tolerance for fitting is
producing acceptable and reliable fits.
b. Within the onGrainAnalysis structure, bins that had dominant peaks in the
FFT were considered to be heterodynes. The next step is to attempt to fit
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these

heterodynes

by

running

the

“onGrainFittingScriptHETERODYNE.m” script. This script performs fits
according to Equation 5.10, and based on manual inspection of the fit the
bin is either classified as clean or complex (see Figure 5.4). The final result
of this script is the smallInfo structure, which contains fitting information
about fitted parameters and which bins were clean or complex. This
structure should also be saved in a familiar and recoverable location for
post-analysis.
c. The next step in the preliminary data analysis is to extract the frequencies
from complex heterodynes and, in some cases, bins that were determined as
“undefined” (undefined bins are those that significantly failed fits to both
Equations 5.4 and 5.11). The “onGrainFittingScriptCOMPLEX.m” script
increments through each complex or undefined bin and allows the user to
manually select frequencies, if applicable. These frequencies are loaded into
a matrix in the workspace that should be written to a familiar and
recoverable location using csvwrite or dlmwrite for post-analysis.
d. Off-grain bins are analyzed by averaging all off-grain correlations together
and fitting with a stretched exponential, as shown in Figure 6.7. This can be
done by using the “singleFittingScript.m” script, which relies on user input
to select appropriate fitting ranges. All off-grain relaxation times and
stretching exponents are stored in vectors, and should be written to a
familiar and recoverable location using csvwrite or dlmwrite for postanalysis.
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3) Post-analysis
a. Post-analysis is necessary to extract the relevant information from the
preliminary analysis for physical interpretation. First, the information used
to generate a single stacked histogram (Figure 6.2) is contained within the
onGrainAnalysis and smallInfo structures. Within the onGrainAnalysis
structure, the “numXX” fields (such as numOffGrain) indicate how many
of each bin there is for the “XX” classification. For the studies in this thesis,
all bins initially classified as undefined were assigned to complex based on
FFT analysis. The smallInfo structure provides information about whether
a dominant frequency bin was clean or complex according to manual input.
After assigning each bin to a classification and counting, the total number
should be the original number of bins defined by the number of maps times
the number of bins per map (double-check this).
b. After recovering the counts from each measurement, the relevant fit
information ( and ) must be extracted. As explained in Chapter 5, simply
averaging all relaxation times or speeds for a given measurement is
incorrect. Therefore, a distribution must be captured for each measurement.
The “histogrammingScript.m” script is designed to load in all of the analysis
data structures (onGrainAnalysis, smallInfo, and the complex heterodyne
frequencies) and histogram all of the relaxation times and speeds. For the
experiments in Chapter 6, this was performed as a function of time, but may
in general be adapted to fit the needs of a different experimental situation.
Running the histogrammingScript.m script generates a large number of files
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for work-up, so be sure to have plenty of space in a familiar and recoverable
location for these files.
c. The final step in post-analysis is work-up, which involves presenting the
data in a digestible form for physical interpretation. Although this is largely
a stylistic step, it is recommended that for time studies the histograms be
converted into multimedia (.mp4 or .gif files) to facilitate physical
interpretation.

A.3 MATLAB Source Code
%Author: Ron Lewis
%University of Minnesota, 2018
%Description:
% This function reduces the 2D XPCS data into a data structure containing
% relevant information for fitting. A Q-map is generated, and correlation
% functions are calculated in the vicinity of qstar.
%Parameters:
% Input:
%
... =
%
getHeterodyneCorrelations(data_folder,qstar,numPhi,numIncrements)
%
data_folder - string containing data_folder name
%
qstar - scalar qstar value in A^-1
%
numPhi - the number of bins per map
%
numIncrements - the number of maps
%
... =
%
getHeterodyneCorrelations(data_folder,qstar,numPhi,...
%
numIncrements,saveLocation)
%
data_folder - string containing data_folder name
%
qstar - scalar qstar value in A^-1
%
numPhi - the number of bins per map
%
numIncrements - the number of maps
%
saveLocation - string containing location for saving reduced .mat
% Output:
%
reduced = getHeterodyneCorrelations(...)
%
reduced - data structure containing relevant information
%Example:
% data_folder = 'C:/Users/Ron/Desktop';
% reduced = getHeterodyneCorrelations(data_folder,0.033,150,5);
function [reduced] = getHeterodyneCorrelations(varargin)
%Handle overloaded varargin
if(nargin == 4)
data_folder = varargin{1};
qstar = varargin{2};
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numPhi = varargin{3};
numIncrements = varargin{4};
elseif(nargin == 5)
data_folder = varargin{1};
qstar = varargin{2};
numPhi = varargin{3};
numIncrements = varargin{4};
saveLocation = varargin{5};
else
fprintf('Incorrect number of input arguments.\n');
end
%Generate qmaps
qmaps = generateHeterodyneQMaps(data_folder,qstar,numPhi,numIncrements);
for index = 1:length(qmaps)
fprintf(['Computing 2 time for qmap: ',qmaps{index},'\n']);
%Perform linear correlation of the data within the qmaps
tempTwoTimeOff = quickTwoTime(data_folder,qmaps{index},0);
check(index) = length(tempTwoTimeOff.g2full(:,1))
if(sum(isnan(tempTwoTimeOff.dphival)))
ind = find(isnan(tempTwoTimeOff.dphival));
tempTwoTimeOff.dphival(ind) = [];
tempTwoTimeOff.dqval(ind) = [];
end
reducedFeed.phis{index} = tempTwoTimeOff.dphival;
reducedFeed.qs{index} = tempTwoTimeOff.dqval;
reducedFeed.g2sOff{index} = tempTwoTimeOff.g2full;
% reducedFeed.dqmap{index} = tempTwoTimeOff.dqmap;
reduced.dqmap{index} = tempTwoTimeOff.dqmap;
% reducedFeed.twoD{index} = tempTwoTimeOff.AvgData;
reducedFeed.Iqt{index} = tempTwoTimeOff.Iqt;
end
%This loop ensures that each twoTime has the proper number of bins
M = [];
for index = 1:length(check)
tempPhis = reducedFeed.phis{index};
if((numPhi-check(index))>0)
tempPhis = vertcat(tempPhis,ones((numPhi-check(index)),1)*1000);
end
%tempPhis = padarray(tempPhis,(numPhi-check(index)),1000,'post');
M = horzcat(M,tempPhis);
end
counter = 1;
%Interdigitate the mapping results to get a continuous range of bins
while(counter <= (sum(check)))
[~,col] = min(min(M));
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[~,row] = min(M(:,col));
reduced.phis(counter) = reducedFeed.phis{col}(row);
reduced.qs(counter) = reducedFeed.qs{col}(row);
reduced.g2sOff{counter} = reducedFeed.g2sOff{col}(row,:);
% reduced.dqmap{counter} = reducedFeed.dqmap{col};
% reduced.twoD{counter} = reducedFeed.twoD{col};
reduced.Iqt{counter} = reducedFeed.Iqt{col}{row};
counter = counter + 1;
M(row,col) = 1000;
end
reduced.twoD = tempTwoTimeOff.AvgData;
reduced.numIncrements = numIncrements;
%If save location is specified, save the reduced .mat
if(nargin == 5)
saveStr = [saveLocation '/' data_folder(1:4) '_' data_folder(end-2:end) '.mat'];
save(saveStr, 'reduced');
end
end
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%Author: Ron Lewis
%University of Minnesota, 2018
%Note: some of this code was extracted from scripts at sector 8-ID-I of
%Argonne National Laboratory.
%Description:
% This function generates the qmaps necessary for high resolution 2D XPCS
% analysis.
%Parameters:
% Input:
%
... = generateHeterodyneQMaps(data_folder,qstar,numPhi,...
%
numIncrements)
%
data_folder - string containing data_folder name
%
qstar - scalar qstar value in A^-1
%
numPhi - the number of bins per map
%
numIncrements - the number of maps
% Output:
%
qmaps = generateHeterodyneQMaps(...)
%
qmaps - a cell array of qmap filenames
%Example:
% data_folder = 'C:/Users/Ron/Desktop';
% qmaps = generateHeterodyneQMaps(data_folder,0.033,150,5);
function [qmaps] = generateHeterodyneQMaps(data_folder,qstar,numPhi,numIncrements)
%Specify data location
root_folder_local='F:/';
parent_folder='bates201802/';
%Load the metadata and extract q and phi vectors
batchinfoname = dir(fullfile(root_folder_local,parent_folder,data_folder,'*.batchinfo'));
batchinfoname=fullfile(root_folder_local,parent_folder,data_folder,batchinfoname.name);
ccdimginfo = loadMetaData(batchinfoname);
[~,ccdimginfo]=Compute_IMM_SumImages(ccdimginfo);
ccdimginfo = getimgmap(ccdimginfo);
q=ccdimginfo.maps.q;
phi=ccdimginfo.maps.phi;
%Specify q range here (e.g., +/- 0.0005)
index = (abs(q)>= (qstar-0.00050) & abs(q)<(qstar+0.00050)); %q range variable here.
blemish = getblemish(ccdimginfo);
index = and(index,blemish);
usermask=ones(size(ccdimginfo.mask.usermask));
usermask(~index) = 0;
ccdimginfo.mask.usermask = logical(usermask);
%Find phi range at qstar:
qrow = q(516,:);
phirow = phi(516,:);
[~,low] = min(abs(qrow(1:1556/2)-qstar));
[~,high] = min(abs(qrow(1556/2:end)-qstar));
high = high + 1556/2;
phiRange = abs(phirow(low))-abs(phirow(high));%This is the full spanned angle
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dphi = phiRange/(numIncrements*numPhi);
ind_rotation = find(ccdimginfo.maps.phi>0);
ccdimginfo.maps.phi(ind_rotation) = ccdimginfo.maps.phi(ind_rotation) - 360;
% calculate the q-partitions based on the below parameters
ccdimginfo.partition.name = {'q','phi'};
ccdimginfo.partition.snpt = [36, 1];
ccdimginfo.partition.dnpt = [1, numPhi];
ccdimginfo.partition.smethod = [1, 1]; %1-linear,2-log
ccdimginfo.partition.dmethod = [1, 1]; %1-linear,2-log
%Qmap location string
ccdimginfo.map_local_location = 'D:\Dropbox\XPCS_Project\2018-1\qmaps\';
for index = 0:numIncrements-1
ccdimginfo = getimgpartition2(ccdimginfo,index*dphi); %partition structure
ccdimginfo = getimgpartitionindex(ccdimginfo); %integer partition map
ccdimginfo.map_filename = [data_folder(1:4),'_',data_folder(end-2:end),'_num',num2str(index+1),'.h5'];
qmaps{index+1} = ccdimginfo.map_filename;
save_sd_maps(ccdimginfo); %creates hdf5 file with qmaps
end
end
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%Author: Ron Lewis
%University of Minnesota, 2018
%Note: some of this code was extracted from scripts at sector 8-ID-I of
%Argonne National Laboratory. Succesful running of this function depends on
%having the sector 8-ID-I XPCS functions in the MATLAB path.
%Description:
% This function performs linear correlation on pixels within bins
% specified by a qmap input.
%Parameters:
% Input:
%
quickTwoTime(data_folder,qmap,isHeterodyne)
%
data_folder - string containing data_folder name
%
qmap - string containing qmap filename
%
isHeterodyne - boolean for heterodyne speckle subtraction
% Output:
%
TwoTimeInfo = quickTwoTime(...)
%
TwoTimeInfo - a structure containing linear correlation information
%Example:
% data_folder = 'C:/Users/Ron/Desktop';
% TwoTimeInfo = quickTwoTime(data_folder,'A001_1',0);
function [TwoTimeInfo] = quickTwoTime(data_folder,qmap,isHeterodyne)
Num_CPU_Cores=4;
Force_CPU=1;
%Specify data locations
parent_data_folder='F:\bates201802\';
hdf_files_folder='F:\bates201802\cluster_results\';
filename = [data_folder,'_0001-1000.hdf'];
%Initialize TwoTimeInfo fields
tmpfile = dir(filename);
TwoTimeInfo = [];
TwoTimeInfo.Num_CPU_Cores=Num_CPU_Cores;
TwoTimeInfo.Force_CPU=Force_CPU;
TwoTimeInfo.parent_data_folder=parent_data_folder;
TwoTimeInfo.hdf5_files_folder=hdf_files_folder;
datestr(now)
TwoTimeInfo.hdf5_filename = tmpfile(1).name;
disp(TwoTimeInfo.hdf5_filename)
TwoTimeInfo.hdf5_filename = fullfile(TwoTimeInfo.hdf5_files_folder,TwoTimeInfo.hdf5_filename);
disp(TwoTimeInfo.hdf5_filename)
%if qmap is specified, code will use that. Leave this as empty
%string if you rather use the /xpcs_N in the hdf file
qmap_filename = ['D:\Dropbox\XPCS_Project\2018-1\qmaps\',qmap];
TwoTimeInfo.qmap_filename = qmap_filename;
%/xpcs is the default for analysis, which is the last analysis performed
TwoTimeInfo.xpcs_entry = '/xpcs';
%show the selected dqmap bins
TwoTimeInfo = Preview_TwoTime_dqmap(TwoTimeInfo,0); %2nd arg as 1 will display
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if isempty(TwoTimeInfo.qmap_filename)
qlist=nonzeros(unique(h5read(TwoTimeInfo.hdf5_filename,[TwoTimeInfo.xpcs_entry,'/dqmap'])));
qlist(qlist==-1)=0;
TwoTimeInfo.dqval = h5read(TwoTimeInfo.hdf5_filename,[[TwoTimeInfo.xpcs_entry,'/dqlist']]);
else
qlist=nonzeros(unique(h5read(TwoTimeInfo.qmap_filename,'/data/dynamicMap')));
qlist(qlist==-1)=0;
TwoTimeInfo.dqval = qlist;
end
TwoTimeInfo.qphi_bin_to_process=double(qlist);
TwoTimeInfo.dark_begin=[]; %starting dark frame or leave it empty
TwoTimeInfo.dark_end=[]; %ending dark frame or leave it empty
TwoTimeInfo.data_begin=[]; %starting data frame or leave it empty
TwoTimeInfo.data_end=[]; %ending data frame or leave it empty
try
TwoTimeInfo.stride_frames=double(h5read(TwoTimeInfo.hdf5_filename,[TwoTimeInfo.xpcs_entry,'/strid
e_frames']));
catch
TwoTimeInfo.stride_frames=1; %% 1 means do not skip any frame
end
try
TwoTimeInfo.frames_bin_size=double(h5read(TwoTimeInfo.hdf5_filename,[TwoTimeInfo.xpcs_entry,'/a
vg_frames']));
catch
TwoTimeInfo.frames_bin_size=1; %% 1 means do not average frames in time
end
TwoTimeInfo.frames_bin_size=1; %% 1 means do not average frames in time
TwoTimeInfo.Normalize_by_Intensity=0;
TwoTimeInfo.Normalize_by_Smoothed_Img=1;
TwoTimeInfo.Compute_SG_per_frame=0;
TwoTimeInfo.Smoothing_Method=3; %0-Trans,1-sqmap,2-SG, 3-PixelAvg
TwoTimeInfo.Subtract_Ref_Speckle = isHeterodyne; %use this for heterodyne
TwoTimeInfo.Num_g2partials = 5;
%use this line to check memory usage prior to calculations
TwoTime_Memory_Requirements(TwoTimeInfo);
%%Extract pixel in bin vs time array and do some pre-processing
TwoTimeInfo = TwoTimeg2(TwoTimeInfo);
%%Do the real twotime calculation including SG smoothing of all the
%%bins
TwoTimeInfo=TwoTimeg2Calc(TwoTimeInfo);
%%compute 2time to 1time for the full range and 3 partial ranges
TwoTimeInfo = Compute_TwoTime2OneTime(TwoTimeInfo);
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disp(datestr(now));
end
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%Author: Ron Lewis
%University of Minnesota, 2018
%Description:
% This script performs the bulk on grain analysis for a set of
% measurements. The prefix parameter indicates the set to be analyzed,
% and the numSpots parameter specifies the number of spots for this
% prefix. This script was run from the dataProcessingWrapper over all
% prefixes.
%Local locations for the reduced data and desired output destination.
saveLoc = 'D:/Dropbox/xpcs_project/2018-1/reducedData';
destination = 'D:/Dropbox/xpcs_project/2018-1';
% saveLoc = 'C:\Users\Ron\Dropbox\XPCS_Project\2018-1\reducedData\';
% destination = 'C:/Users/Ron/Dropbox/XPCS_Project/2018-1';
% prefix = 'A009_SB_2_51_att0_120C_Lq0';
%Inititate the init fitting structure
init.tau2 = 700;
init.baseline = 0;
init.contrast = 0.5;
init.beta1 = 1;
% numSpots = 45;
dt = 1:800;
%This is the fit tolerance for all fits in this script. A value of 2 was
%determined to be a good threshold for fitting.
fitTol = 2;
for ii = 1:numSpots
data_folder = sprintf(strcat(prefix,'_%03d'),ii)
%Load the reduced data
saveStr = [saveLoc '/' data_folder(1:4) '_' data_folder(end-2:end) '.mat'];
load(saveStr)
qstar = reduced.qstar;
%Determine the on and off grain bins using FFT analysis.
[~,offGrainMask,onGrainMask,~,P1,~] = getOnAndOffg2(reduced, dt, 0.5, 0.9, 0);
%Reset variables
numDominantHetero = 0;
numLongHetero = 0;
numSingle = 0;
numBoth = 0;
numUndefined = 0;
undefinedIndices = [];
longHeteroIndices = [];
singleIndices = [];
bothIndices = [];
dominantHeteroIndices = [];
freq = zeros(1,750);
freqErr = zeros(1,750);
tau = zeros(1,750);
tauErr = zeros(1,750);
beta = zeros(1,750);
betaErr = zeros(1,750);
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bothFreq = zeros(1,750);
bothFreqErr = zeros(1,750);
bothTau = zeros(1,750);
bothTauErr = zeros(1,750);
bothBeta = zeros(1,750);
bothBetaErr = zeros(1,750);
for index = 1:750
if(onGrainMask(index))
currG2 = reduced.g2sOff{index}';
%Conditions for keeping
[~,ind] = max(P1{index});
%If there is no peak in the FFT:
if(ind == 1)
%Try both single and simple hetero fits on the whole
%range
g2Scaled = (currG2(1:length(dt)) - min(currG2(1:length(dt))))/(max(currG2(1:length(dt)))min(currG2(1:length(dt))));
%Attempt KWW fitting on scaled and unscaled g2 and take
%whichever is better.
temp1 = fitSingleStretchedExpV2({g2Scaled'},{zeros(1,length(dt))},dt,reduced.qs,init,0);
temp2 =
fitSingleStretchedExpV2({currG2(1:length(dt))'},{zeros(1,length(dt))},dt,reduced.qs,init,0);
if(temp1.residuals(1) > temp2.residuals(1))
singleFit = temp2;
else
singleFit = temp1;
end
singleRes = singleFit.residuals(1);
heteroFit = simpleHeterodyneFitter(dt,g2Scaled',[5 5 1 1],[0.1 0.1 0.001 10],0);
heterRes = heteroFit.residual;
%Figure out what to take from this bin:
if(singleRes > fitTol && heterRes > fitTol)
%They are both bad... We'll call this undefined and try
%to fit it with a heterodyne later.
numUndefined = numUndefined + 1;
undefinedIndices = [undefinedIndices, index];
fprintf('This was undefined.\n');
elseif(singleRes < fitTol && heterRes < fitTol)
%Both have good residuals. See if one is significantly
%better
fprintf('(%d, %d); This looked like both.\n', ii, index);
if(singleRes*0.05 > heterRes)
%This was significantly fit better by a hetero
numLongHetero = numLongHetero + 1;
longHeteroIndices = [longHeteroIndices index];
if(((heteroFit.omegaSE)/heteroFit.omega)<0.5)
%Relative error must be less than 0.5
fprintf('(%d, %d); Keeping the hetero info only.\n', ii, index);
freq(index) = heteroFit.omega;
freqErr(index) = heteroFit.omegaSE;
end
elseif(heterRes*0.05 > singleRes)
%This was significantly fit better by a single
numSingle = numSingle + 1;
singleIndices = [singleIndices, index];
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if(((singleFit.tau1SE)/singleFit.tau1)<0.5 && ((singleFit.beta1SE)/singleFit.beta1)<0.5)
%Relative error must be less than 0.5
fprintf('(%d, %d); Keeping the info.\n', ii, index);
tau(index) = singleFit.tau1(1);
tauErr(index) = singleFit.tau1SE(1);
beta(index) = singleFit.beta1(1);
betaErr(index) = singleFit.beta1SE(1);
end
else
numBoth = numBoth + 1;
bothIndices = [bothIndices, index];
if(((heteroFit.omegaSE)/heteroFit.omega)<0.5)
%Relative error must be less than 0.5
fprintf('(%d, %d); Keeping the hetero part.\n', ii, index);
bothFreq(index) = heteroFit.omega;
bothFreqErr(index) = heteroFit.omegaSE;
end
if(((singleFit.tau1SE)/singleFit.tau1)<0.5 && ((singleFit.beta1SE)/singleFit.beta1)<0.5)
%Relative error must be less than 0.5
fprintf('(%d, %d); Keeping the single part.\n', ii, index);
bothTau(index) = singleFit.tau1(1);
bothTauErr(index) = singleFit.tau1SE(1);
bothBeta(index) = singleFit.beta1(1);
bothBetaErr(index) = singleFit.beta1SE(1);
end
end
else
if(singleRes < heterRes)
%It's a single, but also try to keep the fit info
numSingle = numSingle + 1;
fprintf('(%d, %d); I thought this was single.\n', ii, index);
singleIndices = [singleIndices, index];
if(((singleFit.tau1SE)/singleFit.tau1)<0.5 && ((singleFit.beta1SE)/singleFit.beta1)<0.5)
%Relative error must be less than 0.5
fprintf('(%d, %d); Keeping the info.\n', ii, index);
tau(index) = singleFit.tau1(1);
tauErr(index) = singleFit.tau1SE(1);
beta(index) = singleFit.beta1(1);
betaErr(index) = singleFit.beta1SE(1);
end
else
%It's a longhetero, but also try to keep the fit info
numLongHetero = numLongHetero + 1;
fprintf('(%d, %d); I thought this was a long hetero.\n', ii, index);
longHeteroIndices = [longHeteroIndices index];
if(((heteroFit.omegaSE)/heteroFit.omega)<0.5)
%Relative error must be less than 0.5
fprintf('(%d, %d); Keeping the info.\n', ii, index);
freq(index) = heteroFit.omega;
freqErr(index) = heteroFit.omegaSE;
end
end
end
%If there is a peak in the FFT:
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else
%It's a heterodyne, fit these later to determine if they
%are clean or complex.
numDominantHetero = numDominantHetero + 1;
dominantHeteroIndices = [dominantHeteroIndices, index];
fprintf('This looked like a real heterodyne.\n');
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
end
end
%Load all of the relevant parameters into an onGrainInfo structure
onGrainAnalysis.onGrainMask{ii} = onGrainMask;
onGrainAnalysis.offGrainMask{ii} = offGrainMask;
onGrainAnalysis.dominantHeteroIndices{ii} = dominantHeteroIndices;
onGrainAnalysis.longHeteroIndices{ii} = longHeteroIndices;
onGrainAnalysis.singleIndices{ii} = singleIndices;
onGrainAnalysis.bothIndices{ii} = bothIndices;
onGrainAnalysis.undefinedIndices{ii} = undefinedIndices;
onGrainAnalysis.numOnGrain(ii) = sum(onGrainMask);
onGrainAnalysis.numOffGrain(ii) = sum(offGrainMask);
onGrainAnalysis.numDominantHetero(ii) = numDominantHetero;
onGrainAnalysis.numLongHetero(ii) = numLongHetero;
onGrainAnalysis.numSingle(ii) = numSingle;
onGrainAnalysis.numBoth(ii) = numBoth;
onGrainAnalysis.numUndefined(ii) = numUndefined;
onGrainAnalysis.freqs{ii} = freq;
onGrainAnalysis.freqErrs{ii} = freqErr;
onGrainAnalysis.taus{ii} = tau;
onGrainAnalysis.tauErrs{ii} = tauErr;
onGrainAnalysis.betas{ii} = beta;
onGrainAnalysis.betaErrs{ii} = betaErr;
onGrainAnalysis.bothFreqs{ii} = bothFreq;
onGrainAnalysis.bothFreqErrs{ii} = bothFreqErr;
onGrainAnalysis.bothTaus{ii} = bothTau;
onGrainAnalysis.bothTauErrs{ii} = bothTauErr;
onGrainAnalysis.bothBetas{ii} = bothBeta;
onGrainAnalysis.bothBetaErrs{ii} = bothBetaErr;
end
%Save the onGrainAnalysis mat file
saveStr = [destination '/' prefix(1:4) '_onGrainAnalysis_180614.mat'];
save(saveStr, 'onGrainAnalysis');
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%Author: Ron Lewis
%University of Minnesota, 2018
%Description:
% This function uses an FFT analysis to obtain on and off grain bins
% based on specified tolerances. An FFT is performed on each bin,
% followed by linear regression of a numerical intergral to the FFT.
% Datasets which 'fail' this regression are on grain, datasets which
% 'succeed' this regression are off grain, and datasets in the middle are
% considered weak grains (noise).
%Parameters:
% Input:
%
... = getOnAndOffg2(data, dt, onRtol, offRtol, pl);
%
data - reduced data structure from mapping procedure
%
(getHeterodyneCorrelations.m)
%
dt - vector of x data points
%
onRtol - R^2 tolerance value for on grain fits to the linear
%
regression of the integral of the FFT.
%
offRtol - R^2 tolerance value for off grain fits to the linear
%
regression of the integral of the FFT.
%
pl - boolean value for plotting the R^2 values of each bin with the
%
tolerance values overlaid.
% Output:
%
[offg2Avg,offGrainMask,onGrainMask,fs,P1,Rsq] = getOnAndOffg2(...);
%
offg2Avg - the average of all off grain bins. This assumes that the
%
dynamics in the off grain region are spatially homogeneous
%
offGrainMask - a mask for the off grain bins
%
onGrainMask - a mask for the on grain bins
%
fs - the frequency vector of the FFT
%
P1 - the single-sided FFT amplitude values
%
Rsq - a vector of R^2 values for each bin
%Example:
% [offg2Avg,offGrainMask,onGrainMask,fs,P1,Rsq] = ...
% getOnAndOffg2(reduced, 1:800, 0.5, 0.9, 0);
% In this example, any R^2 values between 0.5 and 0.9 will be considered
% weak grains (noise).
function [offg2Avg,offGrainMask,onGrainMask,fs,P1,Rsq] = getOnAndOffg2(data, dt, onRtol, offRtol, pl)
%Initialize some parameters
L = length(dt);
offg2Avg = zeros(1,L);
offGrainMask = zeros(1,length(data.phis));
onGrainMask = zeros(1,length(data.phis));
for index = 1:length(data.phis)
currG2 = data.g2sOff{index}(1:L);
%Perform the single sided FFT
fs{index} = (1:(L/2))/L;
Y = fft(currG2(1:L)');
P2 = abs(Y/L);
P1{index} = P2(1:(L/2)+1);
P1{index}(2:end-1) = 2*P1{index}(2:end-1);
P1{index} = P1{index}(2:end);
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%Numerical integration using the trapz function
for kk = 2:length(fs{index})
integ(kk-1) = trapz(fs{index}(1:kk),P1{index}(1:kk));
end
%Linearly regress over integrals
x = fs{index}(2:end)';
y = integ';
m = x\y;
yfit = m*x;
Rsq(index) = 1 - sum((y - yfit).^2)/sum((y - mean(y)).^2);
%Use the regression to determine on or off grain
if(Rsq(index) >= offRtol)
%This looks like it's off-grain
offGrainMask(index) = 1;
offg2Avg = offg2Avg + currG2;
c = rgb('Black');
elseif(Rsq(index) <= onRtol)
%This looks like it's on-grain
onGrainMask(index) = 1;
c = rgb('Green');
else
c = rgb('Red');
end
%Optional plotting functionality:
% if(pl)
%
figure;
%
plot(dt,currG2(dt),'o','Color',c);
%
fprintf('%d\n',Rsq);
%
input('Proceed?')
%
close all;
%
figure;
%
plot(fs,P1);
%
figure;
%
plot(fs(1:end-1),integ);
%
hold on;
%
plot(fs(1:end-1),yfit,'r');
% end
end
%In case there are no off grain bins, initialize offg2Avg
if(sum(offGrainMask)==0)
offg2Avg = [];
else
offg2Avg = offg2Avg/sum(offGrainMask);
end
%Optional plotting functionality
if(pl)
figure;
plot(1:750, Rsq);
hold on;
plot([1 750],[onRtol, onRtol],'Color',rgb('Green'));
plot([1 750],[offRtol, offRtol],'r');
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end
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%Author: Ron Lewis
%University of Minnesota, 2018
%Description:
% This function fits correlation functions with a single exponential
% relaxation (KWW type).
%Parameters:
% Input:
%
... = fitSingleStretchedExpV2(inputg2s,inputg2sErr,fitdt,dqs,init,pl)
%
inputg2s - a cell array of correlation functions to be fit
%
inputg2sErr - a cell array of the error on the correlation function
%
values
%
fitdt - a vector of dynamic times over which to try fitting
%
dqs - the dynamic q's of the correlation functions. Note that this
%
parameter has no role in fitting and is simply here to be passed
%
on into the resulting model.
%
init - a structure containing initial conditions for fitting
%
parameters
%
pl - a boolean value to specify if a plot should be generated
% Output:
%
model = fitSingleStretchedExpV2(...)
%
model - a structure containing fit information
%Example:
% [model] = fitSingleStretchedExp(g2,g2sErr,dt,dqs,init,0);
function [model] = fitSingleStretchedExpV2(inputg2s,inputg2sErr,fitdt,dqs,init,plt)
%Description:
% This function defines the single stretched exponential
%Parameters:
% Input:
%
... = singleStretchedExp(args,dt)
%
args - fitting parameters
%
dt - vector of x values
%
err_FLAG - boolean indicating if the value of the function
%
should be returned, or its error
%
... = singleStretchedExp(args,dt,g2,err_FLAG)
%
args - fitting parameters
%
dt - vector of x values
%
g2 - vector of y values
%
err_FLAG - boolean indicating if the value of the function
%
should be returned, or its error relative to the g2 input
% Output:
%
z = singleStretchedExp(...)
%
z - vector of fitted data based on args, or the error if
%
err_FLAG = 1
%Example:
% z = singleStretchedExp(params,1:800,inputg2,0);
function z = singleStretchedExp(varargin)
%Handle based on nargin
if(nargin == 2)
args = varargin{1};
t = varargin{2};
err_FLAG = 0;
else
args = varargin{1};
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g2in = varargin{3};
t = varargin{2};
err_FLAG = varargin{4};
end
%Calculate the stretched exponential
z = args(1)+args(2)*exp(-2*(t/args(3)).^(args(4)));
%If err_FLAG is on, get the error instead
if(err_FLAG == 1)
z = sum((z-g2in).^2);
end
end
%This funtion is a stop function for the options of the fit (see
%fitting options on www.mathworks.com)
function stop = outf(x,optimValues, state)
stop = false;
end
%Turn off the annoying warnings.
warning('off');
%Define options about the fit
options = optimoptions('fmincon','MaxFunEvals', 10000, 'TolFun', 1e-6, 'MaxIter', 10000, 'TolCon', 1e-6,
'Algorithm', 'interior-point','OutputFcn',@outf, 'Display', 'none');
%A vector of starting positions
% starts = 20;
starts = 1;
%Initialize arbitrary matrices to fill function spaces
A = [];
b = [];
Aeq = [];
beq = [];
%Args is arranged as: [baseline contrast tau beta]
%Define lower and upper limits on fitting parameters
lb = [0 0 0 0];
ub = [Inf Inf 10000 2.5];
%Number of parameters is 4
NPARAM = 4;
%For each input g2
for index = 1:length(inputg2s)
%If the correlation function has NaN in it, ignore it
if(sum(isnan(inputg2s{index})>0))
model.baselineSD(index) = 0;
model.contrastSD(index) = 0;
model.tau1SD(index) = 0;
model.beta1SD(index) = 0;
model.covariance{index} = 0;
model.baseline(index) = 0;
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model.contrast(index) = 0;
model.tau1(index) = 0;
model.beta1(index) = 0;
model.fit{index} = 0;
model.fitScaled{index} = 0;
model.residuals(index) = 0;
model.fitStart = 1;
g2scaled{index} = 0;
g2ErrScaled{index} = 0;
else
%Setup the initial conditions
args0single = [init.baseline, init.contrast, init.tau2, init.beta1];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for j = 1:length(starts)
dtRange = starts(j):length(fitdt);
[params] =
fmincon(@(args)singleStretchedExp(args,fitdt(dtRange),inputg2s{1}(dtRange),1),args0single,A,b,Aeq,beq
,lb,ub,[],options);
residuals(j) = singleStretchedExp(params,fitdt,inputg2s{1},1);
end
[~,crit] = min(residuals);
dtRange = starts(crit):length(fitdt);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Use fmincon to perform constrained fitting
[params] =
fmincon(@(args)singleStretchedExp(args,fitdt(dtRange),inputg2s{1}(dtRange),1),args0single,A,b,Aeq,beq
,lb,ub,[],options);
%Use the params of fmincon to do a lsqcurvefit. This is performed
%so that the Jacobian can be evaluated for standard error
%calculations (the Hessian from fmincon is incorrect).
[~,resnorm,residual,~,~,~,J] =
lsqcurvefit(@singleStretchedExp,params,fitdt(dtRange),inputg2s{1}(dtRange));
%Get the fit
fit = singleStretchedExp(params,fitdt,inputg2s{1},0);
%Start loading the model with relevant information
model.residuals(index) = singleStretchedExp(params,fitdt,inputg2s{1},1);
model.params{index} = params;
model.baseline(index) = params(1);
model.contrast(index) = params(2);
model.tau1(index) = params(3);
model.beta1(index) = params(4);
model.fit{index} = fit;
model.fitScaled{index} = (model.fit{index}-model.baseline(index))/model.contrast(index);
%Calculate standard error
se2 = resnorm/(length(residual)-NPARAM);
%QR decomposition of the Jacobian
[~,R] = qr(J,0);
Rinv = inv(R);
%Determine covariance matrix
covariance = (Rinv*Rinv')*se2;
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%Calculate st. dev. of fitted parameters
stdevs = full(sqrt(diag(covariance)));
p = getpValue(length(fitdt)-NPARAM);
model.tau1SE(index) = stdevs(3)*p;
model.beta1SE(index) = stdevs(4)*p;
model.covariance{index} = full(covariance);
model.fitStart = starts(crit);
%
num = (inputg2s{index}-model.baseline);
g2scaled{index} = num/model.contrast;
numErr = sqrt(inputg2sErr{index}.^2+(stdevs(1))^2);
g2ErrScaled{index} = g2scaled{index}.*sqrt((numErr./num).^2+(stdevs(2)/model.contrast)^2);
end
end
model.g2 = inputg2s;
model.dt = fitdt;
model.fitdt = fitdt;
model.g2Err = inputg2sErr;
model.dqs = dqs;
model.g2scaled = g2scaled;
model.g2ErrScaled = g2ErrScaled;
%If we want to plot:
if(plt)
figure;
errorbar(log10(model.dt),model.g2{1}(1:length(model.dt)),model.g2Err{1}(1:length(model.dt)),'o');
hold on;
plot(log10(model.fitdt),model.fit{1},'k');
plot(log10(model.dt(starts(crit))),model.g2{1}(starts(crit)),'r+');
lgdstr = sprintf([num2str(model.tau1(1)) ' +/- ' num2str(model.tau1SE(1)) '\n' num2str(model.beta1(1)) '
+/- ' num2str(model.beta1SE(1))]);
legend(lgdstr);
end
end
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%Author: Ron Lewis
%University of Minnesota, 2018
%Description:
% This function performs a fit according to the equation:
%
z = a*cos(frequency*(t-t0)) + c
% The equation is essentially a reduced heterodyne function for very
% large tau, with a t0 fitting parameter given the arbitrary starting
% state of the sample. The relevant fitted parameter here is the
% frequency.
%Parameters:
% Input:
%
... = simpleHeterodyneFitter(dt,g2,init,scales,pl);
%
dt - the vector of x data to fit to
%
g2 - the vector of y data to fit to
%
init - 4x1 vector of initial guesses of the parameters
%
scales - 4x1 vector of scaling coefficients to enable faster,
%
more accurate fitting
%
pl - a boolean flag for if you want the result to be plotted or not
%
Note that use of varargin is not necessary here, I just did it to
%
be consistent with the other fitting functions.
% Output:
%
model = simpleHeterodyneFitter(...);
%
model - structure with fields containing information about the
%
fit.
%Example
% dt = 1:800;
% g2 = cos(0.002*dt);
% model = simpleHeterodyneFitter(dt,g2,[1 1 1 1],[1 1 0.001 10],1);
function [model] = simpleHeterodyneFitter(varargin)
%Description:
% This function contains the equation
% z = a*cos(frequency*(t-t0)) + c
% for fitting.
%Parameters:
% Input:
%
... = myFunIsCool(args,dt);
%
This method will simply return the value of the equation at the
%
given dt values.
%
args - 4x1 vector of fitting parameters
%
dt - vector of x data
%
... = myFunIsCool(args,dt,g2,errFlag);
%
args - 4x1 vector of fitting parameters
%
dt - vector of x data
%
g2 - vector of y data
%
errFlag - boolean value which indicates if the function
%
value should be returned or if the residual should be returned.
%
... = myFunIsCool(args,dt,g2,errFlag.scale);
%
args - 4x1 vector of fitting parameters
%
dt - vector of x data
%
g2 - vector of y data
%
errFlag - boolean value which indicates if the function
%
value should be returned or if the residual should be returned.
%
scale - 4x1 vector of scaling coefficients for args to enable
%
faster, more accurate fitting.
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% Output:
%
z = myFunIsCool(~,~,~,0);
%
z - the values of the equation at the provided dt data points.
%
z = myFunIsCool(~,~,~,1);
%
z - the residuals of the equation at the provided dt data
%
points relative to the input g2.
%Example:
% parameters = [1 1 1 1];
% dt = 1:800;
% g2 = cos(0.002*dt);
% z = myFunIsCool(parameters,dt,g2,1,[1 1 0.001 10]);
function [z] = myFunIsCool(varargin)
switch nargin
case 2
args = varargin{1};
t = varargin{2};
a = args(1);
c = args(2);
freq = args(3);
x = args(4);
case 4
args = varargin{1};
t = varargin{2};
g2in = varargin{3};
errFlag = varargin{4};
a = args(1);
c = args(2);
freq = args(3);
x = args(4);
case 5
args = varargin{1};
t = varargin{2};
g2in = varargin{3};
errFlag = varargin{4};
scale = varargin{5};
a = args(1)*scale(1);
c = args(2)*scale(2);
freq = args(3)*scale(3);
x = args(4)*scale(4);
end
z = a*cos(freq*(t-x)) + c;
if(errFlag)
z = sum((z-g2in).^2);
end
end
%This sets a time limit for fitting, in seconds.
function stop = outfun(~,~,~)
stop = toc>30;
end
%Fitting options
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options = optimoptions('lsqcurvefit','MaxFunEvals', 10000, 'TolFun', 1e-8,'MaxIter', 10000,
'OutputFcn',@outfun);
if(nargin == 5)
dt = varargin{1};
g2 = varargin{2};
init = varargin{3};
scales = varargin{4};
pl = varargin{5};
%The number of parameters, important for determining standard error.
NPARAM = 4;
% Init and args has the form [a c freq x].
tic;
%Perform the fit using lsqrcurvefit. This is unbounded.
[params,resnorm,residual,~,~,~,J] = lsqcurvefit(@(args,dt)
myFunIsCool(args,dt,g2,0,scales),init,dt,g2,[],[],options);
%Get the fitted values using the parameters.
fit = myFunIsCool(params,dt,g2,0,scales);
%Calculate standard error
se2 = resnorm/(length(residual)-NPARAM);
%QR decomposition of the Jacobian
[~,R] = qr(J,0);
Rinv = inv(R);
%Determine covariance matrix
covariance = (Rinv*Rinv')*se2;
%Calculate st. dev. of fitted parameters
stdevs = full(sqrt(diag(covariance)));
params = params.*scales;
stdevs = stdevs'.*scales;
%This function gets the p value for 95% confidence interval based on
%the degrees of freedom for the fit.
p = getpValue(length(dt)-NPARAM);
%Fit the output structure with information.
model.omega = abs(params(3));
model.omegaSE = stdevs(3)*p;
model.covariance = full(covariance);
model.params = params;
model.stderrs = stdevs*p;
model.fit = fit;
model.residual = resnorm;
%Optional plotting feature.
if(pl)
figure;
scatter(dt,g2,'ko');
hold on;
plot(dt,fit,'r');
end
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end
end
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%Author: Ron Lewis
%University of Minnesota, 2018
%Description:
% This function determines the 95% confidence interval p value based on
% the degrees of freedom (DOF) of a fit. It is an empirical fit to the p
% values from Student's t-test and is only valid for DOF > 10.
%Parameters:
% Input:
%
... = getpValue(DOF);
%
DOF - the degrees of freedom for a fit
% Output:
%
p = getpValue(...);
%
p - the 95 % confidence interval p value
%Example:
% DOF = length(xData) - NPARAMS;
% p = getpValue(DOF);
function [p] = getpValue(DOF)
%An empirical power law fit to Student's t-test data at 95 % confidence.
p = 2.956/(DOF^1.053) + 1.96;
end
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%Author: Ron Lewis
%University of Minnesota, 2018
%Description:
% This script enables the fitting and manual selection of clean
% heterodynes. First, each dominant heterodyne from the onGrainAnalysis
% structure is fit to the clean heterodyne equation. These fits are
% manually inspected and selected if they appear to fit the data well.
%Enter relevant strings
saveLoc = 'D:/Dropbox/xpcs_project/2018-1/reducedData';
% saveLoc = 'C:/Users/Ron/Dropbox/XPCS_Project/2018-1/reducedData';
destination = 'D:/Dropbox/xpcs_project/2018-1';
% destination = 'C:/Users/Ron/Dropbox/XPCS_Project/2018-1';
prefix = 'A004_SB_2_51_att0_135C_Lq0';
%Load the onGrainAnalysis structure
numSpots = 45;
filename = sprintf(strcat(destination,'/A%s_onGrainAnalysis_180517.mat'),prefix(2:4));
load(filename);
%For each spot
for index = 1:numSpots
%Load the reduced data
data_folder = sprintf(strcat(prefix,'_%03d'),index);
saveStr = [saveLoc '/' data_folder(1:4) '_' data_folder(end-2:end) '.mat'];
load(saveStr);
%If there are dominant heterodyne indices at this spot
if(~isempty(onGrainAnalysis.dominantHeteroIndices{index}))
%Prepare for fitting
smallInfo{index}.fitIndices = onGrainAnalysis.dominantHeteroIndices{index};
for ii = 1:length(smallInfo{index}.fitIndices)
types{ii} = 'hetero';
end
fprintf('################################\n%03d\n################################\n',index);
%Fit all of the heterodynes
fitInfo = fitSingleOrHeterodyne(reduced,0,smallInfo{index}.fitIndices,1:800,0,types);
%Retain the fit information
smallInfo{index}.fits = fitInfo.fits;
smallInfo{index}.params = fitInfo.params;
smallInfo{index}.stderrs = fitInfo.stderrs;
smallInfo{index}.g2sScaled = fitInfo.data.g2sScaled;
%Manually select which fits are good.
manual = selectDataManually(smallInfo{index});
smallInfo{index}.manual = manual;
else
smallInfo{index} = [];
end
end
%Save the smallInfo structure
saveStr = [destination '/' prefix(1:4) '_smallInfoHeterodynes_180518.mat'];
save(saveStr, 'smallInfo');
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%Author: Ron Lewis
%University of Minnesota, 2018
%Description:
% This function will fit a series of correlation functions to either a
% KWW type function and a simple (long) heterodyne, or a clean
% heterodyne. It can also plot series of correlation functions alongside
% the 2D detector data with the binned pixels indicated.
%Parameters:
% Input:
%
... =
%
fitSingleOrHeterodyne(data,twoD,fitIndices,dt,pl,types)
%
data - reduced parameter from getHeterodyneCorrlations.m
%
twoD - boolean value indicating if the twoD should be plotted (this
%
only matter is pl = 1).
%
fitIndices - vector of indices to be fit. Must be consecutive!
%
dt - vector of x data
%
pl - boolean specifying whether the fits should be plotted.
%
types - cell array of strings which must be at least as long as
%
fitIndices. Each string must either be 'single' or 'hetero',
%
specifying whether the fit should be to a single relaxation/simple
%
heterodyne or a clean heterodyne
%
... =
%
fitSingleOrHeterodyne(data,twoD,fitIndices,dt,pl,types,tauSet)
%
data - reduced parameter from getHeterodyneCorrlations.m
%
twoD - boolean value indicating if the twoD should be plotted (this
%
only matter is pl = 1).
%
fitIndices - vector of indices to be fit. Must be consecutive if
%
you intend to plot the data!
%
dt - vector of x data
%
pl - boolean specifying whether the fits should be plotted.
%
types - cell array of strings which must be at least as long as
%
fitIndices. Each string must either be 'single' or 'hetero',
%
specifying whether the fit should be to a single relaxation/simple
%
heterodyne or a clean heterodyne
%
tauSet - sets the value of one of the taus in a clean heterodyne
%
fit. Useful if you think you know one of the tau values.
% Output:
%
fitInfo = fitSingleOrHeterodyne(...)
%
fitInfo - a structure containing relevant fitting information.
%Example:
% fitInfo = fitSingleOrHeterodyne(reduced,0,[345:350],1:800,0,...
% {'single', 'hetero', 'hetero', 'single', 'hetero', 'hetero'});
function [fitInfo] = fitSingleOrHeterodyne(varargin)
%A few color definitions using the rgb function. This function was
%downloaded from an online source.
c = rgb('White');
c2 = rgb('ForestGreen');
%nargin conditions for overloaded function
if(nargin == 6)
data = varargin{1};
twoD = varargin{2};
fitIndices = varargin{3};
dt = varargin{4};
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pl = varargin{5};
types = varargin{6};
tauSet = 0;
elseif(nargin == 7)
data = varargin{1};
twoD = varargin{2};
fitIndices = varargin{3};
dt = varargin{4};
pl = varargin{5};
types = varargin{6};
tau1 = varargin{7};
tauSet = 1;
else
fprintf('Invalid number of arguments.');
end
for index = 1:length(fitIndices)
currInd = fitIndices(index);
%If it should be fit to a single:
if(strcmp(types{index},'single'))
%Scale the data
data.g2sScaled{currInd} =
(data.g2sOff{currInd}(1:length(dt)))/(max(data.g2sOff{currInd}(1:length(dt))));
fprintf(['Fitting number ', num2str(index), ' of ', num2str(length(fitIndices)), ' with a single
relaxation.\n']);
%Initialize init
init.baseline = 1;
init.contrast = 0.3;
init.beta1 = 1;
%Define a vector of guesses for tau
tauGuess = [10 100 500 1000];
%Try each guess. The fit is somewhat sensitive to the initial
%guess.
for ind = 1:length(tauGuess)
init.tau2 = tauGuess(ind);
model{ind} =
fitSingleStretchedExpV2(data.g2sScaled(currInd),{zeros(1,length(dt))},dt,data.qs,init,0);
residuals(ind) = model{ind}.residuals(1);
end
%Also try to fit to a simple heterodyne
model = simpleHeterodyneFitter(dt,data.g2sScaled{currInd},[5 5 1],[0.1 0.1 0.001],0);
residuals(5) = model.residual;
%Get the minimum residual
[~,crit] = min(residuals);
%Based on the minimum residual, extract the relevant information
if(crit == length(residuals))
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fitInfo.fits{currInd} = model.fit;
fitInfo.params{currInd} = model.params;
fitInfo.tau1(index) = 0;
fitInfo.tau2(index) = 0;
fitInfo.beta1(index) = 0;
fitInfo.residuals(index) = residuals(crit);
fitInfo.X(index) = 0; %X refers to amorphous content, or tau1 in this function.
fitInfo.omega(index) = model.omega;
else
fitInfo.fits{currInd} = model{crit}.fit{1};
fitInfo.params{currInd} = model{crit}.params{1};
fitInfo.tau1(index) = 0;
fitInfo.tau2(index) = model{crit}.tau1;
fitInfo.beta1(index) = model{crit}.beta1;
fitInfo.residuals(index) = residuals(crit);
fitInfo.X(index) = 0; %X refers to amorphous content, or tau1 in this function.
fitInfo.omega(index) = 0;
end
else
%Scale the data
data.g2sScaled{currInd} = (data.g2sOff{currInd}(1:length(dt))min(data.g2sOff{currInd}(1:length(dt))))/(max(data.g2sOff{currInd}(1:length(dt)))min(data.g2sOff{currInd}(1:length(dt))));
%A printout for convenience
fprintf(['Fitting number ', num2str(index), ' of ', num2str(length(fitIndices)), ' with a heterodyne.\n']);
%If a tau was not specified
if(tauSet == 0)
%Matrix of tau guesses
taus = [1 10;10 100;100 1000;1 100;11 1000;500 1000;100 500];
%For each guess perform a fit
for kk = 1:7
tau1 = taus(kk,1)
tau2 = taus(kk,2)
[model] = heterodyneFitter(dt,data.g2sScaled{currInd}(1:length(dt)),[1 1 0.5 1 1 1 1 5],[1 1 1
tau1 tau2 1 1 0.01],0);
fit{kk} = model.fit;
params{kk} = model.params;
resids(kk) = model.residual;
stderrs{kk} = model.stderrs;
end
else
%If one of the taus was specified, this becomes shorted
taus = [10 100 500 1000];
%For each guess perform a fit
for kk = 1:4
tau2 = taus(kk)
[model] = heterodyneFitter(dt,data.g2sScaled{currInd}(1:length(dt)),[1 1 0.5 1 1 1 5],[1 1 1 tau2
1 1 0.01],0,tau1);
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fit{kk} = model.fit;
params{kk} = [model.parmas(1:3),tau1,model.params(4:end)];
resids(kk) = model.residual;
stderrs{kk} = model.stderrs;
end
end
%Find the index of the minimum residual
[~,crit] = min(resids);
%Decompose the heterodyne to show the relaxations of each
%component.
[gA,gB] = decomposeHeterodyne(dt,params{crit});
%Extract some relevant information
fitInfo.fits{currInd} = fit{crit};
fitInfo.gAs{currInd} = gA;
fitInfo.gBs{currInd} = gB;
fitInfo.params{currInd} = params{crit};
fitInfo.stderrs{currInd} = stderrs{crit};
fitInfo.X(index) = params{crit}(3);
tempTau1 = params{crit}(4);
fitInfo.tau1(index) = tempTau1;
tempTau2 = params{crit}(5);
fitInfo.tau2(index) = tempTau2;
fitInfo.beta1(index) = params{crit}(6);
fitInfo.beta2(index) = params{crit}(7);
fitInfo.omega(index) = params{crit}(8);
fitInfo.residuals(index) = resids(crit);
end
end
%Fill in the fitInfo structure with relevant information.
fitInfo.fitPhis = data.phis(fitIndices);
fitInfo.fitIndices = fitIndices;
fitInfo.data = data;
fitInfo.types = types;
%%%%%%%%%%From here out, this code is for plotting%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Define a residual for fit accuracy
residTol = 2;
temp = fitInfo.residuals<=residTol;
%Check if any are NaN and remove them
tau1NAN = ~isnan(fitInfo.tau1);
tau2NAN = ~isnan(fitInfo.tau2);
fitInfo.keepers = temp.*tau1NAN.*tau2NAN;
%If we want to plot:
if(pl)
%Define some convenient parameters for plotting. These parameters are
%user dependent and can be changed based on your device.
if(length(data.g2sOff(fitIndices))>50 && ~twoD)
iterNum = 16;
sub = 4;
if(twoD)
increment = 2;
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step = 1;
else
increment = 1;
step = 0;
end
else
iterNum = 9;
sub = 3;
if(twoD)
increment = 2;
step = 1;
else
increment = 1;
step = 0;
end
end
outside = floor(length(fitIndices)/iterNum);
MP = get(0, 'MonitorPositions');
for ii = 0:outside
if(length(MP(:,1))==1)
figure('rend','painters','pos',[MP(1,1)+50, MP(1,2)+50, MP(1,3)-100 MP(1,4)-180]);%for laptop
screen
%
figure('rend','painters','pos',[MP(1,1)+50, MP(1,2)+500, MP(1,3)-1200 MP(1,4)500]);%for 8-ID-I screen
%
figure;
else
%
figure('rend','painters','pos',[MP(2,1)+50, MP(2,2)-200, MP(2,3)-MP(2,1)-100 MP(2,4)180]);%for 2nd monitor
figure('rend','painters','pos',[MP(2,1)+50, MP(2,2)+50, MP(2,3)-100 MP(2,4)-180]); %for 2nd
monitor at home
%
figure;
end
if(ii == outside)
top = mod(length(fitIndices),iterNum);
else
top = iterNum;
end
for jj = 1:top
index = ii*iterNum+jj;
currInd = fitIndices(index);
subplot(sub,sub*increment,jj*increment-step);
%Plot the data as black if they are good fits or red if not
if(fitInfo.residuals(index) <= residTol)
scatter(dt,data.g2sScaled{currInd}(1:length(dt)),'k');
else
scatter(dt,data.g2sScaled{currInd}(1:length(dt)),'r');
end
hold on;
%For a heterodyne, plot the decomposed fits as well
if(strcmp(types{index},'hetero'))
plot(dt,fitInfo.fits{currInd},'Color',c2);
plot(dt,fitInfo.gAs{currInd},'b'); %Blue is A
plot(dt,fitInfo.gBs{currInd},'m'); %Magenta is B
else
plot(dt,fitInfo.fits{currInd},'Color',c2); %
end
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tle = strcat('q = ',num2str(data.qs(currInd)),'; phi = ',num2str(data.phis(currInd)),'
(',num2str(currInd),')');
title(tle);
xlabel('dt');
ylabel('g2');
%If the twoD option is on
if(twoD)
%Plot 2D alongside the correlations
subplot(sub,sub*increment,jj*increment);
mapInd = data.numIncrements - mod(currInd-1,data.numIncrements);
binInd = floor((currInd-1)/data.numIncrements)+1;
mask = flipud(data.dqmap{mapInd}==binInd);
crit = find(sum(mask,1) ~= 0);
x(1) = crit(1);
x(2) = crit(1);
x(5) = crit(end);
x(6) = crit(end);
temp = find(mask(:,x(1))~=0);
y(2) = temp(1);
y(1) = temp(end);
temp = find(mask(:,x(5))~=0);
y(5) = temp(1);
y(6) = temp(end);
crit = find(sum(mask,2) ~= 0);
y(3) = crit(1);
y(4) = crit(1);
y(7) = crit(end);
y(8) = crit(end);
temp = find(mask(y(3),:)~=0);
x(3) = temp(1);
x(4) = temp(end);
temp = find(mask(y(7),:)~=0);
x(8) = temp(1);
x(7) = temp(end);
%
img = flipud(data.twoD{mapInd});
img = flipud(data.twoD);
imagesc(img,[0 2]);
%
colormap pink;
hold on;
plot([x(1) x(2)],[y(1) y(2)],'Color',c,'LineWidth',2.5);
plot([x(3) x(2)],[y(3) y(2)],'Color',c,'LineWidth',2.5);
plot([x(3) x(4)],[y(3) y(4)],'Color',c,'LineWidth',2.5);
plot([x(5) x(4)],[y(5) y(4)],'Color',c,'LineWidth',2.5);
plot([x(5) x(6)],[y(5) y(6)],'Color',c,'LineWidth',2.5);
plot([x(7) x(6)],[y(7) y(6)],'Color',c,'LineWidth',2.5);
plot([x(7) x(8)],[y(7) y(8)],'Color',c,'LineWidth',2.5);
plot([x(1) x(8)],[y(1) y(8)],'Color',c,'LineWidth',2.5);
title('<--');
axis([x(1)-10 x(5)+10 y(3)-10 y(7)+10]);
end
end
end
%These figures are general information about tau, X, and omega for the
%fitIndices range specified
figure;
plot(fitIndices,fitInfo.tau1,'ob');
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hold on;
plot(fitIndices,fitInfo.tau2,'om');
axis([0.9 fitIndices(end)+0.1 0 10000]);
legend('tau1','tau2');
ylabel('tau (s)');
figure;
plot(fitIndices,fitInfo.X,'ok');
axis([0.9 fitIndices(end)+0.1 0 1]);
ylabel('X');
figure;
plot(fitIndices,fitInfo.omega,'ok');
axis([0.9 fitIndices(end)+0.1 0 0.2]);
ylabel('omega');
end
end
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%Author: Ron Lewis
%University of Minnesota, 2018
%Description:
% This function allows for the fitting of a clean heterodyne. It uses a
% constrained fitting function (fmincon), and has overloaded capability
% for differen uses.
%Parameters:
% Input:
%
... = heterodyneFitter(dt,g2,init,scales,pl)
%
dt - vector of x data
%
g2 - vector of y data
%
init - vector of initial guesses
%
scales - vector of scaling values for the arguments
%
pl - boolean for plotting
%
... = heterodyneFitter(dt,g2,init,scales,pl,tau)
%
dt - vector of x data
%
g2 - vector of y data
%
init - vector of initial guesses
%
scales - vector of scaling values for the arguments
%
pl - boolean for plotting
%
tau - a scalar set value for one of the tau's.
% Output:
%
model = heterodyneFitter(...)
%
model - a structure containing relevant fit information
%Example:
% model =
% heterodyneFitter(1:800,g2in,[1 1 1 1 1 1 1],...
%
[1 1 0.1 10 1000 1 1 0.01], 0);
function [model] = heterodyneFitter(varargin)
%This funtion is a stop function for the options of the fit (see
%fitting options on www.mathworks.com).
function stop = outfun(~,~,~)
stop = toc>30;
end
%Fitting options
options = optimoptions('fmincon','MaxFunEvals', 10000, 'TolFun', 1e-6, 'MaxIter', 10000, 'TolCon', 1e-6,
'OutputFcn',@outfun, 'Algorithm', 'interior-point');
%Initialize filler parameters for fitting function
A = [];
b = [];
Aeq = [];
beq = [];
%Overloaded conditions
if(nargin == 5)
dt = varargin{1};
g2 = varargin{2};
init = varargin{3};
scales = varargin{4};
pl = varargin{5};
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%args has the form: [b c X tau1 tau2 beta1 beta2 freq]
%Specify lower and upper bounds for each parameter
lb = [0 0 0 0 0 0.3 0.3 0];
ub = [Inf Inf 1 Inf Inf 2 2 Inf];
%Number of parameters for error calculations
NPARAM = 8;
tic;
params = fmincon(@(args)heterodyneFun(dt,g2,args,1,scales),init,A,b,Aeq,beq,lb,ub,[],options);
params(isnan(params)) = 1;
[~,resnorm,residual,~,~,~,J] = lsqcurvefit(@heterodyneFun, params, dt, g2);
fit = heterodyneFun(dt,g2,params,0,scales);
elseif(nargin == 6)
dt = varargin{1};
g2 = varargin{2};
init = varargin{3};
scales = varargin{4};
pl = varargin{5};
tau = varargin{6};
%Number of parameters for error calculations
NPARAM = 7;
%args has the form: [b c X tau1 tau2 beta1 beta2 freq]
%Specify lower and upper bounds for each parameter
lb = [0 0 0 0 0.3 0.3 0];
ub = [Inf Inf 1 Inf 2 2 Inf];
%Start the timer which is finished in the stopping function with toc
tic;
%Fit with fmincon
params = fmincon(@(args)heterodyneFun(dt,g2,args,1,scales,tau),init,A,b,Aeq,beq,lb,ub,[],options);
%If the params have NaN, make them 1 to avoid errors
params(isnan(params)) = 1;
%use lsqcurvefit to get the Jacobian for error analysis
[~,resnorm,residual,~,~,~,J] = lsqcurvefit(@heterodyneFun, params, dt, g2);
%Calculate the fit
fit = heterodyneFun(dt,g2,params,0,scales,tau);
else
dt = varargin{1};
g2 = varargin{2};
init = varargin{3};
scales = varargin{4};
pl = varargin{5};
tau = varargin{6};
freq_gap = varargin{7};
NPARAM = 6;
% [b c X tau2 beta1 beta2]
lb = [0 0 0 0 0.3 0.3];
ub = [Inf Inf 1 Inf 2 2];
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%Start the timer which is finished in the stopping function with toc
tic;
%Fit with fmincon
params =
fmincon(@(args)heterodyneFun(dt,g2,args,1,scales,tau,freq_gap),init,A,b,Aeq,beq,lb,ub,[],options);
%If the params have NaN, make them 1 to avoid errors
params(isnan(params)) = 1;
%use lsqcurvefit to get the Jacobian for error analysis
[~,resnorm,residual,~,~,~,J] = lsqcurvefit(@heterodyneFun, params, dt, g2);
%Calculate the fit
fit = heterodyneFun(dt,g2,params,0,scales,tau,freq_gap);
end
%Calculate standard error
se2 = resnorm/(length(residual)-NPARAM);
%QR decomposition of the Jacobian
[~,R] = qr(J,0);
Rinv = inv(R);
%Determine covariance matrix
covariance = (Rinv*Rinv')*se2;
%Calculate st. dev. of fitted parameters
stdevs = full(sqrt(diag(covariance)));
params = params.*scales;
stdevs = stdevs'.*scales;
p = getpValue(length(dt)-NPARAM);
model.covariance = full(covariance);
model.params = params;
model.stderrs = stdevs*p;
model.fit = fit;
model.residual = resnorm;
%Plot if pl is 1
if(pl)
figure;
scatter(dt,g2,'ko');
hold on;
plot(dt,fit,'r');
end
end
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%Author: Ron Lewis
%University of Minnesota, 2018
%Description:
% This overloaded method contains the functional form of the clean
% heterodyne equation for fitting.
%Parameters:
% Input:
%
... = heterodyneFun(params)
%
params - vector of the fitting parameters
%
... = heterodyneFun(params, dt)
%
params - vector of the fitting parameters
%
dt - vector of x data
%
... = heterodyneFun(dt, g2, params, err_FLAG, scales)
%
dt - vector of x data
%
g2 - vector of y data
%
params - vector of the fitting parameters
%
err_FLAG - boolean indicating if the error should be returned
%
scales - vector of scaling coefficients for params
%
... = heterodyneFun(dt, g2, params, err_FLAG, scales, tau)
%
dt - vector of x data
%
g2 - vector of y data
%
params - vector of the fitting parameters
%
err_FLAG - boolean indicating if the error should be returned
%
scales - vector of scaling coefficients for params
%
tau - a scalar value for one of the tau's
%
... = heterodyneFun(dt, g2, params, err_FLAG, scales, tau, freq)
%
dt - vector of x data
%
g2 - vector of y data
%
params - vector of the fitting parameters
%
err_FLAG - boolean indicating if the error should be returned
%
scales - vector of scaling coefficients for params
%
tau - a scalar value for one of the tau's
%
freq - a scalar value for the frequency gap
% Output:
%
z = heterodyneFun(...)
%
z - the fitted function to the parameters, or the residual error if
%
err_FLAG = 1
%Example:
% z = heterodyneFun(1:800,g2in,params,1,[1 1 0.1 100 1 1], 67, 0.018);
function z = heterodyneFun(varargin)
%Overloaded nargin conditionals
if(nargin == 1)
dt = 1:999;
args = varargin{1};
b = args(1);
c = args(2);
X = args(3);
tau_a = args(4);
tau_b = args(5);
beta_a = args(6);
beta_b = args(7);
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freq_gap = args(8);
err_FLAG = 0;
elseif(nargin == 2)
dt = varargin{2};
args = varargin{1};
b = args(1);
c = args(2);
X = args(3);
tau_a = args(4);
tau_b = args(5);
beta_a = args(6);
beta_b = args(7);
freq_gap = args(8);
err_FLAG = 0;
elseif(nargin == 5)
dt = varargin{1};
g2 = varargin{2};
args = varargin{3};
err_FLAG = varargin{4};
scales = varargin{5};
b = args(1)*scales(1);
c = args(2)*scales(2);
X = args(3)*scales(3);
tau_a = args(4)*scales(4);
tau_b = args(5)*scales(5);
beta_a = args(6)*scales(6);
beta_b = args(7)*scales(7);
freq_gap = args(8)*scales(8);
elseif(nargin == 6)
dt = varargin{1};
g2 = varargin{2};
args = varargin{3};
err_FLAG = varargin{4};
scales = varargin{5};
tau_a = varargin{6};
b = args(1)*scales(1);
c = args(2)*scales(2);
X = args(3)*scales(3);
tau_b = args(4)*scales(4);
beta_a = args(5)*scales(5);
beta_b = args(6)*scales(6);
freq_gap = args(7)*scales(7);
else
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dt = varargin{1};
g2 = varargin{2};
args = varargin{3};
err_FLAG = varargin{4};
scales = varargin{5};
tau_a = varargin{6};
freq_gap = varargin{7};
b = args(1)*scales(1);
c = args(2)*scales(2);
X = args(3)*scales(3);
tau_b = args(4)*scales(4);
beta_a = args(5)*scales(5);
beta_b = args(6)*scales(6);
end
%Clean heterodyne function
z = b+c*(X*X*exp(-2*(dt/tau_a).^beta_a)+(1-X)*(1-X)*exp(-2*(dt/tau_b).^beta_b)+...
2*(1-X)*X*cos((freq_gap)*dt).*exp(-((dt/tau_a).^beta_a)-((dt/tau_b).^beta_b)));
%If the error flag is on, get the residual instead
if(err_FLAG)
z = sum((z-g2).^2);
end
end
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%Author: Ron Lewis
%University of Minnesota, 2018
%Description:
% This function breaks down the parameters of a clean heterodyne and
% returns the fits of the correlation functions that comprise the clean
% heterodyne equation.
%Parameters:
% Input:
%
... = decomposeHeterodyne(dt, params)
%
dt - vector of x data
%
params - vector of parameters from the clean heterodyne fit
% Output:
%
[g1, g2] = decomposeHeterodyne(...)
%
g1 - vector of the first correlation function fit
%
g2 - vector of the second correlation function fit
%Example:
% [g1, g2] = decomposeHeterodyne(1:800,[1 1 0.5 50 700 1.5 1.6]);
function [g1, g2] = decomposeHeterodyne(dt,args)
%Digest the input parameter args
b = args(1);
c = args(2);
X = args(3);
tau_a = args(4);
tau_b = args(5);
beta_a = args(6);
beta_b = args(7);
%Evauate the correlation functions
g1 = b+c*X*X*exp(-2*(dt/tau_a).^beta_a);
g2 = b+c*(1-X)*(1-X)*exp(-2*(dt/tau_b).^beta_b);
end
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%Author: Ron Lewis
%University of Minnesota, 2018
%Description:
% This function enables the manual selection of clean heterodyne fits.
% Each fitted correlation is plotted with the fit, and the legend
% contains relevant information. The user is prompted to either keep or
% omit the fit based on what it looks like.
%Parameters:
% Input:
%
... = selectDataManually(smallInfo)
%
smallInfo - the smallInfo structure from
%
onGrainFittingScriptHETERODYNE.m
% Output:
%
manual = selectDataManually(...)
%
manual - mask of the indices which fit well.
%Example:
% manual = selectDataManually(smallInfo);
function [manual] = selectDataManually(smallInfo)
%For each fit index
for index = 1:length(smallInfo.fitIndices)
%Plot the data and the fit
plot(1:800,smallInfo.g2sScaled{smallInfo.fitIndices(index)},'k-o');
hold on;
plot(1:800,smallInfo.fits{smallInfo.fitIndices(index)},'r');
%The title of the plot is the current fit index/the total number of
%fits
title([num2str(index) '/' num2str(length(smallInfo.fitIndices))]);
%The legend has relevant fit information
lgdstr = sprintf([num2str(smallInfo.params{smallInfo.fitIndices(index)}(4)) ' +/- '
num2str(smallInfo.stderrs{smallInfo.fitIndices(index)}(4)) '\n'...
num2str(smallInfo.params{smallInfo.fitIndices(index)}(5)) ' +/- '
num2str(smallInfo.stderrs{smallInfo.fitIndices(index)}(5)) '\n'...
num2str(smallInfo.params{smallInfo.fitIndices(index)}(8)) ' +/- '
num2str(smallInfo.stderrs{smallInfo.fitIndices(index)}(8))]);
legend(lgdstr);
hold off;
%Prompt the user to keep or omit the fit
temp = input('Keep(1) or omit(0): ');
manual(index) = temp;
end
end
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%Author: Ron Lewis
%University of Minnesota, 2018
%Description:
% This script implements a semi-autonomous method for determining the
% dominant frequencies of a complex heterodyne via a single-sided FFT.
%Initialize strings for saving and loading locations
% saveLoc = 'D:/Dropbox/xpcs_project/2018-1/reducedData';
saveLoc = 'C:/Users/Ron/Dropbox/XPCS_Project/2018-1/reducedData';
% destination = 'D:/Dropbox/xpcs_project/2018-1';
destination = 'C:/Users/Ron/Dropbox/XPCS_Project/2018-1';
prefix = 'A006_SB_2_51_att0_145C_Lq0';
numSpots = 89;
%Load in the heterodyne structure "smallInfo"
filename = sprintf(strcat(destination,'/A%s_smallInfoHeterodynes_180518.mat'),prefix(2:4));
load(filename);
%Load in the onGrainAnalysis structure
filename = sprintf(strcat(destination,'/A%s_onGrainAnalysis_180614.mat'),prefix(2:4));
load(filename);
%Define dt, and intialize M, a writing matrix
dt = 1:800;
M = [];
%For each spot
for index = 1:numSpots
%If the smallInfo is not empty or there are undefined correlations
if(~isempty(smallInfo{index})||~isempty(onGrainAnalysis.undefinedIndices{index}))
%Catenate the complex indices with the undefined indices for
%whichever ones there are
if(~isempty(smallInfo{index}))
if(sum(smallInfo{index}.manual==0)~=0)
indices = [smallInfo{index}.fitIndices(smallInfo{index}.manual==0),
onGrainAnalysis.undefinedIndices{index}];
run = 1;
else
run = 0;
end
else
run = 1;
indices = onGrainAnalysis.undefinedIndices{index};
end
%See if there are any complex heterodynes. If so
if(run)
%Load the reduced data
data_folder = sprintf(strcat(prefix,'_%03d'),index)
saveStr = [saveLoc '/' data_folder(1:4) '_' data_folder(end-2:end) '.mat'];
load(saveStr)
qstar = reduced.qstar;
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%Get the FFT from the on and off grain function
[~,~,~,fs,P1,~] = getOnAndOffg2(reduced, dt, 0.5, 0.9, 0);
temp = [];
%For each index
for ind = 1:length(indices)
%Set the baseline to 1
baseline = 1;
%While the baseline is not 0
while(baseline)
y = log(P1{indices(ind)});
A = horzcat(log(fs{indices(ind)})',ones(length(fs{indices(ind)}),1));
m = A\y;
%Quickly fit the FFT to an exponential function to more
%accurately assess the baseline
fit = exp(m(2))*fs{indices(ind)}'.^m(1);
%Calculate residual to the fit
resid = P1{indices(ind)}-fit;
%Find where the residual is greater than the baseline
maxInd = (resid >= baseline);
%Find the maximum values
maxfs = fs{indices(ind)}(maxInd);
maxP1 = P1{indices(ind)}(maxInd);
maxResid = resid(maxInd);
%Make a nested plot of the correlation function, the
%FFT with the fit, and the FFT residual
figure;
subplot(3,1,1);
scatter(dt,reduced.g2sOff{indices(ind)}(1:800),'k');
subplot(3,1,2);
plot(fs{indices(ind)},P1{indices(ind)},'r');
hold on
plot(fs{indices(ind)},fit','--k');
%If there are max indices based on the baseline, plot
%them
if(~isempty(maxInd))
scatter(maxfs,maxP1,'k');
end
subplot(3,1,3);
plot(fs{indices(ind)},resid,'b');
hold on
if(~isempty(maxInd))
scatter(maxfs,maxResid,'k');
end
%Enter a new baseline value, zero will exit
baseline = input('What should the baseline be (zero to exit)? ');
close all;
end
%Take all values above the baseline and add them to temp
temp = vertcat(temp,maxfs');
end
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%Catenate temp with the timestamp of the spot
time = ones(length(temp),1)*((index-1)*1000 + 500);
N = horzcat(time,temp);
%Add to the writing matrix M. Note that M is not written in
%this code; it was inspected and then written after code
%execution (by 'written' I mean saved to a .csv file).
M = vertcat(M,N);
end
end
end
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%Author: Ron Lewis
%University of Minnesota, 2018
%Description:
% This script is utilized to semi-manually fit a KWW single relaxation
% to a dataset. In my studies, it was primarily used to fit to the
% off-grain averaged correlations. First, the user is prompted to enter a
% range of dt over which to fit the data. After the data are fit, the
% user can either keep or omit the fit.
%Initialize the init structure for initial guesses
init.tau2 = 10;
init.baseline = 0;
init.contrast = 0.5;
init.beta1 = 1;
%Initialize the strings for saving and loading
% saveLoc = 'D:/Dropbox/xpcs_project/2018-1/reducedData';
% destination = 'D:/Dropbox/xpcs_project/2018-1';
saveLoc = 'C:/Users/Ron/Dropbox/XPCS_Project/2018-1/reducedData';
destination = 'C:/Users/Ron/Dropbox/XPCS_Project/2018-1';
prefix = 'A004_SB_2_51_att0_140C_Lq0';
numSpots = 90;
%For each spot
for ind = 1:1
%Load the reduced data
data_folder = sprintf(strcat(prefix,'_%03d'),ind)
saveStr = [saveLoc '/' data_folder(1:4) '_' data_folder(end-2:end) '.mat'];
load(saveStr)
%Get the off grain average g2
[avgg2,offGrainKeep] = getOnAndOffg2(reduced,1:800,0.5,0.9,0);
%If it's not empty
if(~isempty(avgg2))
%Plot the data
figure;
scatter(1:800,avgg2)
title(sprintf('%d',sum(offGrainKeep)));
%Ask the user for the dt value to fit to, or 0 to skip
in = input('fitLen (0 to skip): ');
if(in~=0)
fitLen = in;
%Fit over the range
temp = fitSingleStretchedExpV2({(avgg2(1:fitLen)-min(avgg2(1:fitLen)))/(max(avgg2(1:fitLen))min(avgg2(1:fitLen)))},{zeros(1,fitLen)},1:fitLen,[],init,1);
%Ask the user to keep or omit the fit
in = input('Keep (1) or omit(0): ');
end
close all;
%If omit
if(in == 0)
%Save nothing
avgTau(ind,1) = 0;
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tauErr(ind,1) = 0;
avgBeta(ind,1) = 0;
betaErr(ind,1) = 0;
else
%Keep the relevant information
avgTau(ind,1) = temp.tau1;
tauErr(ind,1) = temp.tau1SE;
avgBeta(ind,1) = temp.beta1;
betaErr(ind,1) = temp.beta1SE;
end
else
%Save nothing
avgTau(ind,1) = 0;
tauErr(ind,1) = 0;
avgBeta(ind,1) = 0;
betaErr(ind,1) = 0;
end
%Fill the numFit vector with the number of bins which were averaged to
%generate the correlation function
numFit(ind,1) = sum(offGrainKeep);
end
%Fill in a matrix for writing the data
M = horzcat(numFit,avgTau,tauErr,avgBeta,betaErr);
%Write the data
% csvwrite(strcat(destination,'/',prefix(1:4),'_offGrainAnalysis180608_FFTONLY.csv'),full(M));
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%Author: Ron Lewis
%University of Minnesota, 2018
%Description:
% This script performs time-resolved histogramming analysis of relaxation
% times and speeds from fits to XPCS correlation functions.
%Specify save locations and destinations
% saveLoc = 'D:/Dropbox/xpcs_project/2018-1/reducedData';
saveLoc = 'C:/Users/Ron/Dropbox/XPCS_Project/2018-1/reducedData';
% destination = 'D:/Dropbox/xpcs_project/2018-1';
destination = 'C:/Users/Ron/Dropbox/XPCS_Project/2018-1';
%%%%
%These parameters are adjustable to fill the requirements of a user
prefix = 'A012_SB_2_51_att0_135C_Lq0'; %Change this!
rheoData = csvread(strcat(destination,'/135C_avramiRheoFrac.csv')); %Change this!
T = 135; %Change this!
numSpots = 45; %Change this!
%%%%
%Load in all fitted information
filename = sprintf(strcat(destination,'/A%s_onGrainAnalysis_180614.mat'),prefix(2:4));
load(filename);
filename = sprintf(strcat(destination,'/A%s_smallInfoHeterodynes_180518.mat'),prefix(2:4));
load(filename);
filename = sprintf(strcat(destination,'/A%s_FFT_COMPLEX_FREQs.csv'),prefix(2:4));
allComplex = csvread(filename);
data_folder = sprintf(strcat(prefix,'_%03d'),1);
saveStr = [saveLoc '/' data_folder(1:4) '_' data_folder(end-2:end) '.mat'];
load(saveStr);
%Initialize important parameters
cumFreq = [];
cumTau = [];
fitting = 0;
counter = 1;
%Set the limits for histogram bins; user should adjust these for specific
%application
speedBins = -2.875:0.25:1.375;
tauBins = 1.125:0.25:3.875;
tauX = linspace(tauBins(1),tauBins(end),1000);
freqX = linspace(speedBins(1),speedBins(end),1000);
%For each measurement
for index = 1:numSpots
fprintf('%d\n',index);
%Extract low frequency heterodyne frequencies
long = onGrainAnalysis.freqs{index}(onGrainAnalysis.freqs{index}~=0);
long = long';
%Extract clean heterodyne frequencies
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if(~isempty(smallInfo{index}))
mask = smallInfo{index}.manual;
indices = smallInfo{index}.fitIndices(logical(mask));
clean = [];
if(~isempty(indices))
for ind = 1:length(indices)
clean(ind) = smallInfo{index}.params{indices(ind)}(end);
end
clean = clean';
clean = clean(clean<=4);
end
else
clean = [];
end
%Extract complex heterodyne frequencies
currTime = (index-1)*1000+500;
mask = allComplex(:,1)==currTime;
complex = allComplex(mask,2)*2*pi;
%Add all frequencies to cumulative frequency matrix
cumFreq = vertcat(cumFreq,long,clean,complex);
%Extract single relaxation times
single = onGrainAnalysis.taus{index}(onGrainAnalysis.taus{index}~=0);
single = single';
%Extract relaxation times from clean heterodynes
if(~isempty(smallInfo{index}))
mask = smallInfo{index}.manual;
indices = smallInfo{index}.fitIndices(logical(mask));
heteroTau = [];
if(~isempty(indices))
for ind = 1:length(indices)
tempTau1 = smallInfo{index}.params{indices(ind)}(4);
tempTau1Err = smallInfo{index}.stderrs{indices(ind)}(4);
tempTau2 = smallInfo{index}.params{indices(ind)}(5);
tempTau2Err = smallInfo{index}.stderrs{indices(ind)}(5);
if(~isnan(tempTau1))
if(~isnan(tempTau1Err))
if((tempTau1Err/tempTau1) >= 0.5)
tempTau1 = [];
end
elseif(tempTau1 > 10^10)
tempTau1 = 10000;
else
tempTau1 = [];
end
heteroTau = [heteroTau tempTau1];
end
if(~isnan(tempTau2))
if(tempTau2 > 10^10)
tempTau2 = 10000;
elseif(~isnan(tempTau2Err))
if((tempTau2Err/tempTau2) >= 0.5)
tempTau2 = [];
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end
else
tempTau2 = [];
end
heteroTau = [heteroTau tempTau2];
end
end
heteroTau = heteroTau';
end
else
heteroTau = [];
end
%Add all relaxation times to cumulative relaxation time matrix
cumTau = vertcat(cumTau,single,heteroTau);
%Histogram the data at this time point (measurement)
if(~isempty(cumFreq))
cumLogVels = log10(cumFreq/(2*pi*reduced.qstar));
currVelHist = hist(cumLogVels',speedBins);
normVelHist = currVelHist/sum(currVelHist);
else
currVelHist = zeros(1,length(speedBins));
normVelHist = currVelHist;
end
if(~isempty(cumTau))
cumLogTaus = log10(cumTau);
currTauHist = hist(cumLogTaus',tauBins);
normTauHist = currTauHist/sum(currTauHist);
else
currTauHist = zeros(1,length(tauBins));
normTauHist = currTauHist;
end
%Get the corresponding rheology data at each point
temp = rheoData(:,1);
mask = temp<=currTime;
currRheoTimes = temp(logical(mask));
temp = rheoData(:,2);
currRheoData = temp(logical(mask));
%If the rheo data have gone past 75 %, start fitting to a gaussian
%Note: rheology data is used as a metric for distribution fitting in
%this script. This can be adjusted to fill the requirements of a
%specific scenario
if(currRheoData(end)>=0.75)
fitting = 1;
%Perform and handle Tau fitting
tauFit = fit(tauBins',normTauHist','gauss1','Lower',[0,2,0],'Upper',[1,4,2]);
tauY = tauFit(tauX);
for ii = 1:1000
if(ii>length(tauBins))
tauMat(ii,1) = 0;
tauMat(ii,2) = 0;
else
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tauMat(ii,1) = tauBins(ii);
tauMat(ii,2) = normTauHist(ii);
end
tauMat(ii,3) = tauX(ii);
tauMat(ii,4) = tauY(ii);
end
ci = confint(tauFit);
mean = tauFit.b1;
meanErr = mean - ci(1,2);
stdDev = sqrt(tauFit.c1/2);
cErr = tauFit.c1 - ci(1,3);
stdDevErr = stdDev*(1/2)*(cErr/tauFit.c1);
tauFittingMat(counter,1) = T;
tauFittingMat(counter,2) = currTime;
tauFittingMat(counter,3) = mean;
tauFittingMat(counter,4) = meanErr;
tauFittingMat(counter,5) = stdDev;
tauFittingMat(counter,6) = stdDevErr;
%Perform and handle Freq fitting
%
freqFit = fit(speedBins',normVelHist','gauss2','Lower',[0.07,-3,0,0.07,3,0],'Upper',[1,1.5,3,1,1.5,3]);

%
%
%
%
%

%
%
%

freqFit = fit(speedBins',normVelHist','gauss1','Lower',[0,-3,0],'Upper',[1,1.5,3]);
freqY = freqFit(freqX);
for ii = 1:1000
if(ii>length(speedBins))
freqMat(ii,1) = 0;
freqMat(ii,2) = 0;
else
freqMat(ii,1) = speedBins(ii);
freqMat(ii,2) = normVelHist(ii);
end
freqMat(ii,3) = freqX(ii);
freqMat(ii,4) = freqY(ii);
end
ci = confint(freqFit);
mean = freqFit.b1;
meanErr = mean - ci(1,2);
stdDev = sqrt(freqFit.c1/2);
cErr = freqFit.c1 - ci(1,3);
stdDevErr = stdDev*(1/2)*(cErr/freqFit.c1);
mean2 = freqFit.b2;
meanErr2 = mean2 - ci(1,5);
stdDev2 = sqrt(freqFit.c2/2);
cErr2 = freqFit.c2 - ci(1,6);
stdDevErr2 = stdDev2*(1/2)*(cErr2/freqFit.c2);
freqFittingMat(counter,1) = T;
freqFittingMat(counter,2) = currTime;
freqFittingMat(counter,3) = mean;
freqFittingMat(counter,4) = meanErr;
freqFittingMat(counter,5) = stdDev;
freqFittingMat(counter,6) = stdDevErr;
if(freqFit.b1 <= freqFit.b2)
freqFittingMat(counter,3) = mean;
freqFittingMat(counter,4) = meanErr;
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

freqFittingMat(counter,5) = stdDev;
freqFittingMat(counter,6) = stdDevErr;
freqFittingMat(counter,7) = mean2;
freqFittingMat(counter,8) = meanErr2;
freqFittingMat(counter,9) = stdDev2;
freqFittingMat(counter,10) = stdDevErr2;
else
freqFittingMat(counter,3) = mean2;
freqFittingMat(counter,4) = meanErr2;
freqFittingMat(counter,5) = stdDev2;
freqFittingMat(counter,6) = stdDevErr2;
freqFittingMat(counter,7) = mean;
freqFittingMat(counter,8) = meanErr;
freqFittingMat(counter,9) = stdDev;
freqFittingMat(counter,10) = stdDevErr;
end
counter = counter + 1;
end

%Write all of the histogram files.
%Note: This is MANY files. Be sure there is ample space!
output = sprintf(strcat(destination,'/histogramVideoFiles/A%s_5_%03d_rheo.csv'),prefix(2:4),index);
csvwrite(output,horzcat(currRheoTimes,currRheoData));
if(fitting)
output = sprintf(strcat(destination,'/histogramVideoFiles/A%s_1_%03d_freq.csv'),prefix(2:4),index);
csvwrite(output,freqMat);
output = sprintf(strcat(destination,'/histogramVideoFiles/A%s_2_%03d_tau.csv'),prefix(2:4),index);
csvwrite(output,tauMat);
output =
sprintf(strcat(destination,'/histogramVideoFiles/A%s_3_%03d_freqFIT.csv'),prefix(2:4),index);
csvwrite(output,freqFittingMat);
output =
sprintf(strcat(destination,'/histogramVideoFiles/A%s_4_%03d_tauFIT.csv'),prefix(2:4),index);
csvwrite(output,tauFittingMat);
else
output = sprintf(strcat(destination,'/histogramVideoFiles/A%s_1_%03d_freq.csv'),prefix(2:4),index);
csvwrite(output,horzcat(speedBins',normVelHist'));
output = sprintf(strcat(destination,'/histogramVideoFiles/A%s_2_%03d_tau.csv'),prefix(2:4),index);
csvwrite(output,horzcat(tauBins',normTauHist'));
end
end
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